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Abstract

Non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) algorithms are used to produce stylized images, e.g., in a painted or stippled style. This thesis presents a new family of automatic methods for effects and styles including halftoning, screening, stippling, line art, and mosaics. Our proposed algorithms are motivated by perceptual effects including contrast and similarity to present structure preservation. Meanwhile, the novelty also shows in exploring primitives in distribution for our NPR algorithms.

First, we propose a novel contrast-aware error diffusion algorithm based on a priority-based scheme, called Prioritized Contrast-based Error Diffusion (CED), to generate stylized imagery. The core idea of this technique is to implicitly and progressively preserve the original tendency in contrast. This method generates halftoning with a success in similarities for tone, structure, and contrast, and with good visual appearance. We extend Prioritized CED with variations on masks and priority configuration to create screening style with non-uniform patterns. To apply Prioritized CED to stippling generation, we design a new modification to the contrast-aware error distribution to provide density control in dot distribution. A set of varied stippling styles are produced. Thanks to the good structure preservation, all resulting effects are quite good. We also propose a technique of pixel clustering and employ skeletonization for generation of line art with long strokes. Pixel clustering produces long lines by processing a set of pixels, which align along the edge guidance from a smoothed bilateral filter on an edge tangent field (ETF). Skeletonization captures large-scale structure of an image. We can create simplified line art with clean and elegant visual appearance.

Second, we propose a novel automatic approach to construct an artistic tessellation (AT) through the growth of curves in a particle system. The core idea is to present similarity, and in addition, to consider spatial balance during curve growth. The AT method is applied to create natural and abstract patterns. The further exploration guided by a bilateral smoothed ETF from an image can simulate stained-glass mosaics.
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>wₘₙ</td>
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<tr>
<td>ˆwₘₙ</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>x₀</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>µₓ,µᵧ</td>
<td>the mean of intensity for signal x and y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σₓ,σᵧ</td>
<td>the standard deviation of intensity for signal x and y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>the gamma correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆l</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆t</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Non-photorealistic Rendering

For many years, researchers in computer graphics have focused on using computers to simulate real world scenes. One of the goals in computer graphics is to make computer generated imagery look as realistic as possible. Over the past two decades, a new area that does not share the goal of realism, called non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [41, 46, 149, 171], has emerged. This new area of research is inspired by art and art history to either simulate traditional media or simplify an image in an illustrative form. This thesis investigates NPR algorithms in image space. Given an image, NPR methods can produce stylized images. Image stylization is a process or a method of converting imagery into a new image, in which the new image looks as though it had been created with a traditional artistic technique, such as painting, stippling, or illustration. The stylized image uses stroke elements or colors that preserve useful features inherited from the original image while omitting the image content that is not essential. The content abstracted from the original image is either simplified with main structures, such as object silhouettes, for a clean and clear representation; or emphasized with thickened or highlighted importance, such as edges, by using large size strokes or strong contrast color assignment. For example, to draw a ball using pencil, the contour of the ball is a feature more essential than the textures that the ball surface has. The ball can be clearly drawn by placing strokes to draw the contour and stylizing the contour with thickened or darkened strokes, with no needs to address the textures on the surface.

Image abstraction [20] is a process of generating stylized images by reducing the content in an image, typically in order to selectively emphasize information which is relevant for a particular purpose. The abstraction process preserves useful and important content that is the essential nature of an object, such as internal structures and size, from an original image for a simplified and/or enhanced representation. For
instance, an illustration used in biology textbooks looks clean and simplified, which is
easier for students to understand. One reason is that the illustrated objects are drawn
with a minimal number of primitives and colors and without displaying the context
of lighting. The effective representation for conveying image content brings NPR
algorithms many practical applications in education and engineering. The stylized
images also have intrinsic beauty and are attractive. Recently, we have seen artistic
images rendered by NPR algorithms in computer games, films, advertisements, and
websites.

Since computers cannot generate all the stylized effects by artists and NPR algo-
rithms cannot replace artists either, there are many interactive software tools such
as Adobe Illustrator and Corel Painter to assist artists in producing visual effects.
Interactive digital tools enrich artists’ traditional toolboxes, such as instruments (e.g.,
brush, pencil, crayon), with convenient operations for sketching objects, controlling
the strokes, and managing their works. The various operations could be handy for
professionals who have had practice and training. However, those without training
but who want to create their own stylized image, may feel completely lost by the
great variety of tools available. Sometimes automatic methods or algorithms with
very few configurations and parameters are convenient for those without knowledge
of complex skills to obtain results quickly. Professional artists with skills of using
software tools can benefit from automatic approaches as well. Artists can save many
hours by replacing tedious manual work, such as placing strokes in large unimportant
regions, with automatic approaches. Useful information automatically measured by
algorithms, such as silhouettes and creases detected by edge detection methods, can
provide informative suggestions on the location and orientation of strokes.

However, the effort of improving automatic NPR algorithms for high-quality re-
sults becomes especially challenging if there is no user intervention in the process.
Given an image, an automatic NPR algorithm can stylize or emphasize the necessary
content by placing primitives and the original image can be converted into an artistic
image with a certain style. Figure 1.1 shows a portrait photo with a large amount of
unimportant details, such as background people, colors for clothes, and even build-
ings. To stylize this photo, we must distinguish the most important objects (the two
persons) from the background. The selection between important and extraneous content can be done quickly and correctly with our eyes. However, computers have no means of prioritizing the data. Because of the lack of intelligent choice, the computer-generated stylization process cannot know which two persons to be portrayed and where to place the strokes in order to depict the two persons. The automation of stylization is one of the most difficult problems in NPR research. Interactive systems can produce high-quality stylized image in terms of content preservation, because artists can use interactive operations to select the important objects and to refine final results by placing the strokes manually until the rendered image attains their quality requirement. Selecting the important objects and placing thousands of strokes manually take a long time for artists to accomplish. Alternatively, if we would like to obtain a stylized image quickly, we can render an image automatically by sacrificing stylization quality. This thesis proposes some automatic NPR algorithms in image space that can be used to create a variety of styles in a shorter processing time and higher quality in structure preservation than previous automatic NPR algorithms.
1.2 Problems

Our thesis focuses on one major problem. Given a photo and a set of parameter values, how can an automatic algorithm produce a rendered image resembling a certain effect, such as halftoning, screening, stippling, line art, and mosaics? In addition, we would like to preserve important structural details, such as silhouettes, creases, and textures. An original photo contains numerous pixels with plentiful colors which indicate objects and background scenes clearly under certain lighting and environmental conditions. The abstracted content in stylized results can represent the main facts contained in the original photo by depicting key objects with important silhouettes and creases and sometimes with necessary tones. Locating the structural content from a large number of pixels is not a trivial problem. Visually, a stylized image is the result of a distribution of primitives. Stylization can generate a rendered image that differs from the original image in that pixels have new colors to help enhance the representation of content, for example, by thickening object shapes and increasing color contrast. The result depicted by a collection of primitives should represent the main content in the original image including main objects with correct locations and size information and internal structures of objects; and the skipped content should not affect or change the major knowledge delivered by the input image. Our goal is to create stylized images with improved quality in preserving structural details.

In addition, we address a problem for pattern creation including natural and abstract patterns. Patterns that are formed by the power of nature are called natural patterns, such as bark, cracks, fish scales, and zebra stripes, which contain randomness and irregularities because they are long-term results from influence of climate and physical and chemical interactions with other objects. Abstract patterns are patterns that represent no natural or actual objects in the real world. For example, there are abstract patterns that are created by humans, such as, patterns on pottery and geometric and decorative designs for architecture and textile. The creation of abstract patterns involves with a composition and a process of assigning various elements such as color, line, shape, and form. We investigate the placement of curves to create patterns. Specifically, the additional problem can be described as follows: given a drawing space and a background vector field, how can an automatic placement of curves build a partition for natural or abstract patterns? We address this additional
problem by proposing rules and strategies of placement.

No single algorithm can cover all styles. We pick some typical applications and styles to demonstrate the solutions to the problems posed earlier. The complete combinations of different attributes for different primitives are extremely broad. Therefore, we choose to concentrate on six applications: halftoning (pixels), screening (pixels), stippling (dots), line art (lines), patterns (curves), and stained-glass mosaics (curves). These applications cover a broad range of effects and styles in NPR research and personally we like these styles also.

1.3 **Perceptual Motivation**

One important source of inspiration for this thesis has come through the observation of artistic works, such as paintings and drawings. When an artist creates art, the placement of strokes depends on the artist’s intention [30]. For example, in Figure 1.2 he or she may intend to tell a story (e.g., *Christ in the Storm* (1633) by Rembrandt);

![Image](image1.png)

Figure 1.2: Artists’ intentions. (a) A story; *Christ in the Storm* by Rembrandt; (b) realisms; *Old Models* by Harnett; (c) forms; *Railway Crossing* by Léger; (d) expression; *Starry Night* by Van Gogh.

or to create a realistic environment (e.g., *Old Models* (1892) by Harnett); or create forms (e.g., *Railway Crossing* (1919) by Fernand Léger); or to capture an impression (e.g., *Starry Night* (1889) by Van Gogh). When we perceive the strokes painted by artists, we not only can acquire knowledge and stories delivered by artists, but also can feel their emotions.
1.3.1 Importance of Structure Preservation in Stylization

When a viewer perceives an object, there are intrinsic and extrinsic properties he or she can recognize. Intrinsic properties belong to the essential nature of a thing, such as size, shape, and the inner structure of the object; and extrinsic properties are additional details added to enrich the intrinsic properties with colors, shading, and shadows. For example, in Figure 1.3, artist Toulouse-Lautrec did not draw every single hair for the woman. Instead he depicted her hair with very few long strokes by sketching her hair shape and indicating dark and light areas for lighting and hair volume. He also sketched her face silhouette and the outline of her long-sleeved jacket with a few clean and long strokes. Missing such key information about her face and clothes makes the drawing of woman incomplete and vague to viewers. Conversely, the artist ignored the trivially extrinsic properties such as the color and the texture.
of her clothes, the background scene, the details of shading in the lighting, and the accuracy of shadows. Even without the additional details, a viewer can tell from the face contour and body shapes that this woman is not young and is smiling. Not surprisingly, in creating artistic works, artists pay attention to the key information that has to be displayed while they de-emphasize extrinsic properties of scenes or objects in that omitting the content that are not essential does not impair the main intention, but strengthens the information delivered.

As for our major problem, we anticipate that, when a photo is abstracted for a style, the selected content will represent the key properties of objects in original image including size, shape, and structures. However, the key properties of objects in an image are not available directly. The direct data from the input image contains thousands of pixels. Each pixel in greyscale has an intensity indicating the lightness at the location in image space. An image depends on the change of intensities to depict objects. The gradual change in intensities can convey the tone of a smooth surface (e.g., faces in Figure 1.1). Researchers have focused on matching the tones in stylized images with the tones from the original image. Halftoning research, for instance, has a large amount of work on improving tone matching. Floyd-Steinberg [39] and Ostromoukhov [134] used error diffusion algorithms to generate halftoned images, which solely maintain tone. Similarly, in stippling generation, Secord’s stippling method [161] uses tone matching to display the lighting change in an image reference. Screening approaches [174] employ a set of dithered patterns based on tone to approximate a continuous shade in black and white. However, the abstraction quality from tone matching does not satisfy the researchers’ desire for high quality in structure preservation. The abrupt change in intensities of the pixels (e.g., hair in Figure 1.1) are edges that indicate silhouettes, discontinuous creases, distinct changes in lighting condition, or textures. Research on image processing and computer vision has proposed many edge detection algorithms [166]. NPR researchers [13, 34, 37, 91] often borrow those edge detectors to obtain the key structures for stylization. NPR researchers recently attempted to include structural awareness into halftoning [15, 97, 139], stippling [84, 100, 123, 165], screening [99, 142], mosaics [27, 98, 104], and other forms of image abstraction [124] so as to retain the
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1.3.2 Contrast and Similarity

Contrast [31, 40, 62] is the difference in attributes of objects, such as luminance, color, size, and density, which makes an object distinguishable. We observed that to depict structural content, the placement of primitives should pay attention to the surrounding placement. For example, Figure 1.4 (a) and (b) show a V shape represented with the same set of dots, backgrounded by two different distributions: dense placement in (a) and sparse placement in (b). Figure 1.4 (a) shows a high-contrast image due to the significant difference in dot density between the interior (the V object) and exterior (the background) of the V shape. The V shape in Figure 1.4 (a) is very clear. Figure 1.4 (b), however, shows weak contrast and the shape is poorly defined as a result of the reduced difference in dot density between the two spaces. Although both V shapes use the exact same dot distribution, human perceives the dot distribution of the V shape in image (b) as denser than that in image (a). This example demonstrates how people perceive objects differently depending on
the context of the object and its surrounding elements. Contrast created by color difference has been employed in NPR research [18, 150]; however, contrast generated from the difference between the number of primitives with limited colors has been used in creating halftoning and stippled images [15, 161] and is not thoroughly explored in the NPR literature. We propose prioritized contrast-aware error diffusion method, described in Chapter 3, to improve structural preservation through a contrast-aware distribution of primitives. The method is based on the notion that dark pixels should attempt to maintain their darkness and bright pixels should attempt to preserve their lightness during error diffusion. Dark pixels receive more darkness than light pixels do in diffusing negative error and light pixels receive more lightness in diffusing positive error. As a result, the difference in intensities increases. The outcome is that dark areas have more black pixels and light areas have fewer black pixels. The increase of the difference of the number of pixels between dark and light areas can bring a strong contrast image for a clearly defined edge. Assuming that the original photos have clear objects, we can show the difference of intensities by using the difference of the number of pixels, which maintains the contrast. The mechanics to deal with darkness and lightness also follow the tendency in intensities, which preserves the contrast and then the structure as well.

As for the small problem concerning finding natural and abstract patterns in curve placement, we are interested in presenting a partition with spatial control and similarity. In our environment, there are naturally occurring patterns, such as cracks, bark, scales, and erosion formations. Figure 1.5 (a) shows an example of natural patterns of tree bark. Although the bark has different tiles in shapes and textures, each tile looks similar because cracking forms Y shapes that visually are alike. The similarity, irregularities, and randomness of these natural patterns appear beautiful. We hypothesized that one of the reasons for aesthetics of these patterns is the similarity presented in the patterns. Similarity can be defined as the resemblance of two elements in terms of features or qualities [140]. Figure 1.5 (b) illustrates an example using similarity for an artistic design. Notice that in Figure 1.5 (b) that the scales are different and are distributed over the fish surface. Each scale looks similar in shapes but not identical: there are, for instance, variations in size, shape, and rotation. The similar shapes give the image a unified visual appearance that looks harmonious to
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(a) Bark

(b) Design

Figure 1.5: Natural patterns and an artistic design using similarity. Adapted images from Flickr.com.

us. Similarity here implies repeated, controlled lines to place. Our proposed artistic tessellation technique, described in Chapter 7, employs similarity and also combines the irregularities and randomness in the generation process to create natural and abstract patterns. Patterns are formed by growing curves. We can use similar curves, similar starting direction of curves, and similar growth field to present similarity in curve placement. A small amount of randomness is added to the growth of curves in order to produce irregularities in tiles.

Beyond contrast and similarity, another perceptual effect mentioned a little in this thesis is occlusion. In visual perception, occlusion occurs when an object covers other objects and the occluded objects are either partially hidden or disappear behind the occluder. In an image, occlusion is apparent when two objects’ silhouettes intersect on the 2D image plane. We perceive that the object that is occluding is closer than the occluded object. Occlusion indicates depth order. The small fin on the fish body blocks the background scales in Figure 1.5 (b) and suggests that the fin is closer to our eyes than the scales. We demonstrated this occlusion condition by using curve placement. We also provide more details related to perception and art in Appendix A,
including perceptual grouping.

1.3.3 Perceptually-Based NPR Algorithms

A long time ago, NPR researchers had realized the inseparably close connection between art and perception, but this connection has not been fully explored in NPR research. The reason that perceptual factors have not been utilized easily in NPR research is because how a viewer perceives an image is a mental process, depending on subjective and vague decisions. There are many unknown aspects of perception and there are no clear mathematical formulas for computing data about perception. Consequently, the research on perception-motivated NPR algorithms [45, 187, 202, 203, 204] progressed slowly.

Several perception-based approaches to stylization focus on proposing image-based filters to enhance important features by managing contrast in colors. Win- nemöller [187] is interested in perceptual importance and proposed filter-based approaches for automatic image abstraction. The increase of local contrast for important regions caters to edge-sensitive cortical cells. His approach polarized contrast in luminance, color, and edges to bring saliency, which made stylized objects in painterly rendering and hatching separate from the background. The stylized images are more easily understood and remembered. Santella [156] employs eye movement recorded from viewers to measure the image importance. His approach can produce stylized images with contrast enhancement. He successfully applied his approach to painterly rendering and colored drawing. Lam et al. [94] investigate brightness perception in cortical area V1, in which cells detect basic features like lines and edges. The stylized images generated by Lam et al. emphasize edges to improve the structural quality. The perceptually-motivated framework they proposed can flexibly and effectively produce various artistic effects including painterly rendering, crayon, and watercolor. Lopez-Moreno et al. [106] approximate depth cue from images. The recovered depth can help stylize input images such as relighting the scene. Although the approximation of depth cue is inaccurate, new stylized images can display different lighting conditions after relighting.

Beyond filter-based methods, many NPR researchers consider perceptual effects in stroke-based rendering methods. Healey [52] investigates the possible issues of
primitive placement related to NPR and visual perception. Later, Healey et al. [53] focus on presenting perceptual salience in stylized visualizations by considering the perceptual features between the properties of strokes (e.g., color, texture, orientation, contrast, and size). They propose a series of perceptual guidelines and build an effective representation of the underlying data. The visualization applications of weather dataset show that their representation is effective. Xu and Kaplan [193] adjust the boundaries from the segmentation in a graph to obtain high contrast between regions, which provide their black and white style high structure preservation. Rosin et al. [150] also propose a stylization method for black and white from the assignment of black and white blocks to strengthen the difference around the edges. They obtain good quality because of contrast consideration. Recently, Zeng et al. [202] and later Zhao et al. [203] successfully employ perceptual attributes (e.g., contrast, saliency, and orientation) and explicitly emphasize contrasts in their placement of strokes during rendering images. Their approaches are able to differentiate primitive properties between dry versus wet, hard versus soft, and long versus short. The control over the difference in stroke attributes brings stunning artistic results in the final paintings.

Our proposed NPR algorithms aim to improve structure preservation. We focus on presenting contrast and similarity in primitive distribution. The exploration in this thesis will be one of only a few automatic stylization systems motivated by perceptual effects.

1.4 Contributions

The thesis thread provides a set of algorithms to create a group of effects: halftoning, screening, stippling, line art, and mosaics. Herein, we propose two novel and general frameworks for a family of NPR styles:

1. The first technique is called Prioritized Contrast-aware Error Diffusion (CED): a technique that uses a flexible priority-based scheme for contrast-aware error diffusion to produce abstracted imagery automatically. Traditional error diffusion methods [35, 39, 134, 177] had superior speed in computation, but were weak in their ability to create high quality images. The halftoned images generated
by conventional error diffusion methods lack structural details and annoying artifacts occur. Our proposed method shares high speed with traditional error diffusion and simultaneously introduces more applications and styles, including screening and stippling, with very high quality results in structure preservation. The basic idea is to maintain the initial tendency of original pixel intensities and thus preserve the contrast of the input image. The new priority scheme breaks the conventional raster scanning order used in traditional error diffusion methods and uses a more flexible processing order. Beyond halftoning, the technique of Prioritized CED can create a set of styles, including screening, stippling, and line art. This thesis demonstrates many high quality stylized images in terms of structure preservation.

2. The second technique is an Artistic Tessellation (AT) scheme based on particle tracing. Our AT method grows curves from a particle system to produce artistic partition automatically. AT is used to present similarity with spatial control in curve distribution to create natural designs. The growth of partitions from curves provides flexible control over tile shapes. In the NPR literature, stroke-based algorithms and tile-based methods have been considered separate. Our AT approach seeks a transition from primitive placement to region distribution and has the ability to control properties of curves, such as curvature. Moreover, the application of this idea in creating cracks, scales, and rivers shows how this exploration can be valuable and productive for natural and abstract patterns in digital production.

1.5 Overview of Results

We propose two frameworks to produce high quality stylizations according to various visual elements: pixel, dot, line, and curve. An overview of the results presented in this thesis is given as follows:

- Contrast-Aware Halftoning (CAH) converts a continuous-tone image into a pattern of black and white pixels with superior structural preservation compared to advanced/current structure-aware halftoning [15, 139] and with competitive
speed as well. Its merits come from its ability to illustrate weak edges, which are normally lost by other halftoning methods [35, 39, 91, 134, 177, 205].

- Content-Sensitive Screening (CSS) concentrates on presenting more varied patterns. Rather than introducing unsatisfactory uniform patterns like traditional dithering methods [174], the CSS results smoothly unify different patterns with clear image content without introducing segmentation artifacts.

- Structure-Preserving Stippling (SPS) uses prioritized contrast-aware error diffusion to create stippled images that preserve structural details with some tone suggestion. The stippling resulted from SPS can express very complicated and detailed content, which is not easy to automatically achieve. The final approach is a fast, automatic structure preserving stippling method that has the ability to produce diverse new styles such as heightening and scratchboard.

- The thesis also presents a new method for creating line art styles. It produces simplified drawing style, an emphasized drawing style, and a combination style with stipples and lines. The simplified drawing style abstracts image content to an extreme degree. Very long lines are employed to express object silhouettes and a few short lines provide tone indication. The emphasized drawing style and the combined style with stipples and long lines enhance key features with large-scale structure.

- Artistic tessellation can create abstract and natural patterns such as cracks, scales, and waves. An organized stack of curves can produce the illusion of a 3D shape. Making 3D illusions by stacking curves is brand new area of NPR research and may open up new directions for future research.

- One application of AT is to generate stained-glass mosaics. When compared with existing mosaic methods [27, 50], the mosaic results maintain good texture indication; thus, making it attractive to produce highly-textured content, which was a weakness of previous mosaic methods.
1.6 Organization of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows:

- Chapter 2 presents previous work in the NPR literature including media simulation, NPR tools, and stylization. The main focus is on previous work on primitive-based stylization. It also discusses existing research on perception in NPR.

- Chapter 3 describes the technique of priority-based and contrast-based error diffusion, Prioritized CED, in detail. It shows how to use Prioritized CED for halftoning. The chapter compares the quality of contrast-aware halftoning with other halftoning methods [15, 39, 134, 139] in different aspects: tone quality, structure quality, contrast quality, and visual quality.

- Chapter 4 provides two variations on Prioritized CED: exclusion-based masks and a multiple stage priority configuration to create content-sensitive screening.

- Chapter 5 proposes a variation on Prioritized CED for stippling generation. Variations are applied to stippling in order to create a variety of styles.

- Chapter 6 presents line art styles. It addresses the conversion from stippling to line drawing with short lines. It also covers the generation of line drawing with long lines.

- Chapter 7 proposes a new tessellation method by growing curves in a particle system. Splitting and stacking techniques are covered to demonstrate the generation of abstract patterns, natural patterns, and 3D illusions.

- Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by showing its contributions and limitations. We also describe future work.

- Appendix A presents background related to perceptual principles.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.7 Summary

This chapter provided an introduction to this thesis, which first describes objectives and motivation of the research. It also provides an introduction to the contributions of this thesis and finally, summarizes the results of the thesis. A list of publications based on this thesis follows:


Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of the existing research on NPR. It begins with an introduction to NPR, followed by a discussion of various categories of research: media simulation, tool development, and stylization. We put significant attention to individual styles based on primitives. This chapter covers previous work on two pixel-based applications (halftoning and screening), a dot-based style (stippling), a line-based style, and a region-based style (mosaic). This chapter ends by describing previous work on perception in the field of NPR.

2.2 State of the Art of NPR

NPR algorithms have been increasingly and widely applied to our everyday life, as seen in computer games (e.g., NPRQuake, Borderlands), advertisements, and computer-generated films (e.g., Ryan, a Scanner Darkly). Current NPR algorithms can produce stunning synthetic results and animations, which are sometimes similar to the realistic look of traditional artwork. From this point of view, the field of NPR is an interesting and potentially rewarding area of research to pursue. The work in this thesis investigates different styles in practice.

This chapter follows three classifications proposed by Gooch and Gooch [46] to describe NPR research: media simulation, software tools, and artistic stylization. Among these three branches, this chapter pays more attention to previous work in stylization. We focus on image space to address the problem of image abstraction and address artistic partitions in 2D space based on vector fields and initial primitive distribution. All of our results are stored as images or vector graphics.
2.2.1 Media Simulation

The NPR research on media [46, 171], including materials, tools, and substrates, is used to simulate traditional artistic styles created by artists. Different artistic styles employ different substances (e.g., oil, acrylic, wax, watercolor), instruments (e.g., brush, pencil, crayon), and substrates (e.g., canvas, paper, wood). The goal of the simulation is to produce marks that are indistinguishable from the real media seen in art works. In many situations, photorealistic techniques such as physics-based models [141, 143] play an important role in media simulation, but this method of simulation is very slow. Recently, example-based methods [4, 66, 117] with statistical models and texture synthesis have developed a comparable quality to physics-based models with improved performance. Hence, example-based methods attract more and more attention in the field of NPR. Below we discuss three popular media systems: pencil drawing, watercolor, and oil painting.

Pencil, Ink, and Charcoal Drawing

By using different media when drawing, such as pencil, ink, and charcoal, many different visual effects are created in line art. The inherent characteristics of physical materials determines the features of realistic appearance. Sousa and Buchanan [167, 168] proposed an observational model to consider micro-interactions between pencils and paper, as well as the outcome of blenders and erasers. Although Sousa and Buchanan’s results simulated the look of hand-drawn pencil drawing, their method needed heavy computation for simulation. Mao et al. [115] and later Yamamoto et al. [195] proposed image-based methods to transform an image into a pencil drawing style by using line integral convolution. The results of image-based processing roughly displayed orientations for pencil strokes. Mao et al. and Yamamoto et al.’s methods were faster than physics-based methods, but with much lower quality. Recently, Lee et al. [96] accelerated pencil rendering for 3D meshes on a GPU. They proposed a shaking technique for sketching contours in order to imitate the effect of trial-and-error of human techniques. They then analyzed the characteristics of pencil drawing by choosing 32 pencil textures and considered the tone variations and texture orientations. By carefully considering the quality and efficiency of algorithms, Lee et al. created impressive real-time animations.
Winkenbach and Salesin [185, 186] did excellent NPR research on pen-and-ink illustrations. Winkenbach and Salesin started with 3D geometric models and described the artistic principles of generating pen-and-ink illustrations: conveying shape information, creating tone and texture, and casting shadows using strokes. Later, other researchers [26, 93, 153, 184] followed the framework of Winkenbach and Salesin to improve the quality of pen-and-ink illustrations. Charcoal drawing [9, 112] was generated in this way also, but focusing on media effects from charcoal. However, automatically creating drawings using lines from image space is rare, and therefore image-based drawing has much room for improvement. Automatic line drawing methods have to find out where to place lines. Edges from edge detectors are good ways to extract the important objects from an image, but image abstraction has further steps, for example, to select the necessary edges and to determine the representation of edges, e.g., the ways of placing strokes. Showing edges is not enough for image abstraction.

Watercolor

Watercolor is an attractive style created by using paper, water, and pigments. The subtle variation of color saturation, in addition to the interesting interactions between the pigments and the paper, clearly distinguishes watercolor from other styles. Curtis et al. [21] provided the fundamental work of watercolor simulation: including effects such as edge-darkening, granulation, backruns, separation of pigments, and glazing. The framework was a three-layer physically-based system, which simulated fluid flow and light interaction. Later, inspired by Curtis et al.’s work, Lum and Ma [111] proposed a multilayer system to maintain frame coherence in animation. The results included a new drying effect and a brush-like texture by line integral convolution. Recently, the introduction of more complicated details, such as dispersion effects [16], demonstrated the ability to present a more realistic look for watercolor effects. Real-time animations for high quality watercolor results with good performance [10, 11, 109, 110] also exist in the NPR literature.
Oil Painting

NPR research on oil painting mainly focuses on presenting an impression of brush strokes, which belong to painterly rendering [51, 202]. One reason for the focus on brush strokes is that the realistic look of the surface of oil paintings has micro- and meso- structures. Shadow and shading caused by those structures play a crucial role in creating the appearance of oil paintings. How to model realistic strokes with shadows and shading is a very hard problem. Some NPR works for creating oil paintings [7, 89, 90] simulated fluidity of the paints by using research on fluid simulation. You et al. [198] adapted smoothed-particle hydrodynamics and simulated viscoelastic movement of pigment. They demonstrated various situations, including diffusion and absorption between pigment and paper. However, a simple way for painterly rendering [120] is to employ texture (or brush) examples from artists to avoid complicated physical simulation. Very recently, Zeng et al. [202] and Zhao and Zhu [203] proposed an interactive system to present oil paintings by using brush examples from professional artists. The painted results look indistinguishable from real oil paintings.

2.2.2 Exploration in Developing Tools

Another major research branch in the field of NPR is to develop software tools. The software allows users to manage artistic works step by step through input devices such as mouse, keyboard, and digital tablet. The use of software also tremendously reduces repetitive tasks by using automatic approaches of placement. For example, artists can automatically fill a space with thousands of strokes. More sophisticated software allows users to have freedom when choosing layouts, designs, primitives, placements, and individual properties for each element. There are many commercial and noncommercial products, such as Adobe Photoshop, CorelDraw, and GIMP, that provide a rich set of tools and functionality. However, in order to produce high quality results, users must not only possess artistic skills and dedication, but also acquire the skills to use those tools.

Since the first interactive graphics system, SKETCHPAD, was presented by Sutherland [172], there are many interactive systems in NPR such as SKETCH [200, 201], Teddy [63], Harold [17], OpenNPAR [48], JOT [68], and RenderBots [158], to provide quick sketching and editing. SKETCH [200, 201] presented a gestural interface
based on simplified line drawings. It was mainly designed as an initial tool for a storyboarding system. The operations were implemented for rapidly conceptualizing and editing 3D scenes. However, there were many flaws in practice, such as the difficulty in obtaining correct gestures in a short time. Teddy [63] was a modeling tool. Teddy allowed users to draw 2D silhouettes and then inflated the regions to 3D round objects. The system was robust and flexible for modeling numerous objects, but Teddy failed to handle unexpected strokes and it was difficult to express a variety of shapes with arbitrary topology. Harold [17] provided a collection of planar strokes to construct a 3D world by reorienting strokes in a view-dependent way in order to display the camera’s movement. Users can easily create extremely asymmetrical objects with a large class of selections. Unfortunately, the inaccurate approximation of view calculation which creates a significant problem when reconfiguring the 3D scene in a new point of view. WYSIWYG NPR proposed by Kalnins et al. [70] can provide artists with controls on stroke and paper texture. The WYSIWYG system directly allows users to place 3D strokes on the 3D models. However, the styles are very limited and users have to place each stroke manually, which is tedious in most applications. JOT [68] is a stylized renderer, which not only implemented the idea of WYSIWYG artistic rendering for 3D models, but also implemented coherent stylized silhouettes [69] and suggestive contours [22]. JOT allowed designers, artists and animators directly and flexibly to produce stylized images and videos. OpenNPAR [48] was a conceptual system that attempted to integrate many styles for a variety of users when rendering both 2D and 3D into styles. Potential limitations emerged from the performance and the effectiveness of the individual algorithms used by the system. RenderBots [158] offered a multi agent system for placing strokes for styles such as stippling and hatching. Edgebots, one of the RenderBot types, had a behaviour to place strokes as closely as possible to the edges of an image, which brought the good representation of the structure and the form of objects. RenderBots allowed users to interactively control the image generation by changing the parameters and the number of agents being used. However, the usage of randomness sometimes weakened the process of edge improvement and a good result took a very long time to obtain.
2.2.3 Stylization

Stylization is a method or a process dedicated to converting photographs into artistic images in a particular style, and is a very productive branch in the field of NPR. This subsection covers a general overview of stylization research. Numerous styles exist in the NPR literature and we will discuss some styles and effects that we will explore, including halftoning, screening, stippling, line drawing, and mosaics. Since our main interests are in primitive placement for stylization, we review stroke-based rendering methods. Many stylizations in NPR, such as halftoning and stippling, have been treated as problems of primitive distribution. Given an image, if we want to convert it into a stylized image, there are a few things that we have to think about: what to depict for this image, where to place primitives, and how to draw the primitives.

Hertzmann [56] classified automatic NPR methods for placing strokes into two categorizations: greedy algorithms [55, 185, 186] and optimization algorithms [50, 123, 139]. In general, a greedy algorithm does not produce an optimal placement. The system runs in a single pass to create the placement. Strokes are never altered once they have been placed. In the NPR literature, greedy algorithms emphasize important features, such as edges, more directly than optimal methods. Conversely, NPR optimization algorithms [50, 123, 139] commonly have iterative steps to gradually minimize or maximize an objective function. Objective functions are formulated as target metrics (or energy) of quality heuristics. Trial-and-error methods [47] are typical optimal methods iteratively to obtain an optimal placement. Although it seems any stroke-based problem can be rendered by using objective functions, designing an energy function is not a trivial problem. An energy function cannot precisely describe subjective and objective imperfection, or randomness and vagueness, as commonly seen in art creation.

Voronoi-based algorithms [34, 37, 84] are another typical automatic methods to place strokes. In general, the final results by Voronoi-based methods are a placement of strokes after an iterative process, such as centroidal Voronoi Diagram methods. A centroidal Voronoi-based algorithm [50] starts with an initial distribution of sites. Voronoi diagrams are constructed based on existing sites and the centroid of each tile is found. The algorithm moves the sites to the centroids, which provide a new distribution of sites. The process iteratively moves the sites to centroids until the
moving distance is less than a threshold. Voronoi algorithms aim at an evenly-spaced placement of strokes to have a spatially appealing visual appearance. The outcome of Voronoi-based methods usually is a converged distribution after iteratively adjusting placement several times.

Example-based NPR methods are automatic approaches too and can construct similarity functions on statistical models to match the stylized image with artistic work. Normally, there is a reference style on hand and the goal is to transform an image into a similar style. Example-based NPR methods can effectively produce fantastic hand-drawn outlook for most known styles. Hertzmann et al. [58] presented an early framework of example-based methods for different styles, called image analogies, which has been applied to applications including texture transfer, painterly rendering, and artistic filters. Also based on example methods, Jodoin et al. [66] and Barla et al. [4] investigated hatching by emulating artistic works; and later Kim et al. [86] and Martín et al. [117] used example-based methods to generate hand-drawn stippling styles. While on the one hand it seems that example-based methods unify the stylization problems, on the other hand, the statistical model used in example-based methods cannot cover all quality factors. For example, structural preservation is difficult to achieve in stylized images created by example-based methods.

Beyond placement, stroke-based rendering methods focus on modeling stroke shapes. Each stroke is usually modeled with a few parameters to provide visual variations of results. Sometimes, the results are combined with an enhanced representation for strokes, such as using color differences or using thick strokes. The enhanced representations for strokes improve shapes of objects and assist the figure ground distinction, which helps stylized images display the important content more clearly.

2.3 Stylization based on Primitives

Early work on abstraction relied solely on matching a resulting image with the tone in an image reference because the intensities are easy to compare. The important features of objects in an image, sometime called structural information, including silhouettes, discontinuous, creases, and textures are usually lost in tone-based approaches. However, depicting the structural information in a stylized image matched
with the original content from an image reference can make objects stand out, thus bringing promotions of stylization quality. Very recently, in order to gain high quality final results, some NPR algorithms for creating styles and effects such as halftoning [15, 97, 139], screening [27, 99], stippling [84, 100, 123, 165], and mosaics [104], retained both tone and structural matching. Unfortunately, preserving structural details from a highly-textured image is very hard for NPR algorithms. To retain structural content, an interactive system is useful. Using tools provides users freedom to indicate important image features manually, but manual selections of important content take time. Automatically extracting important features from an image has proven to be very difficult. NPR researchers are confronted with two additional issues in automation. One is where to place primitives and another is how to represent primitives to have clear visual communications. The same placement of sites can be rendered with different choices of stroke attributes to have different visual appearance. This thesis explores five effects, which are halftoning, stippling, screening, line drawing, and mosaics, by using various primitives including pixels, dots, lines, and curves. Previous stroke-based stylization algorithms focused explicitly on finding the important edges. They drew strokes on the edges to emphasize the content from an image. However, explicitly drawing important features such as edges and placing edges on top of stylized images brings unnatural appearance. We propose that, instead of explicitly outlining the structure and the form of objects, indirect description, such as using contrast in an image to guide distribution, may provide a natural look. Our Priority CED technique does not explicitly extract the edge features of an image. We use the original contrast of intensities to guide our system to display the important content through the distribution of primitives. The system’s awareness of contrast produces excellent structural preservation, and thus enhances the quality of the stylization. The next section provides a further survey of stylizations based on primitives.

2.3.1 Applications from Pixels: Halftoning

Halftoning is “a process of converting a continuous-tone photograph into a binary pattern in print or on the screen” [95, 174]. Researchers and developers have investigated the subject of halftoning process. Monochrome halftoning is still very
popular and useful for many media, such as newspapers and flyers, with regard to the economical use of ink. Halftoning in black and white is a binary reproduction that uses only one color ink (e.g., black) to print onto another color background (e.g., white). Two examples of monochrome halftoning generated by halftoning algorithms are shown in Figure 2.1. Color halftoning [72, 95] involving many colors is created by generalizing monochrome halftoning algorithms. There are three key factors for the quality of halftoning: the precise preservation of tone, well-preserved structure of the original image, and the absence of spurious patterns. How to satisfy and balance those factors has inspired numerous modern halftoning algorithms, which can usually be classified into three groups: point processes (dithering methods), neighborhood processes (error diffusion), and iterative methods. Dithering methods [8, 174] design a set of patterns for tone levels and replace each location with defined patterns. Error diffusion algorithms are ways to diffuse error to neighboring pixels based on two interests: tone matching [39, 134, 177, 205] and structural preservation [15, 35, 91]. Both point processes and error diffusion approaches run in a single pass. Iterative approaches [1, 3, 139, 192] start with an objective function and repeatedly find the minimum or maximum values of the objective function, which provides the best output of the pixels based on factors in the function.

Early halftoning techniques focused on the goal of tone reproduction. Ordered dithering [8] represented the desired intensity with a defined pattern. However, there is no smooth transition between each pattern. The patterns are designed only for tone matching. There are two major disadvantages to this group of methods: hardly seen weak edges, and noticeable visual artifacts.

The well-known Floyd-Steinberg Error Diffusion (FS ED) technique [39] was developed to circumvent both of the problems of early halftoning techniques. The diffusion of error encourages smoothness between discontinuous transitions to attempt to maintain the quantization error near zero over the whole output. The quality of halftoned images by error diffusion method is still competitive in tone reproduction. Many recent halftoning methods [15, 97, 139] cannot achieve the same tone quality. Inspired by Floyd and Steinberg’s idea, a great deal of work [134, 177, 205] has been done in error diffusion. Spurious patterns and lack of structural preservation, however, remain two significant drawbacks for FS ED methods. To improve visual
quality, a widely-accepted solution for visual artifacts is to enforce blue noise properties in halftoning [3, 88, 121]. Ostromoukhov’s halftoning method [134] can generate a distribution with blue noise properties. His method used an off-line minimization process to find corresponding weights for 256 grey levels. Ostromoukhov provided each grey level a different distribution coefficient. Ostromoukhov’s method removed much of distracting artifacts and achieved an appealing visual quality for halftoning. Nevertheless, it still did not attempt to retain structure and thus lost fine details of texture. Schmaltz et al. [159] proposed an improved model for halftoning based on electrostatic principles. Their system was the first one to allow points having different color, size, and shape and used an optimized distribution, but preserving the content of an original image is not its goal.

Recently, the quest for high-quality halftoning inspired a trend in structure-aware methods of halftoning. Historically, edge enhancement had been used to promote image structure. Eschbach and Knox [35] adapted the error diffusion method in an image-dependent threshold process in order to increase or decrease edge enhancement. However, Eschbach and Knox did not succeed in rendering weak edges. Kwak et al. [91] proposed an edge enhancement method for halftoning. The quality of results
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from edge enhancement still, unfortunately, lost many weak edges. In 2008, Pang et al. [139] proposed Structure-Aware Halftoning (SAH) and introduced an optimization process to iteratively minimize an objective function that includes parameters to balance tonal control and structural adjustment. The key to SAH is the iterative process to minimize an objective function that contains structural factors. SAH took two minutes to obtain an excellent quality for a 512 by 512 image. In 2009, Chang et al. [15] proposed a direct process, Structure-Aware Error Diffusion (SAED). SAED assumed there was only one clear dominant local frequency in the image. Chang et al. obtained error diffusion coefficients through a calibration that grasped the local frequency information. Structural preservation was achieved by adaptive thresholds from a parametrized anisotropic Gabor filter. Both the SAH and SAED algorithms can be treated as state of the art because their structural awareness brings impressive halftoning results, which prompt many researchers to study this traditional printing technique. However, SAH is computationally expensive, and SAED does not achieve the same high level of structure similarity as SAH. Figure 2.1 shows results from the SAH and SAED algorithms.

Although the difference in intensities of original images can provide contrast in color, researchers cannot directly obtain a good representations for important objects from the difference in brightness of an image. Selection and adjustment on the contrast are needed for a good abstraction. Contrast has hence been used rarely in halftoning research. Li et al. [101] proposed an edge-directed error diffusion method that preserved edge saliency and contrast. The process of diffusion stopped when the system found boundary edges. The algorithm’s parameters were adaptively modified based on a binary edge image. However, Li et al.’s method suffered from low quality in structure preservation because the error diffusion is similar to the FS ED algorithm, only based on tone. The SAED algorithm [15] adapted contrast as a perceptual parameter in the calibration step. This contrast factor improved the structure quality significantly. However, the SEAD method was complicated and had a lower quality of structural preservation than the SAH method. Our proposed contrast-aware halftoning method [97], described in Chapter 3, employs contrast to generate high quality halftoning. The results from our halftoning method have slightly higher structure quality than the SAH method and our method runs much faster.
Previous error diffusion methods usually proceeded in a raster scanning order. Marcu and Abe [116] presented an order of scanning based on intensity values, but without much discussion and with no dynamic updates to the previous order. Marcu and Abe’s method can be seen as a precursor to our halftoning strategy. Our proposed halftoning method, Prioritized CED, has a flexible framework of error diffusion by a dynamic priority-based scheme. This priority-based scheme can be adapted to other styles such as screening, stippling, and line art, not commonly available to previous halftoning methods.

2.3.2 Styles from Pixels: Screening

Screening is a pixel-based style. In printing, screening refers to a process of passing ink through a perforated screen (or pattern) over a region. A good screening algorithm can not only represent tone and important features with reduced levels of tone, but also can show different patterns in results. A computer-generated screening example is shown in Figure 2.2 in greyscale. Existing dithering methods [13, 87] or hatching [169, 197] generated uniform screening simply based on image tone with no consideration of the content of an image. Uniform screenings are not aesthetically appealing due to lack of contrast between patterns. Although a wide variety of screens will enrich visual appearance, we have a question: how can different screens automatically help
halftoning while still providing tone and structure preservation? Similar questions have been asked since the emergence of screening [174].

Classic ordered dither algorithms employed a matrix of quantization thresholds, replicated over an entire image [174] and sometimes combined with error diffusion techniques [87]. The variation of rotated dispersed dither [136, 138] reduced artifacts from raster scanning order and also improved tone reproduction. Velho and Gomes [177] used space-filling curves to present aperiodic patterns of clustered dots based on stochastic processes. Both image-independent or image-dependent dithering methods shared a same problem: unsatisfactory uniform patterns.

Subsequently, researchers made efforts to improve unappealing uniform patterns. Buchanan [13] introduced controlled artifacts by organizing the ordering of regions and error propagation directions, although with limited success. Ulichney [175] proposed a recursive tessellation algorithm to generate dither patterns but did not mention how to apply the process to an image. Procedural screening methods proposed by Ostrovoukhov and Hersch [135] generated artistic screening elements by introducing various shapes. Smooth transitions were a problem due to a lack of gradual change between shapes, which they avoided in later work by adding more tones [133, 137]. A more powerful way for generating different patterns is through image-based dither screens [178, 180], which transform a texture to a dither matrix and provides control over the texture. Yano and Yamaguchi [197] used a similar technique. However, all the additions of screening methods are based on enhancing the pattern quality through tone. Screenings with the absence of structural preservation, however, are less attractive than screenings with clear preservation of image content.

In order to maintain image content in screening, either automatic sharpening [13, 177] or manual location of important content by users [169] must be employed. Additional information from 3D models also can enhance final results [170, 179]. This thesis, however, concentrates on image space and not 3D worlds. Recently, structure-aware screening [142] designed for manga styles proposed the notion of color to pattern, which connected the image content through patterns. An example of manga screening is shown in Figure 2.2. Since manga screening used greyscales and not binary tones, its problem is not the same as ours.
2.3.3 Stippling

Stippling means drawing, engraving, or painting small dots or short strokes onto a canvas or background. A computational stippling algorithm typically seeks a distribution of dots to express the image content. We have seen stipple distributions based on tones for a halftoning effects as well as based on structural content for illustrations. The stippled man shown in Figure 2.3 is a typical halftoning effect. However, people would not say the stippled woman on the right side is halftoning because the number of visual elements is too low to display continuous tone. In early work, researchers were interested in matching tone. Deussen et al. [24] wrote that “a smaller number of relatively large dots is used which vary in size and sometimes in shape” characterized stippling in opposition to halftoning. As the stipple count decreases, the importance of structure concerns will rise, as illustrated by the stippled woman in Figure 2.3. The stipple distribution no longer preserves the tone and loss of tone is inevitable; in order to convey the meaning of an image, stipples must be deployed to structural aspects. We seek to display important features, such as silhouettes of faces, with stipples. Automatically generating stippling with structural awareness [84, 118, 123, 165] exists, but is not common. The structure-guided stippling presented by Mould [123]
barely matched the tone and the edges preserved in Martín et al.’s method [118] are weakened by their emphasis on tone matching. Structural preservation is necessary to retain fine details in the output images. In the very recent NPR book, Deussen and Isenberg [25] distinguished between halftoning and stippling, stating that halftoning is a printing technique and stippling is an illustrative technique.

Iterative relaxation (Lloyd’s method) approaches were the early stippling methods employed to create evenly distributed dots [24]. Secord [161] presented gentle tone imitation by weighted Voronoi stippling. Later research on relaxation methods [158, 176] also sought an even distribution of dots. The advantage of relaxation is good tone quality due to even-spaced dots. A distribution with blue noise properties has been considered the ideal stipple placement [24, 61, 88, 158], which reflects a target tone level with even spacing. Kopf et al. [88] employed Wang tiles to ensure blue noise. However, artists often presented stippling with rather irregular appearance, which has a more natural look. Kim et al. [86] and Martín et al. [117] obtained an irregular distribution of stipples by mimicking statistical properties of artists’ examples.

Structural consistency was ignored by many stippling methods [24, 88, 161] that focused on tone matching. Stippling approaches by Kim et al. [84] and Son et al. [165] found objects by segmenting important regions or detecting edge lines, sometimes with user assistance, and stipples were then distributed along these features. The goal of our proposed stippling algorithm is an automatic method. Our approach does not impose much demand on users and favors structural preservation. Some previous stippling methods considered structural preservation. Schlechtweg et al. [158] proposed RenderBots using multi-agent systems to place dots that followed image edges. Vanderhaeghe et al. [176] constrained stroke placement and represented important areas of image content. Kim et al. [84] proposed a method that automatically aligned dots to edges. The concept of directional stippling proposed by Kim et al. was enhanced later by Son et al. [165]. Son et al. presented a better visual appearance of stippling by using a structure grid that enhanced stippled results placed along both the tangential and normal directions, providing illustration-like effects. As we mentioned above, most of these were adapted from iterative relaxation by varying in different constraints. Mould [123] presented a different idea for the structure-guided stippling, which employed a weighted graph and minimized the cost function by path
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search to place dots. However, he deliberately paid little attention to tone.

In previous stippling methods, it was rare to seek to introduce new styles. Historically, stippling was viewed as its own style and with success measured by tone reproduction [24, 88, 161]. Kim et al. [86] and Martín et al. [117] approximated hand-drawn results by example-based stippling methods. However, their stipplings usually favored faithful tone representation. Kim et al. [84] presented a method to create the hedcut stippling that was based on even spacing along feature edges. Pointillism occurred in the NPR literature too. Jang and Hong [65] and Yang and Yang [196] transformed stippling to pointillism. Other previous tone-based stippling methods [137, 157, 182] addressed the creation of halftoning and artistic styles. The focus on tone created images with lower quality and poor structural preservation. Streit and Buchanan [169] started with importance-driven halftoning and proposed techniques for hatching styles in stippling. In the view of computer graphics, stippling is also a sampling technique. If we can use fewer stipples to sample, an object with a good quality, the reduction of primitives may reduce the calculation after sampling, such as using less calculation for shadows and rendering. With the light computation time, there should be many applications such as in rendering algorithms. The structure-preserving stippling proposed in Chapter 5 extends work on contrast-aware halftoning by adding density control over distribution. The stippling method lends itself to applications in other artistic styles, including heightening, pointillism, scratchboard, and line drawing.

2.3.4 Line Art

A line element has properties of length and orientation. A single dot cannot express directional effects but a line can. The flexibility of a line allows it more easily to represent structure and content than a single dot. Existing line drawing methods focus on presenting hand-drawn effects by simulating media, such as pencil, and the paper texture. However, an image only provides intensities of pixels, without direct data for sketching content. The simplification of an image with very long and very few strokes is very difficult to achieve.

There are many kinds of line art. Two kinds of line drawings are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4 (a) uses many small strokes to fill space, suggesting that the
number of lines used in a work does not matter as long as it expresses the content clearly. Some lines describe the silhouettes of objects by aligning along the object boundaries, while the remaining lines convey shading. However, some line art pursues a clean look with very few strokes, as shown in Figure 2.4 (b). The long strokes are used to display the large-scale structure of the image, including the face outline, ear shape, and creases of clothing. Some small and short strokes indicate the tone, such as the eyes in the figure. No line is wasted.

Some researchers are interested in presenting drawings with short strokes, which have been seen often in NPR work, such as pen-and-ink illustrations [26, 185, 186] and charcoal drawing [9, 112]. Recently, Winnemöller et al. [188] extended DoG (difference-of-Gaussians) filter to generate high-quality hatching in image space. Their hatchings were very close to the effect of pencil drawings with many small strokes. Secord [161] and Martín et al. [117] extended stippling to line drawing by first creating stipple distributions, and then replacing stipples with lines or strokes. Similar to their extension, we demonstrate drawings with short lines by replacing stipples with lines; however, this direct extension from stippling yields incoherent and broken lines, and produces an effect that is different from the techniques of artists who often employ long continuous strokes.
A clean line drawing with very few and long strokes can clearly display the large-scale structure of an image, illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b). This example pays little attention to tone and only sketches the silhouettes of the man and his wrinkle lines. Despite that a small number of places, such as his eyes and his hair, reveal the tone difference, it illustrates the necessity of tone. Hatching have similar appearance with clean and long strokes as this drawing. Early work related to this simplified style was proposed by Elber and Cohen [33]. They studied how to remove hidden surfaces and extract curves on geometrical surfaces in 3D space. Zander et al. [199] proposed hatching generation, which depicts the silhouettes and hatching patterns with very few and long strokes. Their hatching effect looks very appealing in appearance. Hertzmann and Zorin [60] presented illustrations for smooth surfaces. However, all those method are based on curvature from a polygonal mesh, which is out of our scope. Some researchers investigated interactive tools for creating pen-and-ink illustrations and hatchings. The work done by Salisbury et al. [152, 153, 154] belonged to this exploration. We are interested in presenting an automatic method for this simplified style. Example-based methods used real artistic works as references to generate hatching automatically. Jodoin et al. [66] and Barla et al. [4] investigated this and presented artistic look of hatching. Although Kang et al. [71] and Son et al. [164] have investigated this style of simplified line drawing in image space, their work has provided little advantage over edge detection algorithms in image processing. They applied most emphasis on strong features, and indicated little knowledge related to tone. A very recent paper by Lu et al. [107] investigated pencil drawings. Their work was very impressive, but unlike ours, it used textures and image tone to convey image content, rather than discrete primitives. Our exploration of simplified line drawings can not only express the large-scale structure of an image with very long and few strokes, but can also indicate necessary tone.

2.3.5 Mosaics

Traditional mosaics normally employed small regular tiles such as squares or hexagons to fill in a region. Figure 2.5 shows an example of a traditional mosaic. The outline of the fish is expressed by aligning a set of square tiles along the edges. There is a long history of research on creating traditional mosaics by regular tessellations using
squares or hexagons.

The mainstream of mosaic-making methods is based on regions, typically based on Voronoi diagrams [131], to manage the site placement. Some computer-generated mosaic methods improved the basic Voronoi-based mosaic method by aligning the tiles along the edges to maintain the structure of the image. However, the shape constraints of the use of squares and regular tiles wash out highly textured areas in mosaic results. Hausner [50] was the first person who simulated traditional mosaics using Centroidal Voronoi Diagrams (CVDs). Later researchers [34, 37] followed Hausner’s idea and used CVD-based techniques to pack similarly shaped tiles in order to express image content. Smith et al. [163] provided an improvement for mosaic methods by having a distribution following edges from CVD and aligning squares or hexagons with the edges too. In this way, objects in an image can be represented nicely. Recently, Liu et al. [103, 104] used a global energy optimization framework with graph cuts that aimed to solve the mosaic problem. The energy function considered the edge emphasis to improve the structural content. Most mosaic methods used square or hexagonal tiles. We are not interested in pursuing traditional mosaics that use regular or near-regular tiles, but in mosaics with irregular tiles. Less regular tiles existed in mosaic research [6, 27, 132], allowing square tiles to overlap and then cutting the overlap into non-regular regions. However, the varieties of irregular tiles are limited
because of the use of square tiles initially. To introduce tiles of arbitrary shape into mosaics, some researchers treated mosaic generation as a packing problem. Kim and Pellacini [85] divided objects into a collection of containers and packed different shapes into containers. The packing attempted to minimize the space between different shapes. Unlike Voronoi-based methods, Mould [122] generated stained-glass effect with irregular regions by applying operators from mathematical morphology. Later Brooks [12] used a unique region-merging tool to generate stained glass, which formed each tile of mosaics by merging small segmentation shapes to a large one interactively. However, neither Mould [122] nor Brooks [12] attempted to address highly textured structures in regions that contained, for example, hair or feathers.

Irregular patterns often occur both in nature and in artwork. Figure 2.6 shows two natural patterns: cracks and scales. No two tiles are exactly the same; they are random and irregular. Some artists would like to introduce irregular and similar

![Figure 2.6: Irregular tessellation occurs in both nature and artistic works. (a) Natural cracks; (b) scales; (c) Stained-glass mosaic by Barbara Keith; (d) Tiffany glass.](image-url)
elements into their work. Typical artistic work can be found in Tiffany glass or in stained-glass mosaics. In Figure 2.6, we show an example of Tiffany glass that uses irregular tiles to depict objects. When artists compose real stained-glass mosaics for highly-structured objects with tiles, they usually prefer to represent the large-scale flow of tiles for such textures. The curved boundaries form different shapes that are not as regular as squares. The artist Barbara Keith employed many uneven tiles of varying shapes to express the hen. In particular, the flow of the feathers is illustrated beautifully by elongated tiles. Voronoi-based methods are not commonly used to produce partitions with elongated, irregular, or curved tiles, because those methods manage site locations to change tile shapes. However, the control over site placement is insufficient to generate the desired tile boundaries. Additionally, automatic tessellation methods have difficulty generating a partition that not only includes irregularities, but also possesses texture indication. Most mosaic methods consider aligning with edges in terms of position and orientation and pay attention to object boundaries; however, texture details are typically lost. Recently, Kyprianidis and Kang [92] preserved directional image textures by using directional shock filtering in abstraction; Mould [124] introduced cumulative range geodesic filtering to abstract an image with good texture indication. Beyond the use of irregular tiles, we address texture indication in our mosaics too. Stained-glass mosaics, described in Chapter 7, not only employ different tile shapes, but also demonstrate the beauty of the flow of tiles in highly-textured areas, which is often lost in earlier mosaic methods.

2.4 NPR Research on Artistic Designs

Professional software, such as Adobe Illustrator, provides users with a platform to create artistic designs. We have seen many of these kinds of patterns from our clothing patterns and decorations, to shoes or jewellery. Lu and Steinhardt [108] reported that by 1200 C.E. artists had connected ideas about tesselations and tiling with pattern generation. Early work in NPR research that sought to automatically and efficiently generate good artistic designs, such as decorations, focused on tiling and patterns, e.g. the work by Rangel-Mondragon and Abas [144], or ornamentation designs [191].

Wong et al. [191] enumerated three key factors in ornamentation design: repetition, balance, and conformance to geometric constraints. They employed L-systems
to create floral decorations. Glassner [42, 43] investigated tilings by placing a collection of 2D shapes on the plane with the connection rules to make the patterns having different themes and variations. Later, Kaplan [73, 74, 75, 76, 77] had a series of publications about generating Islamic star patterns, Escher art, ornamental designs, and tilings by using geometrical symmetry and group theory. He also investigated the metamorphosis from one pattern to another pattern. Kaplan and Salesin [79, 80, 81] presented a series of work for tilings and patterns such as Escherization and Islamic patterns. Djibril et al. [28] created Islamic geometric patterns using repetitive tiles based on discrete symmetry groups. The symmetry was also investigated by Kaplan and Hart [78] to create symmetrohedra with attractive appearance. Anderson et al. [2] created hand-drawn ornamentations, such as floral and geometric patterns. The symmetry idea has also been used for generating Celtic knots, such as by Glassner [44], Kaplan and Cohen [82], and Kaplan et al. [83]. Recently, Liu et al. [102] reviewed symmetry-related ideas which had been used in science, computer vision, and computer graphics and they concluded that “symmetry has made a profound and lasting impact”.

We are interested in creating an artistic partition by using curves, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7 presents a drawing example of a cloud using several groups of curves. The curves are stacked in an organized structure over space and the stacked curves resemble the surface of clouds with similar tendencies in curvature. Figure 2.7 demonstrates a 3D illusion from stacking 2D curves.

Our proposed artistic tessellation approach is inspired by the observation of tessellations and nature. We found that each tile boundary in partition is a group of enclosed curves, which can be obtained by a few curves intersected with each other. We also found that, in nature, natural patterns even with similar tiles are random and contain numerous irregularities. We propose to grow curves for artistic tessellations by presenting similarities in curve generation, such as similar growth direction. The results of our approach can express natural patterns such as cracks and scales. Our approach also can be applied to display 3D illusions by growing 2D curves, as demonstrated in Chapter 7. This 3D illusion from 2D curves has barely been explored in previous composition methods.
2.5 Perceptually-based Research in NPR

Artists heavily rely on feedback from human visual system. Knowing the connection between perception and art can help NPR researchers to produce stylized images. Perception-based research in NPR can mainly be classified into two categories: perception in stylization and perceptual evaluation. Perception in stylization focuses on how to incorporate perceptual principles into NPR algorithms in order to improve the stylization quality. Perceptual evaluation studies user responses to NPR results through user experiments, aiming to evaluate the quality of NPR algorithms.

2.5.1 Perceptually-Based Stylization

In computer vision [166], there has been significant progress in addressing perception in algorithms. Perception-based experiences in computer vision provide informative clues to NPR studies about how to adapt perceptual principles for algorithms. Historically, automatic abstraction methods [13, 35, 71, 164, 177] employed sharpening or image enhancement methods as a filter or a set of filters to present important aspects

Figure 2.7: Cloud design by the artist Dhanan Sekhar from Flickr.com.
of stylized images. Users can understand the enhanced and abstracted images better because increasing contrast in colors makes the subject salient. Winnemöller [187] further proposed a novel image-based abstraction framework by simplifying and enhancing images to make them easier to understand and remember. His central idea used a non-linear diffusion kernel to increase the effectiveness of non-realistic images for visually-driven tasks, e.g., presenting clearly defined edges. His resulting abstracted images are quite good; however, his exploration was only focused on color adjustment and paid no attention to primitive placement. Consequently, his stylized images, such as his black and white style, are not as good as the previous work by Mould and Grant [125] in terms of structure preservation. Santella [156] assumed that human attention to important areas of an image can guide eye movement. They recorded viewers’ eye movement. The system created stylized abstraction guided by the eye-tracking data. demonstrated that the management of the perceptual features can predict the influence on the viewers. The guide of eye movement enhanced important features and made objects look more prominent than previous results. However, recording data from viewers and applying data to stylization are complicated. The data worked only for specific testing examples. Lam et al. [94] overviewed the primary visual cortex and proposed a model of brightness perception using the multi-scale line/edge representation. Ultimately, the artistic results looked not good because the structural quality is strongly based on the quality of the system’s edge detection. Their effort exactly showed that explicitly extracting edges and overlaying them on top of final results would not be satisfactory. Lopez-Moreno et al. [106] stylized photos by recovering depth cue from input images. The recovered depth assisted to relight the scene with various interesting styles. The depth approximation, however, was imprecise and occasionally unable to correctly relight an image.

Filtering an image to adjust perceptual effects has limitations on presenting various styles since there are no strokes used. There are many NPR researchers who considered perceptual effects in stroke-based placement. In 2004, Healey et al. [53] learned techniques from artistic works and adapted the perceptual features to adjust the strokes in order to create NPR visualizations with perceptual salience. They used color and texture patterns for perceptual data display and successfully showed Impressionism of paintings for weather dataset. DeCarlo and Rusinkiewicz [23] used
color contrast to highlight suggestive contours to convey shape cues. Very few highlighted strokes were needed to demonstrate shiny surfaces. However, this stylization was presented for 3D shapes, not the image space that we are interested in. Xu and Kaplan [193] proposed artistic thresholds to present contrast between boundaries in black and white by using a graph-based optimization method. However, the boundaries used in artistic thresholding were built upon segmentation methods and the quality of the black and white stylization was highly dependent on the quality of segmentation. Rosin et al. [150] considered object saliency by manipulating the contrast between black and white blocks. The quality of their resulting black and white art was higher than Xu and Kaplan [193]. Both the contrast employed by Xu and Kaplan [193] and Rosin et al. [150] is perceptually-motivated. More recently, Held et al. [54] used a blurring effect to alter the perception of distance and size in virtual environments. Zeng et al. [202] asked users to manually create the semantic graph for an image and incorporated the perceptual characteristics in painting strokes. They can also adjust the contrast by differentiating properties between dry versus wet, hard versus soft, and long versus short. The semantic information is constructed by the manual selection of object boundaries from a user. A later extension by Zhao et al. [203] adjusted the level of perceptual ambiguity for appropriate arousal level shifts, but still the semantic information was acquired through user interaction. The systems proposed by Zeng et al. and Zhao et al. can produce very impressive results because their brush dictionary stored numerous realistic marks from artists, and the system preserved the appealing results of their technique. Both systems by Zeng et al. and Zhao et al. took a very long time to finish the stylized images and the visual effects highly depended on the example strokes that were sampled from the artists.

As we mentioned above, each of those explorations in perception-based stylizations were applicable to a single specific style. Automatic methods for image-based stylization without user selection is hard to obtain. The use of perceptual contrast in NPR algorithms has been investigated by some researchers. However, much further investigation on high-quality results is needed. Our Priority CED and its variations that maintain contrast in placement can automatically produce a variety of styles and effects including halftoning, screening, stippling, and line art.
2.5.2 Perceptual Evaluation in NPR

NPR has developed into a mature field over the last two to three decades. Historically, comparisons of performance between different NPR algorithms used processing speed, which is common in computer graphics. Running time is ill suited to answer questions like: “Does the system provide critical effects for this style?”; “Do different styles have differences in perceptual features?”. Side-by-side comparison between images from different algorithms became a common way to evaluate the effectiveness of an NPR approach. However, as NPR algorithms have become more mature, subtle differences in quality are impossible to detect by this raw comparison. Computer vision has objective metrics of the quality of filtered images in terms of tone similarity [166], structural similarity [181], and visual appearance [174], which will be covered in Chapter 3. Those objective measurements have been used directly in NPR to evaluate stylized images (e.g., halftoning), even though it is unknown whether the metrics fit the analysis or not. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a metrics of quality of stylization to date.

Hertzmann [57] discussed evaluating human aesthetics, which provided many connections between perceptual evaluation and NPR research. Perceptual evaluation normally means doing experimental studies based on psychophysical research. This style of evaluation has been used often in the field of human computer interaction and the field of psychology. In the recent NPR book, Isenberg [64] reviewed perceptual evaluations. He classified evaluation methodologies [14] into quantitative and qualitative evaluation. Quantitative evaluation focuses on testing hypotheses by using measurable variables in experiments and analyzing the data statistically [113]; whereas qualitative evaluation [113, 126, 155, 160] is focused on employing observation and interviewing in order to acquire opinions from users. Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations have been used in NPR research.

2.6 Summary

The field of NPR is maturing, and the three branches including media simulation, tool development, and artistic stylization are still active. The automation of image abstraction cannot produce the same quality as that of interactive systems used by
artists. Perception has a strong connection, but there is much that remains to be investigated. Very few perceptual characteristics have been applied to the NPR field, but the results from perception-based stylizations are impressive.
Chapter 3

Contrast-Aware Halftoning

3.1 Introduction

Halftoning is a printing technique to produce an output which approximates a continuous-tone image with a reduced number of available tone values. We are interested in generating monochrome halftoning in image space. Our halftoning result is a binary image in black and white, converted from the original image which had 256 graylevels. There are a number of tone values, missing in the halftoning. The difficulty in generating halftoning comes from how to use black and white to display the effects given by the missing tone. The concentration in current halftoning research is not only on good tone matching, but also on high structural preservation. In addition, researchers pursue halftoning results lacking unappealing visual patterns and halftoning methods with a high speed. Structure-aware halftoning [139] and structure-aware error diffusion [15] demonstrated this trend. This chapter proposes the contrast-aware error diffusion framework which processes pixels in a priority-based order to obtain good structure preservation in halftoning.

The idea behind our proposed contrast-aware halftoning (CAH) is simple. Human attention can be attracted by contrast [128, 190]. A monochrome halftoning result is a binary image, which contains only black and white pixels. The difference of primitive density among the distribution displays the contrast. A strong contrast image can clearly define objects, while a weak contrast image displays objects in a vague way. For halftoning, one way to promote contrast is to increase the difference of densities of black pixels between two sides of an edge. The high difference in density can display an edge clearly. Figure 3.1 shows a small part of an artist’s stippled work, which demonstrates how to present contrast for a man’s face. Since stippled images use only black dots, contrast is derived from the density of black dots. In Figure 3.1, the boundary between the person’s hair and the background is clear because of a high difference in dot density on two sides of the edge. The distinction
between the person’s ear and the background is not well-defined because of a low difference in dot density. If contrast at edges is strong, a viewer observes a structure well-preserved. The strategy to obtain clearly defined contents in dot density is to show high differences between two sides of edges.

**Contributions.** Our proposed basic halftoning method introduces new contrast-aware weight calculation for error diffusion to generate structure-preserving halftoning. We also strengthen this basic halftoning algorithm with dynamic priority. The core idea is to distribute error with contrast-aware weights. The error from a dark pixel is positive, which will lighten the pixels in a mask, and the error from a bright pixel is negative, which will darken the pixels in a mask. The new strategy in weight distribution is to preferentially lighten bright pixels and darken dark pixels. Compared with classic error diffusion, our new error diffusion can bring higher difference in intensities. Bright pixels become brighter in lightening and dark pixels become darker in darkening. Each pixel retains its initial tendency. Error diffusion with
our new coefficients makes dark pixels less lightened, more likely to become black pixels, and bright pixels less darkened, more likely to become white pixels. If the original difference is 10, the modified difference becomes 50. For weak edges, they may not be displayed under the original difference. But they will be likely to be displayed under the modified difference. Dark regions will produce more black pixels and bright regions will create more white pixels and fewer black pixels than classic error diffusion. The increase of difference in the number of black pixels between dark regions and bright regions can bring high contrast halftoning results. Our evaluation of CAH using side-by-side comparisons and objective measurements shows an significant improvement in terms of structure matching. Meanwhile, our halftoning technique generally is faster than structure-aware halftoning [139] and structure-aware error diffusion [15]. We also devise a scheme using dynamic priority to expand stylization capabilities. This ability will be demonstrated in effects and styles including screening, stippling, and line art, presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

### 3.2 Conventional Error Diffusion

Our proposed method belongs to the class of Error Diffusion (ED) methods. We will give some technical details here for traditional error diffusion approaches. Given an image $I$ in greyscale (an 8-bit image, $I(x, y) \in [0, 255]$), an error diffusion algorithm outputs an array of black pixels and white pixels. The background color in this thesis is white (intensity value = 255) and the foreground color is black (intensity value = 0). For each pixel, the intensity difference between the original intensity and the approximated intensity (output color) – the error ($e_{xy}$) – is distributed to the neighboring pixels in a mask.

The well-known traditional Floyd-Steinberg Error Diffusion (FS ED) [39] is a classic error diffusion method. The algorithm’s pseudocode is listed in Procedure 1. The Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm scans the image from left to right, top to bottom, thresholding pixel values one by one and outputting black pixels and white pixels. The scanning order is called raster scanning order. The function find\_closest\_color(oldpixel) in Procedure 1 is a simple rounding or thresholding. When the newpixel is 0, the system outputs a black pixel; when the newpixel is 255, the system outputs a white pixel. The difference between intensities of an old pixel and
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Procedure 1 Conventional Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion

1: **Input:** $I_{\text{origin}}$ [a given 8-bit greyscale image]
2: **Output:** $I$ [an 8-bit black and white image for halftoning]
3: $I \leftarrow I_{\text{origin}}$
4: for each $y$ from top to bottom do
5:     for each $x$ from left to right do
6:         $\text{oldpixel} \leftarrow I(x, y)$
7:         $\text{newpixel} \leftarrow \text{find closest color}(\text{oldpixel})$ [White or Black (255 or 0)]
8:         $I(x, y) \leftarrow \text{newpixel}$
9:         $e_{xy} \leftarrow \text{oldpixel} - \text{newpixel}$
10:        $I(x + 1, y) \leftarrow I(x + 1, y) + 7/16 \times e_{xy}$
11:        $I(x - 1, y + 1) \leftarrow I(x - 1, y + 1) + 3/16 \times e_{xy}$
12:        $I(x, y + 1) \leftarrow I(x, y + 1) + 5/16 \times e_{xy}$
13:        $I(x + 1, y + 1) \leftarrow I(x + 1, y + 1) + 1/16 \times e_{xy}$
14:     end for
15: end for

its new pixel is error $e_{xy}$. For each pixel, the error $e_{xy}$ is distributed to the neighboring pixels in a mask according to distribution coefficients $\frac{1}{16} \begin{bmatrix} * & 7 \\ 1 & 3 & 5 \end{bmatrix}$. The lines from Line 10 to Line 13 in Procedure 1 show that, for each pixel, the distribution of error affects four nearby pixels. Since Floyd-Steinberg Error Diffusion (FS ED) runs in a raster scanning order, the pixels above and to the left have been processed already. The diffusion does not affect the pixels that already have been output. The goal of FS distribution is to maintain the quantization error close to zero over the image.

Figure 3.2 (b) is processed by Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion. It includes several artifacts such as the diagonal lines below the sheep head (see the very dark area of the neck). Ostromoukhov proposed a variable-coefficients error-diffusion algorithm, which employed a serpentine processing path, distributing errors to three instead of four neighbors. Ostromoukhov carefully studied the 256 input intensity levels and introduced 256 coefficient sets for the 256 levels. His method could approximate “blue noise” properties of the distribution and the visual results look more appealing than
those from the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm. A halftoning example produced by Ostromoukhov’s method is shown in Figure 3.2 (c). The diagonal patterns around the sheep neck are gone. However, both the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm and Ostromoukhov’s method employed fixed coefficients and their results missed many structural details such as the edges for eyes and the hair, and the texture
of the horns.

Our proposed method is based on the classic error diffusion algorithm and takes full advantage of the tone matching property from error diffusion; our innovation is to distribute error through contrast-aware weights within a normalized mask. In addition, instead of using raster scanning order, the variant of our basic contrast-aware method adopts a flexible dynamic priority scheme to improve fine texture details further. Figure 3.2 (d) demonstrates that our result shows the eyes and the texture of the horns clearly, and vividly expresses the hair. Most error diffusion methods do not have good structural preservation. Our contrast-aware framework outperforms previous halftoning methods in many aspects. The comparisons will focus on structure-aware halftoning methods [15, 97, 139, 192].

3.3 Basic Contrast-Aware Error Diffusion

The core idea behind our basic Contrast-aware Error Diffusion (CED) is to preserve structural details. The goal is to have a contrast-aware distribution of primitives, in which we can preserve image contents. In order to clearly display content in a distribution, we can raise the difference in density between two sides of an edge by having more black pixels in the dark region and fewer black pixels in the bright region. We can further increase the difference in number by adjusting the parameters to have strong contrast.

The basic CED uses raster scanning order and proceeds pixel by pixel. When a pixel is processed, our system must determine which color (black or white) should be chosen. If the input intensity value of the pixel is closer to black, the outcome for that pixel is black; otherwise, white. After quantization, the algorithm calculates the error between the original intensity and the chosen intensity. The error is distributed to nearby pixels beneath a mask. So far the basic algorithm executes in the same way as the previous FS error diffusion method.

We want darker pixels to be more likely to be set to black, while lighter pixels are more likely to be set to white. After the error is diffused to the neighboring pixels, those pixels receive either positive error or negative error, which changes the original intensities of those pixels to new values. Negative error reduces a pixel’s intensity value; positive error increases a pixel’s intensity. After being added negative
or positive error, a pixel can have a large amount of change in intensities. If this change makes a pixel with intensity below 128 become above 128 and a pixel with intensity above 128 become below 128, the decision on the output color for this pixel is opposite to the decision before error diffusion. Figure 3.3 shows how the basic contrast-aware error diffusion changes a uniform region. The intensity value of a neighboring pixel increased from adding positive error means that the pixel is lightened; the reduced intensity from adding negative error means the pixel is darkened. In simple terms, a black output indicates that the surrounding area should be lightened to compensate to the positive error; a white outcome indicates that the area is too light already and the neighborhood should be darkened. The contrast policy in diffusion is that when positive error is diffused to nearby pixels in a mask, the darker pixels absorb less positive error to avoid being lightened and the lighter pixels absorb more positive error to enhance being lightened. This diffusion strategy biases the result such that pixels already lighter than their neighbors, become even lighter, while darker pixels remain dark. Conversely, negative error, which causes darkening, is distributed preferentially to dark pixels, making them even darker. The outcome of error diffusion for a region with different intensities is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

Uniform Region

Figure 3.3: Uniform region: the effect on the neighboring pixels after error diffusion.
Our process of diffusing error to nearby pixels employs a circular mask centred on each pixel. The distribution coefficients of the error are normalized weights, \( \hat{w}_{mn} \), which are calculated such that the sum of all \( \hat{w}_{mn} \) is unity. After normalization, each pixel receives error in proportion to its weight. We compute the non-normalized \( w_{mn} \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \text{error} &> 0, \quad w_{mn} = \frac{I_{mn}}{(r_{mn})^b} \\
\text{else}, \quad w_{mn} &= \frac{(255 - I_{mn})}{(r_{mn})^b}
\end{align*}
\]  

where we use \( I_{mn} \) to represent the intensity of pixel \( m,n \) beneath the mask, \( r_{mn} \) for the distance of pixel \( m,n \) from the mask centre, and \( b \) as a positive parameter.

The intensity values of an image have a range of \([0, 255]\). Figure 3.5 shows how the structure preservation is affected by parameter choice of \( b \) and the mask size. We can barely see the textures in Figure 3.5 (b) generated by Ostromoukhov’s method. From Figure 3.5 (c) to (d), we use the same size of masks and reduce \( b \). The edges in Figure 3.5 (d) are clearer and the tone is less matched than those in Figure 3.5 (c). Increasing the size of masks from Figure 3.5 (d) to (e) enhances the edges as
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Figure 3.5: (c) - (f): Different parameter values affect the structure and the tone preservation.

well. The explanation of good preservation of structure by using a large mask is that the process involves more pixels and the contrast-aware mask affects more pixels at each time. Within a particular diffusion step, CAH amplifies existing intensity differences between the affected pixels. Local structures in the image, of size no larger than the mask, can thus be preserved through each step of error diffusion. Larger masks are able to preserve larger-scale structures. A small $b$ value, for example, shown in Figure 3.5 (f), increases the influence of the distance to the center and further maintains the structure preservation. The parallel texture and the pebbles in Figure 3.5 (f) are much clearer than those in Figure 3.5 (b), (d), and (e). However, if $b$ is very small, the resulting images hardly represent the tone matching. A small $b$ brings a large increase in difference of intensities when doing error diffusion. Areas with intermediate tone after receiving error using a small $b$ become either closer to
black or closer to white than using a large \( b \). In the end, the overall loss of tone for the entire image becomes huge, which does not imitate the original tone any more. Figure 3.5 (f) looks lighter than (b), (d), and (e). We suggest \( b = 2.6 \) with a 7 by 7 mask. This suggestion for the parameter \( b \) and the mask size is based on many experiments we have done on a variety of images including photographs and illustrations with a variety of image contents such as natural scenes, portraits, buildings, animals, trees, and cars. All our halftoning results using the suggested parameter values on the tested images are good in structural preservation. Our results are obtained under a couple of seconds. This thesis only shows a small number of our halftoning results.

Error diffusion is applied to only unprocessed pixels within the mask region. Weights for processed pixels are zero, which means error diffusion will not affect processed pixels. We compute the normalized weights using dividing by the sum of weights for all neighboring pixels that were not previously set to their final values; such pixels are indicated as done.

\[
W_{total} = \sum_{(m,n) \in \text{neighbors}\setminus \text{done}} w_{mn} \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
\hat{w}_{mn} = \frac{w_{mn}}{W_{total}} \tag{3.4}
\]

In the equation, \( W_{total} \) is the sum of weights. No distribution happens when \( W_{total} \) is zero, which means an isolated pixel. Otherwise, a portion of the error is received in intensity adjustments:

\[
I_{mn} = I_{mn} + error \times \hat{w}_{mn}. \tag{3.5}
\]

Notice that the intensity adjustment in Equation 3.5 may result in overflow or underflow, above 255 or below zero. In such cases, we clamp the pixel to 0 or 255 and the excess due to clamping is added to the residual. In the case of isolation, the error is not distributed to the neighborhood and the residual error is accumulated forward. If all residual error is positive, the residual error would become a large positive value; if all residual error is negative, the residual error would become a large negative error. In both cases, the overall loss in tone is a large amount and the tone difference between the halftoned image and the original image becomes large. In the process, the algorithm carries residual error forward to the next pixel, helping reducing the residual error.
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Figure 3.6 (a) is an illustration with lots of texture including weak edges. Error diffusion by Ostromoukhov’s method produces the halftoning result in (b) with rare edges preserved. In Figure 3.6 (c), basic CED preserves many weak edges. Our basic CED scheme performs better than Ostromoukhov’s method and the FS ED method in structure preservation. However, the raster scanning order is too inflexible. Raster scanning order processes pixels from left to right and from top to bottom. For a pixel not in the image border, its above and left pixels always have been processed; and this pixel will be forced to receive error from the above and the left. After a few times of diffusion, the accumulated error could be high. The intensity of the pixel might be changed a lot after receiving the error, which means a dark pixel would become a bright pixel or a bright pixel would become a dark pixels. For example, when all error accumulated from previous pixels are positive, the intensity change for this pixel is high and it is easy for this pixel to become a white pixel. For pixels at weak edges, the difference among intensities of pixels are small. A large change in intensity after error diffusion in raster scanning order easily causes pixels to move toward to one of the two extreme intensities, black or white. When thresholding pixels with a small difference after diffusion, our process outputs either black or white, ignoring the small difference. Inflexible ordering causes weak edges to be missed. The order introduces visible artifacts. The raster scanning order in the basic CED creates the same visual artifacts as previous conventional error diffusion methods. The bottom row of Figure 3.6 (g) shows that some pixels are organized into spurious. The line patterns are not structures from the original image. We propose Prioritized CED to resolve the artifacts.

3.4 Variant with Dynamic Priority

We introduce priority-based contrast-aware error diffusion, Prioritized CED, to resolve the disadvantages of the basic CED. Priority-based CED breaks the inflexible raster scanning order and uses priority-based order. Pixels close to black are more likely to be black and those close to white are more likely to be white. The idea is to have the pixels closer to black or to white processed first, and have the intermediate pixels treated last, after the pixels with non-extreme values have received the error from more extreme-valued neighbors. The central idea of error diffusion is to make
Figure 3.6: The basic CED expresses the weak edges nicely, but there are artificial patterns, which are removed by the Prioritized CED.

up the loss of tone by lowering or raising the intensities of the nearby pixels. The priority scheme fits to minimize the loss of tone. When the intensity of a pixel is 0, the process of error diffusion for this pixel outputs a black pixel; when the intensity of a pixel is 255, the process of error diffusion outputs a white pixel. In both cases, the error is zero. This priority strategy processes the pixels closer to two extremes earlier. The absolute error in each step is the minimum error from all pixels, providing the minimum loss of tone after outputting a black pixel. Pixels closer to white and black are assigned higher priorities, which fits exactly our purpose of allowing pixels close to black or white to be processed first.

We maintain the priorities of pixels and process them in priority order, where pixels with higher priority are those closer in intensity to extreme values (white or black). Notice that as error is diffused from processed pixels, a pixel’s intensity and hence priority can change. The calculation of the priority $p(x, y)$ at position $(x, y)$ is
shown in Equation 3.6.

\[ p(x, y) = \begin{cases} 
255 - I(x, y) & \text{if } I(x, y) < 128 \\
I(x, y) & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \tag{3.6} \]

In order to implement this idea, a small modification to the basic procedure is enough. The algorithm keeps a priority heap, with all pixels sorted by their intensity distance to black or to white. Initially, the heap stores all pixels. Each step pops up the pixel with highest priority: of all remaining pixels, the one with the smallest distance to black or white. CED is applied to this one pixel, assigning the final color and distributing the error to its neighborhood. After the error distribution, many nearby pixels will have their intensities changed, and correspondingly their priorities revised as well. When the process finds a pixel with a new value, it pushes the up-to-date value onto the heap; in the implementation, there will be stale values for this same pixel in the heap, which the algorithm can discover and discard by checking the popped up pixel to verify that its priority is up to date. The algorithm continues until the heap is empty, at which point all pixels will have been assigned a final value.

In the dynamic priority variant, the best tradeoff between quality and speed is using \( b = 2 \) and a mask size of 7 by 7. Lowering \( b \) enhances the structure preservation by presenting high contrast image. The priority scheme breaks the spurious patterns to seek a better output of black pixels. The broken patterns hide some edges and are not helpful for displaying the major structure. However, Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that better structure detail is provided by priority-based scheme than by the basic CED. You can take a look at the “snail” example in Figure 3.8, where the result from basic CED misses some weak edges (see the inner circle on the left side). The result for the “snail” example by Prioritized CED improves the missing structure. We tested both basic and Prioritized CED on a wide range of image examples. Notice that the structure preservation from the Prioritized CED is better than that from the basic CED. The raster scanning order used by the basic CED has limitation on displaying weak edges, while the priority scheme improves weak edges. The reason is that, after a diffusion is finished, the next pixel to be processed could be anywhere in Prioritized CED and the previous error diffusion has little chance to influence the future diffusion. The little influence avoids changing a pixel’s intensity too much on
weak edges and in the end keeps lots of weak edges. In halftoning a uniform region, the pixels within the mask will have their priorities reduced after distributing error; hence, those modified pixels are processed later. The next pixel to be chosen will be a pixel outside of the current mask, not a neighboring pixel. Choosing a distant pixel avoids clustering, somewhat simulating Poisson disc behavior and producing a
Figure 3.8: “ribbon”, “cat”, “knee”, and “snail” with image resolution 445 by 377, 367 by 373, 269 by 203, and 384 by 399 respectively. From top to bottom: original image; structure-aware halftoning [139]; structure-aware error diffusion [15]; basic CED; Prioritized CED.
better spatial distribution. The Poisson disc behavior can approximate “blue noise” properties [174], whose visual appearance is characterized by evenly placed primitives. The error in a mask is distributed in such a way as to preserve contrast. An up-to-date locally prioritized order allows us to use all the available information in deciding which pixel to be treated next, including the history of distributed errors. Processing in this way empirically results in superior detail preservation.

In Figure 3.9, the visualization of the prioritized orders shows that the edges of

![Image of prioritized orders showing edge processing.](image)

Figure 3.9: Visualizing the order after using Prioritized CED. The first pixel is marked as black and the last pixel is marked as white. The intensities of in between pixels are proportional to their orders in the range of [0, 255].

the leaves are darker than the background sky, indicating that pixels on the edges are processed earlier. We notice a small issue. For example, if we process a uniform region with only one intensity, all priorities will be assigned the same values. If we insert pixels into heap following raster scanning order, the process will pop up a pixel that is one of the neighbors of the previous pixel. In this case for a uniform region, although the priority-based scheme is used, the process runs exactly as the process
in the raster scanning order. To avoid the tie from raster scanning order, before using the priority-based scheme, we add a new step to randomly load all pixels for an original image to break the tie and improve the visual appearance.

3.5 Evaluation

Conventional error diffusion algorithms mainly investigate tone matching and lack structural matching. We compared our halftoning results with the results of previous tone-based error diffusion methods. However, our interest is in comparisons between our method and existing structure-aware halftoning methods. The rest of the chapter will give a detailed evaluation of our halftoning methods to show that the contrast-aware method has advantages over existing structure-aware halftoning methods in many aspects.

Chang et al. [15] stated that their results by structure-aware error diffusion (SAED) have higher tone matching and lower structure matching than the results from structure-aware halftoning (SAH) by Pang et al. [139]. Our major interest was in structure similarity: therefore, most of our results are compared with results from SAH, of higher quality in depicting content than SAED. We provide measurement data in Table 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, including data for Ostromoukhov’s method [134] and Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion (FSED) [39] in order to benchmark against methods not specifically designed for structure. Visual comparisons of our methods with SAH and SAED are shown in Figures 3.8, 3.11, and 3.13.

Measurements of tone and structural similarity use the same calculation as SAH [139] and SAED [15]. We propose a variant from the calculation of tone similarity [166] for the measurement of contrast similarity. Programs for objective evaluations are coded in Matlab. To compare with SAH and SAED, we take the respective authors’ evaluation design, smoothing both the original image and the result with an 11 by 11 Gaussian filter, and using the standard deviation $\sigma = 2.0$ for tone measurement, $\sigma = 1.5$ for structure measurement. We use the standard deviation $\sigma = 0.5$ in measuring contrast matching. To have a fair comparison with SAH, the 12 original images we used in the objective evaluations are the images used by both previous papers of SAH and SAED. Those original images have highly-textured contents and weak edges, difficult for many previous halftoning methods to produce. The following
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3.5.1 Tone Similarity

Tone similarity is usually measured by computing the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) between an original image and its rendered image in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale [166]. Table 3.1 provides the statistics in PSNR values for tone measurement. PSNR is defined as follows:

$$PSNR = 20 \times \log_{10}(\frac{255}{\sqrt{MSE}}),$$ (3.7)

where MSE is the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the original image and the halftoning result. Basically, the MSE and the PSNR are the same measurement, but the MSE depends strongly on the image intensity scaling. Visually, the same value of MSE in an 8-bit image and in a 10-bit image may have quite different appearances. The PSNR scales the MSE according to the image range in order to avoid this big difference. A small MSE roughly indicates that there is very little difference between the original image and the rendered image, which provides a high PSNR value. The less the difference in MSE, the higher the PSNR, and the closer the halftoned image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Prioritized CED</th>
<th>Basic CED</th>
<th>SAH</th>
<th>Ostromoukhov’s method</th>
<th>FS ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lion</td>
<td>31.96</td>
<td>34.02</td>
<td>41.12</td>
<td><strong>43.87</strong></td>
<td>41.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mole</td>
<td>34.29</td>
<td>36.81</td>
<td>40.94</td>
<td><strong>44.83</strong></td>
<td>44.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelican</td>
<td>42.19</td>
<td>43.16</td>
<td>42.59</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td><strong>48.05</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>portrait</td>
<td>39.29</td>
<td>40.91</td>
<td>38.92</td>
<td>43.61</td>
<td><strong>44.33</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ribbon</td>
<td>38.70</td>
<td>39.28</td>
<td>35.51</td>
<td>45.96</td>
<td><strong>46.49</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td>35.33</td>
<td>37.14</td>
<td>38.48</td>
<td><strong>44.01</strong></td>
<td>42.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm</td>
<td>42.18</td>
<td>41.22</td>
<td>41.20</td>
<td>35.95</td>
<td><strong>47.67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bat</td>
<td>36.85</td>
<td>39.28</td>
<td>39.30</td>
<td>39.78</td>
<td><strong>44.68</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>32.86</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>34.71</td>
<td><strong>44.24</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>39.17</td>
<td>38.47</td>
<td>37.64</td>
<td>34.92</td>
<td><strong>44.87</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snail</td>
<td>40.58</td>
<td>41.25</td>
<td>40.09</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td><strong>45.67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>39.14</td>
<td>41.77</td>
<td>39.41</td>
<td>40.85</td>
<td><strong>48.44</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>37.71</td>
<td>39.12</td>
<td>39.07</td>
<td>41.13</td>
<td><strong>45.23</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Tone similarity measurement based on PSNR. Bolded numbers are the highest scores of all five methods. The underlined numbers are the better values of our results as compared only with SAH method.

sections show the measurement details.


is to the original image. Generally, a higher PSNR value should correlate to a higher quality image, but the data have shown that this is not always the case. For example, the same values of PSNR may not say that the tested images have the same quality, because they may come from adding noise to images or blurring images. The PSNR measurement does not consider any important feature, but only calculates the tone difference. However, using the PSNR is popular for measuring tone matching because it is easy to understand and fast to calculate while giving reasonable results. The researchers who proposed the SAH and SAED approaches used this metric to measure tone matching.

From the comparisons given in Table 3.1, we see that eight (underlined) out of twelve results by the basic CED attain higher tone similarity than SAH. The average score of basic CED is higher than that of the SAH method. Five (underlined) out of twelve results from the Prioritized CED approach attain higher scores than SAH. The average score of Prioritized CED is lower than that of SAH. One explanation of a little lower tone matching is that more black pixels contribute to draw subtle details than strict tone matching would allow. Figure 3.10 shows the comparison for halftoning the ramp intensity with recent halftoning methods. We notice that the undesirable patterns near intensity 128 in the ramp (the middle part of the ramp image), visible in all previous methods, are eliminated by using the dynamic priority method.

3.5.2 Structure Similarity

Structural information in an image is the key information of objects, including silhouettes, discontinuous, creases, and textures, those with rapid changes in tone values. The values in Table 3.2 show structure similarity measured by using the difference of the structural information between the rendered image and the original image. We employ the Mean Structural Similarity Measure (MSSIM) [181] to evaluate structural quality as follows,

$$\text{MSSIM}(I, I_h) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N} \text{SSIM}(x, y),$$

where SSIM is the overall structure similarity and $I$ and $I_h$ are an original image and its rendered image. The value of MSSIM ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the MSSIM
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Figure 3.10: Tone quality: comparison for ramp intensity.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Prioritized CED</th>
<th>Basic CED</th>
<th>SAH</th>
<th>Ostromoukhov’s method</th>
<th>FS ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lion</td>
<td>0.1074</td>
<td>0.0898</td>
<td>0.0822</td>
<td>0.0553</td>
<td>0.0613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mole</td>
<td>0.1299</td>
<td>0.1063</td>
<td>0.1011</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
<td>0.0680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelican</td>
<td>0.7853</td>
<td>0.7691</td>
<td>0.7716</td>
<td>0.7283</td>
<td>0.7435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>portrait</td>
<td>0.3246</td>
<td>0.2877</td>
<td>0.2745</td>
<td>0.1861</td>
<td>0.2043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ribbon</td>
<td>0.3576</td>
<td>0.3292</td>
<td>0.2851</td>
<td>0.2836</td>
<td>0.2921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td>0.3341</td>
<td>0.3003</td>
<td>0.2906</td>
<td>0.1879</td>
<td>0.2070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm</td>
<td>0.5738</td>
<td>0.5511</td>
<td>0.5479</td>
<td>0.3845</td>
<td>0.5002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bat</td>
<td>0.2985</td>
<td>0.2556</td>
<td>0.2678</td>
<td>0.1617</td>
<td>0.1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>0.1514</td>
<td>0.1142</td>
<td>0.1230</td>
<td>0.0673</td>
<td>0.0648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td>0.4866</td>
<td>0.4563</td>
<td>0.4534</td>
<td>0.2951</td>
<td>0.4359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snail</td>
<td>0.4682</td>
<td>0.4386</td>
<td>0.4475</td>
<td>0.3803</td>
<td>0.4090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>0.1972</td>
<td>0.1551</td>
<td>0.1539</td>
<td>0.0317</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.3508</td>
<td>0.3211</td>
<td>0.3166</td>
<td>0.2353</td>
<td>0.2703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Structure similarity measurement based on MSSIM codes proposed by Wang [181]. Bolded numbers are the highest scores of all five methods. The underlined numbers are the better values of our results as compared only with SAH method.

values, the higher the structural similarity. SSIM measures the difference in local structure similarity, calculated as follows,

$$SSIM(x, y) = \frac{(2\mu_x\mu_y + k_1)(2\sigma_x\sigma_y + k_2)}{((\mu_x)^2 + (\mu_y)^2 + k_1)((\sigma_x)^2 + (\sigma_y)^2 + k_2)}$$

(3.9)

where $\mu$ is the Gaussian weighted mean intensity; $\sigma$ is the standard deviation; and $k_1$ and $k_2$ are small positive constants avoiding singularity. Suppose $x$ and $y$ are two nonnegative image signals; then $\mu_x$ and $\mu_y$ indicate the mean intensity of the signals and $\sigma_x$ and $\sigma_y$ indicate the standard deviation as an estimate of the signal contrast showing high structure features. The measurement combines the similarity with three components: luminance, contrast, and structure. Wang et al. [181] provided a detailed calculation. The MSSIM in practice is very robust and is used in measuring structural similarity between a rendered image and an image reference in image processing. Previously, structure-aware methods by Pang et al. [139] and Chang et al. [15] also used this metric to evaluate their results in terms of structural quality. The MSSIM values in Table 3.2 show that all twelve results (underlined) from the Prioritized CED method achieve higher scores in this test than those from SAH and eight (underlined) out of twelve results from our basic CED are better than those from SAH. Both
average scores of basic and Prioritized CED are higher than those of SAH.

Our method has the ability to display weak edges. In Figure 3.11, our results show the leaves very clearly; the deepness of the shadows is strong; and the faint halo along the right-hand edge of the main bush is expressed well. It is even possible to detect subtle texture in the far away bush, which is not shown in the result from SAH. Further improvement of edge preservation is due to prioritized order. SAH by Pang et al. [139] is an optimal and iterative approach. Presumably, given more time, SAH would be able to produce better structure similarity than our method. However, using the optimization scheme Pang et al. described, it may take a prohibitively long time to find out significant gains in structure quality. The reason is that in each iteration the attempt is randomly taken in a pool, in which contains many unprocessed pixels. The outcome of the attempt is unpredictable in terms of tone and structural quality. It is possible for SAH to take a very long time to have a good attempt. In comparison, our basic CED visits each pixel once. After all pixels in an image are visited, the process is finished. Prioritized CED takes a longer time than basic CED but still runs in a single pass. Extra time is spent on maintaining the data structure. The update of the priority orders makes the processing time of Prioritized CED longer.

3.5.3 Contrast Similarity

The evaluation data shows that our halftoning results have reasonable tone matching and very high structural matching. We further introduce contrast similarity to validate our proposed halftoning methods. Image processing has approaches to measure luminance contrast [147], which is formulated as \( \frac{\text{LuminanceDifference}}{\text{AverageLuminance}} \), to describe perceived luminance difference in a small region. The calculation follows the Weber-Fechner law [147], saying that the magnitude of a subjective sensation increases proportionally to the logarithm of the stimulus intensity. The formula indicates that the average luminance is important in calculating contrast. If the average luminance is low, even a small alteration matters. Practically, the arguments by Neumann et al. [129] and Matkovic et al. [119] said that the measure for local contrast limits the evaluation for the quality of rendering [151] that only locally operates a contrast sensitivity function [114] in frequency space. The calculation of global contrast is therefore proposed.
Figure 3.11: Illustration “tree”. Image resolution is 445 by 377.
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We propose to measure contrast quality based on local contrast. Contrast similarity is measured as follows: we calculate the local contrast pixel by pixel for both the original image and the result; the calculated values are stored in two maps as two contrast images; we then find the mean squared error (MSE) between the two contrast images; and the PSNR value is used also for the contrast similarity. The Contrast PSNR (CPSNR) is calculated in the same way as we did for the tone similarity. Computing the local contrast is proposed by Matkovic et al. [119], taking into account human perception. The perceptual luminance $L_{x,y}$ at position $(x, y)$ is computed by applying a gamma correction to modify the linear luminance, where $\gamma$ is 2.2, as suggested by Matkovic et al. [119]. The local contrast $l_{c_{x,y}}$ is an averaged value of the local difference among the neighbors. The equations are as follows:

$$L_{x,y} = 100 \times \sqrt{(g_{x,y})^\gamma}$$

$$l_{c_{x,y}} = \frac{\sum_{(m,n)\in \text{Neighbors}} |L_{m,n} - L_{x,y}|}{4}$$

where $g_{x,y}$ is a normalized grayscale level $\in [0, 1]$, $(x, y)$ represents the position of the center pixel, and we use four-connected neighbors. Similar to the PSNR for tone measurement, the CPSNR has a higher value if the halftoned image is closer to the original image in terms of contrast. The CPSNR measurement has the same limitation as the PSNR measurement, because the same CPSNR values may have very different visual appearance. As can be seen in Table 3.3, both our algorithms outperform other methods on this metric.

3.5.4 Blue Noise Property

Blue noise is a particular distribution in frequency domain with no spikes in energy and minimal low frequency components. Dots possessing blue noise properties are distributed evenly. People commonly agree that halftoning results with the blue noise property are visually appealing [174]. Quality is measured by the Radially Averaged Power Spectrum Density (RAPSD), a widely used measure for estimating whether an image has the blue noise property. We first calculate the estimated 2D power spectrum $P(f)$ by finding the Fourier amplitude spectrum and using Bartlett’s method [5] of
Table 3.3: Contrast similarity measurement based on contrast PSNR. Bolded numbers are the highest scores of all five methods. The underlined numbers are the better values of our results as compared only with SAH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Prioritized CED</th>
<th>Basic CED</th>
<th>SAH</th>
<th>Ostromoukhov’s method</th>
<th>FS ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lion</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td><strong>13.32</strong></td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>12.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mole</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td><strong>11.94</strong></td>
<td>11.12</td>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pelican</td>
<td><strong>18.03</strong></td>
<td>17.84</td>
<td>17.54</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>16.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>portrait</td>
<td><strong>12.73</strong></td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>12.11</td>
<td>11.24</td>
<td>11.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ribbon</td>
<td>13.26</td>
<td><strong>13.31</strong></td>
<td>12.26</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>12.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>road</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td><strong>12.25</strong></td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>10.55</td>
<td>11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td><strong>14.57</strong></td>
<td>13.97</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>13.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bat</td>
<td><strong>12.06</strong></td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>11.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td><strong>11.70</strong></td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knee</td>
<td><strong>13.88</strong></td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>13.55</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>12.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snail</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td><strong>13.89</strong></td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>12.15</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td><strong>11.90</strong></td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>10.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td><strong>13.23</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.27</strong></td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>12.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

averaging periodograms. The RAPSD \( P_r(f_r) \) [174] is then defined as follows,

\[
P_r(f_r) = \frac{1}{N_r(f_r)} \sum_{i=1}^{N_r(f_r)} P(f)
\]

(3.12)

where in the Fourier domain \( f_r \) represents the radial frequency and \( N_r(f_r) \) means the number of frequency samples within the annular ring. The RAPSD is the average of all possible directional power spectra, which is direction-independent. Using the RAPSD, we can conveniently view and compare information contained in 2D spectra in 1D.

In Figure 3.12, we show a visual analysis of the blue-noise properties of black pixel distribution. Figure 3.12 (a) is a result generated by basic CED without breaking ties and its RAPSD; it includes undesirable patterns. We created Figure 3.12 (b) by using Prioritized CED; it is of better quality but the RAPSD has no steep jump from low to high frequencies, lacking the blue-noise property. The problem arises because the original image has a uniform color, having the same priority values for all pixels. The output order of pixels is tightly connected to the order of inserting pixels. The original order of inserting pixels is raster scanning order, with concomitant artifacts. Figure 3.12 (d) shows the halftoning result by adding a random tie-breaking
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Figure 3.12: Analysis for blue noise property. We show halftoned images and the RAPSD plots for four halftoning methods: (a) basic CED; (b) Prioritized CED; (c) SAH; (d) Prioritized CED with random tie-breaking of equal priorities. Next, application to real image: (e) input cartoon image; (f) halftoning of (e) with random tie-breaking.
### 3.5.5 Discussion and Analysis

We have reported different aspects of the quality of our halftoning methods, including tone similarity, structure matching, and contrast similarity. Higher values for each measurement indicate higher matching. PSNR and CPSNR are based on the MSE, which is not robust. It may happen that halftoned images with good measurements of PSNR and CPSNR have bad matching visually. MSSIM is robust. The results from MSSIM can give us clear conclusions regarding structural matching. As a result, PSNR and CPSNR provide a rough comparison and we rely on MSSIM to make our conclusion. Table 3.4 summarizes the average scores for measurements of PSNR, MSSIM, and CPSNR on 12 images we tested. The overall scores for both our basic and Prioritized CED are much higher than existing structure-aware halftoning regarding aspects of structural and contrast preservation. All measurements for both our basic and Prioritized CED provide better scores than those for SAH except that the PSNR value on Prioritized CED is lower. The high matching scores in structure come from the strong contrast in describing edges. An increase of the difference of densities of black pixels helps show object edges clearly. This adjustment of the difference is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Prioritized CED</th>
<th>Basic CED</th>
<th>SAH</th>
<th>Ostromoukhov’s method</th>
<th>FS ED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>37.71</td>
<td>39.12</td>
<td>39.07</td>
<td>41.13</td>
<td>45.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSIM</td>
<td><strong>0.3508</strong></td>
<td>0.3211</td>
<td>0.3166</td>
<td>0.2353</td>
<td>0.2703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPSNR</td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td><strong>13.27</strong></td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>12.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Summary of average scores for measurement of PSNR, MSSIM, and CPSNR. Bolded numbers are the highest scores of all five methods. The underlined numbers are the better values of our results as compared only with SAH method.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mask size</th>
<th>$5 \times 5$</th>
<th>$7 \times 7$</th>
<th>$9 \times 9$</th>
<th>$11 \times 11$</th>
<th>$13 \times 13$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (basic CED, seconds)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>1.225</td>
<td>1.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (Prioritized CED, seconds)</td>
<td>2.202</td>
<td>2.955</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.608</td>
<td>4.047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Time for a $512 \times 512$ image with different mask sizes.

connected to contrast and modifies the original tone distribution in order to maintain good structure preservation. The modification on tone lowers the tone matching with the original reference. This happens to SAH also. SAH has a higher score on MSSIM but has a lower score on PSNR, as compared with FS ED algorithm. Based on current suggestions on parameters, if we would like to have very high structural matching, we may lose tone matching. High values for both tone and structural matchings are difficult to obtain at the same time. We can conclude that our halftoning methods have better quality in terms of structural preservation, based on the measurement on MSSIM in Table 3.4.

We only show several images in this chapter, which allows us to have a comparison with other previous halftoning methods. Beyond those images we showed, we have tested over two hundred images including a varied range of image contents. All provided us good quality in structure preservation. Next we discuss the performance and the use of parameters, and extend our binary halftoning to color halftoning.

**Timing:** Assume an image has N pixels and our circular mask has k pixels, the basic CED proceeds each pixel with the circular mask and the time complexity is $O(kN)$. For the Prioritized CED, building the heap will take $N\log N$ steps. Then our CAH system will go through each pixel with error diffusion in a neighborhood having k pixels, which takes $kN$ steps. Beyond building and diffusion, we should add the updating time for the modified pixels. Since each pixel will take $\log N$ to update and there are N pixels, the total maximum updating time is $N\log N$. The algorithm runs around $2N\log N + kN$ steps in total. The time complexity is $O(N\log N)$. Based on this, we can say that the time complexity is dependent on image size, but independent with image content and $k$. Table 3.5 provides data for timing information.

Figure 3.5 shows the tradeoff between tone and structural quality visually. To attain the best tradeoff between quality and speed, processing a $512 \times 512$ image with a $7 \times 7$ mask takes 0.492 seconds for CPU to run the basic CED and 2.955 seconds
for the Prioritized CED to process. Our focus is on comparison of the performance with structure-aware halftoning. Pang et al. [139] reported a processing time of 2 minutes for a 512 by 512 image generated by SAH. It takes 6.74 seconds to reach the best tradeoff in applying SAED [15] with a 16 × 16 mask. However, neither Pang et al. nor Chang et al. provided timing details for each image or released which image they used either. Since we cannot find out their implementation details and the same hardware environment is hard to maintain, we do a rough timing comparison. Thanks to our new error diffusion method, our contrast-aware halftoning methods achieve faster speed. Our timing measurements are based on an Intel Core Duo CPU E8400@ 3.0GHz with 3GB RAM. When the mask size goes from 5 × 5 to 13 × 13, the processing time of our basic CED increases 5.3 times and the time of our Prioritized CED increases 0.8 times. The increase for our basic CED is around the same increase of the number of pixels in the mask while the increase of our Prioritized CED is much lower than the increase of the number of pixels. One explanation on this may be that the time of the basic CED that proceeded in \(O(kN)\) is affected by \(k\), related to the mask size and the time of the Prioritized CED that run in \(O(N\log N)\) is invariant with the mask size. Thus, the increase of the processing time for our Prioritized CED due to the increase of the mask size is lower.

**Parameters:** Using a larger mask size usually creates higher quality halftoning in structure preservation while a smaller mask produces better tone matching. Figure 3.5 shows that mask size has a strong influence on quality. We believe that other halftoning algorithms encounter a similar problem of structure-tone tradeoff.

The parameter \(b\) in the weight calculation provides some control over the degree of tone matching and structure matching. Based on our experiments on over two hundred images, if \(b\) increases in some range around 0.5 to 4, the values for MSSIM and CPSNR are reduced, but the degree of tone similarity is increased. If \(b\) is greater than 4, our halftoning results are close to the quality of results from traditional error diffusion, which have very high tone matching but have very low matching in structure. The results miss many weak edges. If \(b\) is smaller than 0.5, the structure details are preserved well in our halftoning results but the tone matching decreased.
**Color halftoning:** Creating digital color halftoning is more complicated. To simplify, both the basic and Prioritized CED methods separately process each RGB channel to accomplish color halftoning. Figure 3.13 shows a comparison with SAH [139]. Our color results for halftoning show the structure more clearly. You can see the

![Image](a) Original image  
(b) SAH [139]  
(c) Basic CED  
(d) Prioritized CED

Figure 3.13: Color halftoning comparison.
right corner of the colored tree example in Figure 3.13. It is barely possible for us to see the individual leaves in the SAH result. Both our results shown in the bottom row gracefully express individual leaves and the distance levels are well arranged as well. Actually, color contrast is not a simple extension of intensity contrast. We expect that a more sophisticated color halftoning method would take into account interactions among colors.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced contrast-aware methods with dynamic priority as a powerful and useful extension to classic error diffusion. Our halftoning results achieve very high structural matching due to contrast-aware weight distribution. The weight function attracts more positive error (or intensity) to light areas and increases the likelihood that darker pixels will become black to preserve local contrast. The dynamic priority-aware scheme assuring a distant pixel to be chosen as a candidate, in addition to the steeply dropping weights from the center, emulates the Poisson-Disc behavior that generates a good output of black pixels spatially. The introduction of priority scheme into halftoning is new and we demonstrated that it plays an important role in producing good results. Compared with other recent halftoning methods, we can conclude that the proposed contrast-aware halftoning methods have superior structure preservation. This work has been published as follows:


Prioritized CED has also been extended to generate other three styles: screening, stippling, and line art. The next chapter is going to demonstrate how to create screening with good structure preservation.
Chapter 4

Content-Sensitive Screening in Black and White

Figure 4.1: Marilyn Monroe art. Image resolution is 499 by 493. (a) Image reference; (b) richness-preserving Manga screening [142] (around a few minutes including segmentation); (c) and (d) our results using exclusion and textural patterns.
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4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described the Prioritized CED algorithm. The goal of this chapter is to explore additional capabilities of the framework for screening by introducing variations on priorities and mask properties. This modified Prioritized CED method can create content-sensitive screening (CSS).

A screening result is a white and black image with patterned effect. Ideally, a good screening algorithm should not only approximate the continuous tone of the original image and structural details, but also should have the ability to show different patterns. Dithering methods [174] create screening images by thresholding the image pixel values according to a predefined thresholding pattern. However, existing dithering methods solely pursued tone matching and did not consider structure matching at all. Screening results produced by dithering methods use unsatisfactory uniform patterns. Qu et al. [142] created high-quality screening for Manga, Japanese comic, with rich image content and various patterns. Their method for computer-generated Manga screening pursues tone matching as well as structural matching, such as texture. The authors reported that their screened Manga results are different from traditional screening because their screenings are not black and white, but greyscale. Qu et al. also mentioned that the Manga screening algorithm took a long processing time. To create screening with good tone and structure matching as well as a variety of patterns, we adapt the contrast-aware halftoning framework. We also introduce a content-based approach for pattern placement, which connects the pattern assignment with the textureness of a region. Patterns are generated by modifying the priority-based contrast-aware error diffusion in two ways. One variant uses a variety of exclusion-based masks to create exclusion patterns; the other variant is a multiple-stage pipeline to prioritize the processing order of external texture images.

An exclusion pattern is generated by an exclusion-based mask, which excludes a portion of pixels beneath a mask. The outcome of each error diffusion is to move error to the neighboring pixels, which lightens the nearby pixels in the dark area and darkens the nearby pixels in the light area. An exclusion-based mask has excluded and non-excluded pixels after diffusion. Excluded pixels are not affected by diffusion, which means they do not receive error and retain their intensity values. Priorities for excluded pixels are unchanged as well. Non-excluded pixels receive error and
generally reduce their priorities. As a result, the CSS system will likely process the excluded pixels earlier than the non-excluded pixels. For a dark area, since the excluded pixels are not lightened, they are more likely to be black than the non-excluded pixels. Therefore, there are more black pixels produced from the excluded pixels in a dark area. The exclusion direction in a mask is a direction for showing the patterns. Clustering more black pixels on the exclusion direction helps depict clear patterns. If the area is bright, the excluded pixels are more likely to be white. So black areas have more black pixels on exclusion direction and bright areas have more white pixels on exclusion direction. The increase difference of the number of black pixels between dark areas and bright areas brings a strong contrast image that preserves good structure.

We propose multistage screening process to create textural patterns that are obtained from the edges of texture images. The pixels in an image are grouped into a few sets. We process the sets in several stages. Each stage deals with one set of pixels. Priority-based scheme is used also. For each pixel, we apply contrast-aware error diffusion. The multistage screening system stops when all sets of pixels are processed. We prioritize the pixels with more interesting features in earlier stages and process the pixels with less interesting features in later stages. For example, a three-stage process can deal with the set of pixels on the edges of texture images first; the set of pixels on the ETF edges can be processed second; and we then deal with the remaining pixels last. This three-stage process can display textural patterns and the ETF edges. The use of Prioritized CED can produce good quality in structural preservation. The multiple-stage process allows us to introduce external patterns captured from image resources.

A comparison between our screening results and the result by the previous Manga screening method [142] is shown in Figure 4.1. The screened Marilyn’s faces in (c) and (d) have varied patterns and structure richness, similar to the screening result in (b) from the Manga algorithm in terms of structure preservation. Our results even indicate the iconic mole on her face, which is totally lost in the Manga result. The Manga process has an interactive stage to ask users to select objects. It takes a few minutes for the Manga screening method to finish the process after the interaction, but our results can be automatically generated in less than a minute.
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Contributions. We present two new ways, exclusion-based masks as well as a multiple-stage process, to generate non-uniform screening results in an automatic way. Our screening results naturally show the content without introducing segmentation artifacts unlike the existing Manga screening method [142], which displays artifacts from the segmentation boundaries. With no iteration for matching patterns, our screening process generally runs faster than the Manga algorithm. We also propose to assign patterns based on how much high gradients a region has. Our screening method can maintain structure details for a highly textured region by applying exclusion masks based on the edge direction of each pixel or the main direction of the region. This pattern assignment can preserve structural content well.

4.2 Screening Problem

The proposed screening method should find a way to cluster pixels to form patterns; and should present the difference between texture regions and non-texture regions by using patterns. We maintain the policy of the Prioritized CED method to offer the structure preservation in generating screening results. Forming a pattern requires clustering a set of black pixels to describe the shape of the pattern. The pixels on the shape of the pattern should be densely clustered black pixels and the pixels off the shape of the pattern should produce sparse or no black pixels. The difference in the density of black pixels indicates the pattern. Priority-based CED raises the difference in density of pixels for contrast awareness. We have to find a way to import the shapes of patterns into the scheme. We introduce exclusion masks and a multistage process to resolve the problem.

A screening result uses black pixels to show the patterns and important edges on a white background. We would also like to indicate original tone information in the screening result. Broken patterns occur when the areas are very bright. The system is going to output very few black pixels in the bright area, which are not enough to form a clear and complete pattern. The solution to avoiding broken patterns is to examine each region and prevent our system from assigning patterns in very bright areas, where broken patterns would occur.
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4.3 Algorithm Overview

Figure 4.2 shows the outline of the CSS process. Given an original image, our CSS system can produce an image with screening effects. The system first segments the original image into regions using mean-shift [19] and a gradient map is calculated by applying the Sobel operators [166] to the original image. The system then starts to assign patterns to different segmented regions based on contents. This content-sensitive assignment is done by calculating how much textureness occupies each region. Highly textured regions should keep clear structures. Lowly textured regions are flat and assigning one type of pattern with tone matching would be enough. Patterns are generated in two ways: modifying the contrast-aware masks to exclude directional pixels, and adapting multiple stages to enhance textural patterns. Both ways are variants of contrast-aware halftoning. We design rules for assigning different patterns to highly textured regions and lowly textured regions. After finishing the assignments, our system produces rendered images with specific screening effects, which are exclusion patterns and textural patterns.

![Figure 4.2: Overview of the screening procedure.](image)

We use the mean shift method [19] for segmentation. Mean shift segments a region too much and produces many small regions. An object may be represented by a few segmented regions. The previous Manga screening system by Qu et al. [142]
used the mean-shift method to obtain segmentations too. They explicitly displayed segmentation boundaries in their output, which had distinct artifacts. Their screening results missed small details and showed many unwanted edges, visually not to be liked. The use of oversegmentation in our CSS will not have visible disadvantages in final screening for two reasons: we do not explicitly overlay the segmentation boundaries in our results, and we can preserve the structural details by our contrast awareness in the Prioritized CED. Segmented regions provide a guide to assign patterns. We propose a content-sensitive approach to assignment to help understanding the image, which further emphasizes structural details. Pattern generation creates two types of patterns: exclusion patterns and textural patterns. Exclusion patterns are created by using exclusion-based masks and textural patterns are generated by a multi-stage process. Additionally, the multi-stage strategy can give control over interesting edges by simply adjusting a few parameters.

As for the question about which pattern is used for a region, we do not treat it as a matching problem like the previous Manga screening method. Our content-based assignment helps the system determine the textured regions and the non-textured regions. The texture details in the textured regions are preserved by the aid of contrast-aware scheme, additional edge-exclusion masks, or the main edge direction. Other regions without textures are considered less important and the assignment is random. This strategy works for most images. However, the choice of pattern is not a trivial problem. For instance, two isolated regions might come from the same object and should use the same pattern. Without user intervention, in many cases there is no clue to find out if two isolated regions belong to the same object. The same problem occurs in the Manga screening algorithm.

4.4 Pattern Assignment

Mean shift produces a segmentation map. Applying the Sobel operators to the original image creates a gradient map. For each segmentation, pattern assignment is based on how much high gradients it has. Regions with high gradients have strong textures; and regions with low gradients look flat. Pattern assignment should preserve the orientation of textures in highly textured regions, whereas, in barely textured regions, we can have loose control, with no need to follow the edge directions. We can depict
clear object silhouettes by distinguishing regions with different patterns assigned in flat and textured regions. We calculate how much of each region $R_i$ is occupied by texture. Regions with texture have high gradient values and regions barely with texture have low gradient values, calculated from magnitude values in the gradient map.

Each region has a statistical measurement $H$ that is based on thresholding gradient magnitudes, computed as follows,

$$\begin{align*}
H_h &= \frac{\text{number}(g(m,n) > T_h), (m,n) \in R_i}{\|R_i\|} \\
H_l &= \frac{\text{number}(g(m,n) > T_l), (m,n) \in R_i}{\|R_i\|}
\end{align*}$$

(4.1)

(4.2)

where the function $\text{number}(.)$ counts the number of pixels that satisfy the given predicate. The number of pixels in the $i$th region $R_i$ of segmentation is written as $\|R_i\|$ and $g(m,n)$ is the gradient for the pixel at position $(m,n)$. Equation 4.1 shows that $H_h$ computes the proportion of the pixels with high gradient magnitudes in a region. In contrast, $H_l$ calculates the percentage of the pixels with gradient magnitudes greater than the gradient threshold $T_l$. We write gradient thresholds as $T_h$ and $T_l$ with $T_h > T_l$. Since the intensities are in the range 0 to 255, gradient magnitudes are in a similar range. The examples shown in this thesis use $T_h = 100$ and $T_l = 35$. Users can try different values for both $T_h$ and $T_l$. A higher value for $T_h$ lowers $H_h$ and similarly, higher $T_l$ reduces $H_l$. The suggestion on $T_h = 100$ and $T_l = 35$ is based on testing a variety of images including photographs and illustrations. All results we have tested are good in structural preservation. We determine the assignment of patterns according to $C_i$, calculated by Equation 4.3.

$$C_i = \begin{cases} 
0 : \text{Empty}, & \text{if } H_l < r_l \text{ and } \bar{I} > WH; \\
1 : \text{Low}, & \text{if } H_l < r_l \text{ and } \bar{I} \leq WH; \\
2 : \text{Medium}, & \text{if } H_l \geq r_l \text{ and } H_h > r_h; \\
3 : \text{High}, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}$$

(4.3)

From the above, $\bar{I}$ is the average intensity value of the region; the thresholds for ratio of textureness are $r_l$ and $r_h$; and $WH$ is a threshold for a very light area. This thesis uses $r_l = 0.25$, $r_h = 0.6$, and $WH = 200$ to demonstrate results. In Equation 4.3, $WH$ is an intensity value for a very bright area, $r_l = 0.25$ means
regions with little texture, and \( r_h = 0.6 \) are regions with intensive texture. Before users start the CSS method, they can specify the values for both \( r_h \) and \( r_l \). The value of \( r_h \), used in highly-textured regions, is supposed to be higher than \( r_l \). The change of \( r_h \) and \( r_l \) will offer different degrees of adjustment on textureness. After the specification, the process determines assignment strategies based on \( C_i \), a value to separate regions based on textureness. The separation helps us stylize the image content clearly. The values we suggest for \( r_l \), \( r_h \), and \( WH \) are the best values from the testing on many images in a wide range of contents. Rules to determine assignment are defined as follows.

1. If \( C_i \) is zero for a region, this means the area is uniform and very bright, indicating a background or trivial area. Based on tone matching, a screened area in a very bright area produces very few black pixels. Broken patterns happen here, which can be distracting. A region with very little texture may have \( C_i = 0 \). Since the region barely has texture and is very light, we prevent broken patterns by leaving the area empty or using an arbitrary pattern to fill in.

2. If \( C_i \) is 1, the pixels in this region have the same and medium intensity values. We assign the patterns randomly. Since well-preserved structure and tone can be obtained by the contrast-aware strategy and the priority-based error diffusion, even random assignment creates good quality.

3. If \( C_i \) is 2, this region has medium degree of texture. We either represent the main direction of the region using patterns to display the texture or employ the edge-exclusion approach (described later) to match patterns with content.

4. For the remaining regions, \( C_i \) is equal to 3. These are highly textured regions and it is better to display all the information. We use basic contrast-aware halftoning without any variations, or adapt CAH with edge-exclusion masks (described later) in this case.

Figure 4.3 shows the segmentation and corresponding content-based classification according to this strategy for two images. In Figure 4.3 (c) and (f), blue regions are highly textured objects, such as the roof. Green regions show less textured regions, such as Lena’s face and the building’s body. Other yellow regions are uniform regions,
without much texture. Background or trivial areas are colored in white, e.g., the sky area. We notice that the segmentation in Figure 4.3 (b) and (e) has not given a good partition for segmenting objects from the input image. The issues of oversegmentation due to the use of mean shift method are shown in the building’s windows, roofs, and on Lena’s face, but the segmentation can provide us a rough guide to help create patterns.

4.5 Pattern Generation

Next we propose two different approaches to generate a variety of patterns, including exclusion patterns and textural patterns. Exclusion patterns are generated by exclusion-based masks, which modify the priority order of error diffusion in an organized way. A multistage process preserves textural patterns captured in texture images. The following sections give the details.
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Generation of Exclusion Patterns

We adapt Prioritized CED to create screening with non-uniform patterns. Exclusion-based masks are used, instead of the usual uniform circular masks. In the step of error diffusion, pixels in a mask absorb positive or negative error. The modified intensities of the neighboring pixels change their priorities, generally being lowered. We can look at a uniform region first. In this case, the priority values of all pixels in the region are the same before diffusion. After absorbing positive error, the neighboring pixels under the mask will be lightened; absorbing negative error makes the neighboring pixels darkened. Lightening happens in processing a dark uniform region and darkening occurs in screening a light uniform region. In both situations, error diffusion either increases the intensity values of dark pixels or reduces the intensity values of light pixels. Both actions of increasing and reducing move the intensity values toward the middle values in the range 0 to 255. The intensity value 128 has the lowest priority due to the maximum distance to the two extremes (black or white). Notice that both cases lower the priorities.

We propose to exclude specific subsets of pixels, not processing all pixels in a mask. The error will not propagate into the excluded pixels. The exclusion direction follows the direction of a pattern we design. The excluded pixels have unchanged intensities and the non-excluded pixels are lightened in a dark area or darkened in a bright area. For a dark area, more black pixels are clustered along the exclusion direction than the outcome without using exclusion masks. This way promotes the formation of interesting patterns.

Figure 4.4 shows two circular exclusion masks. Exclusion masks exclude pixels in one and two directions to create exclusion patterns. Each grid cell represents a pixel. The color of each grid cell is in greyscale whose value is proportional to the pixel’s weight value, calculated by the contrast-aware weight distribution. The weight calculation is calculated according to Equation 3.4. The red strips in the figure show the excluded direction. The grid cells covered by the red strips are excluded pixels. Error diffusion will not affect the covered cells. The left mask has the pixels covered along one direction. As long as a grid cell is partially or completely covered by the red strip, the pixel in that grid cell will not be changed by the error diffusion. The angle $\theta$ and the width represent the direction and the thickness of the exclusion line. The
one-direction exclusion mask can represent patterns with only one strong direction, such as horizontal ($\theta = 0$) and vertical ($\theta = 90$) patterns. If the horizontal exclusion is chosen, pixels along the horizontal direction are excluded. Those excluded pixels have unchanged intensities after diffusion, and their priorities are thus the same. Other non-excluded pixels have their intensities changed after diffusion, generally, lowering their priorities. Each error diffusion in dark regions will not lighten horizontal pixels; hence those pixels have their darkness unchanged. Horizontal exclusion masks can produce more black pixels, clustered horizontally, than normal circular masks. In contrast, light regions produce more white pixels horizontally. The increase of difference helps preserve contrast.

We can control exclusion direction, for example, aligning it with the edge direction. A mask excluding pixels along edge direction is called an edge exclusion mask. The direction follows the edge tangent from the center pixel during the error diffusion. When edge-exclusion masks are applied to an image, exclusion angles are changed based on current edge direction pixel by pixel. There will be more black pixels clustered for displaying the edges in black regions than the black pixels produced without using edge exclusion masks. Since the edge exclusion follows the directions of edges, patterns formed by black pixels in dark regions follow the edges too. Clustering
more black pixels at the edges can promote structure details and textures. Edge-oriented weight distribution in edge exclusion masks enhances structures; we use the weights for regions with $C_i = 3$ that are highly textured regions or sometimes for regions with $C_i = 2$ that are averagely textured regions. The choices on $C_i = 2$ and $C_i = 3$ are decided by users before the algorithm starts. Beyond edge exclusion masks, another way for regions with $C_i = 2$ is to use the main direction calculated based on the region to guide the angle $\theta$. Notice that there is one big difference between edge-based exclusion and the use of the main direction. If a region is processed with edge-based exclusion, each pixel of the region changes its exclusion angle based on the edge direction. Conversely, the main direction of a region is constant for all pixels in that segment, and therefore the exclusion angles for all masks are the same within the region. Figure 4.4 (b) shows an exclusion-based mark that excludes two directions, along with parameters $\theta$ and width, similar to the way of one-direction exclusion. The use of two exclusion directions can produce crossed patterns.

Some results using exclusion-based masks on a heart image are shown in Figure 4.5. We summarize the decision on assignment as follows: if $C_i$ is 0, we leave the regions empty (blank); if $C_i$ is 1, we randomly choose the patterns for the exclusion angle; otherwise, we use edge-exclusion masks or use the main direction of each region, chosen by the user specification. Figure 4.5 (b) was a screening that was generated by Qu et al. [142]. Our results have non-uniform patterns and look much better than the result from dithering. We compare with the result from Manga screening, shown in grayscale in Figure 4.5 (c). Our screening shows the small veins very clearly, even in black and white.

We provide adjustment to the thickness of the exclusion width to add variations on visual appearance. Thickness $width(m, n)$ is calculated as follows:

$$width(m, n) = T_{\text{max}} \times (1 - I(m, n)/255)$$

(4.4)

where $T_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum thickness ($T_{\text{max}} = 6$ here). A high value of $T_{\text{max}}$ provides very thick patterns and a low value produces thin patterns. We know that $T_{\text{max}}$ must be less than the size of masks. If $T_{\text{max}}$ is greater than the mask size, the exclusion mask excludes too many pixels. Figure 4.5 (f) shows an example of thickness control. Two different screened images appear in Figure 4.6, showing the thickness control for different patterns. Both screenings clearly display structure details with enhanced
pattern effects. The patterns look thicker and clearer. The left image in Figure 4.6 uses four patterns. The four patterns are randomly selected for the uniform regions, which have $C_i = 1$. Uniform regions do not have many structural details and the random patterns will not cause any loss of content. The right image in Figure 4.6 uses six patterns. The six patterns are randomly selected for the uniform regions. All patterns are defined by exclusion-based methods.

**Edge-exclusion masks and the main direction:** When a region is processed,
edge-exclusion masks modify their exclusion angles pixel by pixel; in contrast, the use of the main direction in a region maintains the same exclusion angle for all pixels. The results from edge exclusion in general are more appealing than those from the method using the main direction. Figure 4.5 shows the difference between exclusion-based masks and main directions. Visually, both are quite good at retaining structural details. In Figure 4.7, a textured image is processed by both main directions and edge-exclusion masks. The edge-based exclusion not only shows the main trend of this texture, but also grasps the small dent, barely present in the result from the
main direction. The small dent is only in a vertical direction in Figure 4.7 (b); while the dent area in Figure 4.7 (c) has black pixels not only in a vertical direction, but also in a horizontal direction. Another example in Figure 4.8 shows the different effects from both types of direction control. We include a screening result processed without using our content-sensitive assignment in (a). As you can see, with edge-exclusion masks in Figure 4.8 (b) and Figure 4.8 (d), the hair, eyes and the nose look much better than Figure 4.8 (a). Figure 4.8 (c) is a screening result using the
main direction. Both exclusion-based modification and the main direction match Lena better than Figure 4.8 (a). For tone we show a ramp in Figure 4.9 for five exclusion-based patterns. Visually, all patterns are reasonably able to convey tone differences.

Figure 4.9: Ramp with different patterns.
Textural Patterns by a Multi-stage Process

The priority-based scheme is flexible to provide promotion of interesting edges. We propose a variant of our priority scheme. The algorithm separates an image \( S \) into a few pixel sets \( S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_N \) and processes them in several stages. The first-stage priority set \( S_1 \) will be processed first; the pixels belonging to the second-stage priority set \( S_2 \) will be dealt with second; and so on. After the system finishes all priority sets, in a final stage, it processes any remaining pixels \( S_N \).

We would like to maintain a pixel’s initial tendency of intensity from the original image. A dark pixel would retain its tendency to black and a bright pixel would retain its tendency to white. In this way, we preserve the contrast. The purpose of error diffusion is to compensate the loss of tone in the way that dark regions diffuse positive error to lighten pixels and light regions diffuse negative error to darken pixels. Both lightening in dark regions and darkening in bright regions violate pixels’ initial tendency. A pixel in a later stage would have received error a few times from the earlier stages. The more times a pixel has received error, the less the pixel could maintain its initial tendency. Pixels processed in earlier stages have less opportunity to be affected by error diffusion than pixels in later stages, since once a pixel has been processed, it no longer receives error. This set of pixels in earlier stages are more likely to maintain their initial tendency. For a dark area, more pixels keeping their initial tendencies could produce more black pixels. If we would like to output densely clustered black pixels on edges in dark regions, we should process edges earlier. Thus, we assign the pixels on important features, such as edges, to an earlier stage to make them more likely to maintain their original tendency. The remaining pixels, considered as less important content, are processed later. This is a multi-stage process.

We can generate the priority set in two ways: it could be created manually; or, it could be generated automatically, using low-level features such as edges or high-level features such as faces. The minor drawback is that the outcome is dependent on the quality of the priority field. Our multi-stage process has the advantage of allowing us to use the framework effectively and flexibly. One possibility is to define a set of pixels by the edges from texture images. The pixels on the edges will be sent to an earlier stage first, which promotes the edges. The generation of textural pattern uses texture images. See Figure 4.10, which shows a three-stage process.
Figure 4.10: A three-stage process for promoting both textures and ETF edges.

In Figure 4.10 (a), the colored pixels show the pixels to be processed in the first stage, which are the textural edges. In Figure 4.10 (b), the second stage deals with pixels on the edges, obtained from thresholding the Edge Tangent Flow (ETF) [71]. Finally, the last stage processes the remaining pixels. Since we are interested in presenting the edges from textural patterns, those pixels at textural edges are set earlier. Through this configuration, the final screening can easily enhance the patterns from input textures. The requirement of tone and structure in screening can be satisfied from error diffusion also. Because we could use any texture, it is possible for textural patterns to have a visual appearance different from an original image. A worse case could be that the tone may be opposite to the original tone. An improvement by matching the tone and the structure with those of the input patterns could refine the assignment. The goal of the improvement is to see if the patterns are suitable for that region. However, the multi-stage process does not have the matching
Figure 4.11: Screened building comparison.

(a) Dithering method  (b) Manga screening
(c) Exclusion screening  (d) Textural screening

stage in the procedure, the content-sensitive strategy in the multistage process plays a role, not as important as that in exclusion pattern generation.

Figure 4.11 presents a screened building processed by different screening methods. The dithering result looks less appealing than other results because the pattern is always the same, and there is no structural preservation. Manga screening in greyscale looks nice, but is not a binary reproduction. Both exclusion and textural screening results use different patterns to distinguish regions and preserve many fine details for this image. Look at the cars and the tree: they have no segmentation artifacts while the Manga result has. Compared with the exclusion screening, the textural screening can have more varied texture patterns, which provide diverse effects for non-uniform screening.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Mean Shift (s)</th>
<th>CSS (only) (s)</th>
<th>Total (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4.1 (c)</td>
<td>499×493</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>11.65</td>
<td>33.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4.1 (d)</td>
<td>499×493</td>
<td>21.32</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>33.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4.5 (d)</td>
<td>522×689</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>10.97</td>
<td>40.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4.5 (f)</td>
<td>522×689</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>39.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4.11 (c)</td>
<td>839×663</td>
<td>40.84</td>
<td>29.29</td>
<td>70.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4.11 (d)</td>
<td>839×663</td>
<td>40.47</td>
<td>27.76</td>
<td>68.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Processing time on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2350M CPU @2.3GHz with 8GB RAM.

4.6 Results and Discussion

After parameters are set up, content-sensitive screening can automatically generate screening effects. The proposed screening method is a variant of error diffusion based on contrast and priority by applying either exclusion-based masks or a multiple-stage process. The consideration of contrast during the error diffusion helps CSS method preserve the structural details. A further improvement of visual appearance is from the content-dependent assignment.

We cannot provide a thorough comparison with previous Manga screening [142] in terms of timing details since the authors did not report the processing times for all images. Qu et al. did report the hardware they used was a PC with P4 3.2GHz CPU, 2GB memory. However, we cannot know the implementation details and Manga screening needs manual intervention to regroup small regions to avoid fragile output because of oversegmentation. They mentioned that the interactive editing for users was very quick but we do not know the time detail. Qu et al. mentioned that processing an image of size 800×1000 needed four minutes. We provide a rough comparison based on an Intel Core Duo CPU E8400@ 3.0GHz with 3GB RAM. Processing 800×1000 image takes 72 seconds for the segmentation and takes 110 seconds to obtain our screening result in total. If we exclude the segmentation time, our process only takes 38 seconds. Based on this timing, we probably can provide users an interactive tool for generating screenings. Table 4.1 provides more information about processing time for our other results.

We compare our screening results with the Manga screenings by Qu et al. [142] in a side by side way. Manga screenings are greyscale and our screening results are in black and white. Although side by side comparisons are not fair for both of us, they at
least show the visual difference from both methods. Mean-shift segmentation for constructing small regions for objects is used in both Manga algorithm and our screening method. Manga screening results show the segmentation boundaries explicitly, which are not natural visually. The many small regions cannot destroy the structural quality in our screening results, which present the object boundaries naturally because we did not explicitly overlay the boundaries on the top of the screening.

The assignment is not dealt with as a colorization problem, as Manga screening did. Our proposed system runs in a single process, which follows the intrinsic tone and content that guide the patterns and the assignment. The images shown in this thesis are the same images used for the Manga paper [142]. From this choice, we can use side by side comparisons to have a visual comparison with Manga screening. We also have tested our screening algorithm on a variety of images, including photos and illustrations. The image content is in a wide range including natural scene, people, objects such as cars, and buildings. All screening images from our CSS algorithm have very good quality in structure preservation. Our algorithm failed when a few regions belonged to the same object and were not assigned the same pattern. This is because the mean-shift method oversegments the object and we have no way automatically to find those regions belonging to the object. This situation happened in Manga screening too. As Qu et al. did, we could ask users to select the objects interactively and allow them to explicitly tell our CSS system to assign the same patterns for all regions belonging to the same object.

The multi-stage process has flexibilities to show different types of importance. Figure 4.11 and 4.12 show edge-tangent flow (ETF) edges combined with different textural edges. The ETF edges are promoted without introducing artifacts or false edges, which are common problems occurring in some previous screening methods [13, 169].

Our scheme is open to be extended to color screening by processing three RGB channels individually. Figure 4.12 shows two colored screening examples with textural patterns. Both examples display interesting and distinct effects, though not as yet fully explored. However, enough content details are shown to convey the main information of the image.

Figure 4.13 shows a comparison between content-sensitive screening and previous
screenings. It is certain that our screening looks much better than the result by the dithering method. Manga screening looks reasonable, but places the segmentation boundaries on top of its patterns to distinguish between objects. Notice that the edges between cloth and the desktop have annoying boundaries of objects on the desk. The unnatural boundaries are artifacts from segmentation. Our screening result has no segmentation artifacts. The structural details are well-preserved by contrast-aware masks, the priority-based scheme, and the content-sensitive assignment. Exclusion masks using edge directions or the main direction of a region can further enhance structural contents. However, there is a pattern assignment error because we used
mean-shift segmentation. We did not check if two regions belong to the same object. We might assign two different patterns to the same object. For example, the wall in Figure 4.13 is supposed to be in a single region. The segmentation method separates the wall into two parts because there is a wire crossing. Based on the tone, we have no way to tell our system those two parts are the same wall. It seems that this situation should use user intervention to fix up by manually assigning the same patterns to both regions. Manga screening faced the same problem as well.
Another comparison shown in Figure 4.14 illustrates a cartoon screened by different methods. Our results generally look better than the dithering result and the
Manga screening. One continuous object surface is supposed to use the same patterns to fill in. Sometimes region differences are overemphasized. Because the assignment process has no way to determine the semantic meaning of each region, the assignment may mistakenly use more than one pattern to fill the space.

The parameter values we used in the CSS system have been tested on a variety of images including natural scenes, illustrations, cartoons, and portraits. We always obtained good results. Our tests showed that the system is robust. Users can specify the parameter values before the process starts. Different parameter values may change tone or structural quality in an acceptable way. The only issue here is the assignment error, such as the wall patterns in our result shown in Figure 4.13. A possible solution to this assignment error is to correct the error by specifying the patterns for regions manually.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrated how screening can be generated by adapting the Prioritized CED technique. The main focus was on showing different screening patterns in black and white with good structural details generated automatically. The ideas for exclusion-based masks and the multistage process can be adapted to both image processing and non-photorealistic rendering, such as filters used for edge detection. The next chapter is going to revisit those two variations in the context of stippling. The content-based assignment for patterns avoids the matching problem and saves computation time. However, our assignment fails when an object surface is separated by other objects. The individual parts belonging to the same object may need user intervention to tell our algorithm that the parts should be assigned the same patterns. Compared with existing dithering methods and other structure-aware screening such as Manga screening, our results nicely show many structure details and have a variety of patterns to select. Our screening method is also competitive in speed. However, an approach to matching a best-fitting pattern to a region could improve the visual appearance of a screening for sure.

This work applied for screening has been published as follows:

- Hua Li and David Mould. Content-sensitive screening in black and white. In International Conference on Computer Graphics Theory and Applications
Until now, contrast-aware consideration with dynamic priority has been used to obtain a distribution of black pixels for both halftoning and screening effects. The idea works well for enhancing important features. The next chapter is going to demonstrate how the Prioritized CED framework can be adapted for stippling generation.
Chapter 5

Structure-Preserving Stippling

Figure 5.1: Stippling comparisons. Two zoomed-in views of the clock face and the sculpture are shown. (a) Original image; (b) Example-based stippling method applied to manually enhanced image [117]; courtesy of Domingo Martín; (c) Secord’s stippling method applied to histogram-equalized image; 30,209 stipples by Secord’s method [161]; (d) 29,574 stipples with $P(5, 3, 0, 7)$ by SPS method.
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5.1 Introduction

The previous two chapters introduced the Prioritized CED algorithm and demonstrated that our algorithm worked successfully for generating halftoning and screening. The goal of this chapter is to describe how this algorithm can be adapted to stippling generation, and still retain the advantages of high quality in structure preservation and good performance. We call our proposed method Structure-Preserving Stippling (SPS). We aim to achieve two tasks: (1) providing a reduction of the number of dots in stippling; (2) exploring applications of stippling in different styles.

We generated halftoned and screened by using the techniques: contrast-aware weight calculation, dynamic priority, mask variations, and a multiple-stage process. The proposed framework for SPS also employs those techniques. In addition, our SPS method introduces a new modification, a nonlinear spatial function to shrink or exaggerate errors. The nonlinear function implicitly provides global adjustment of the number of dots. Simultaneously, the adjustment controls the coefficients of weights during error diffusion in a contrast-aware way. The stippling can preserve structure even with very low stipple budgets. We explore a unified framework of stippling to create a variety of artistic effects, including heightening, pointillism, painterly, screening with dots, and scratchboard.

Figure 5.1 shows a comparison with two previous stippling methods: Martín et al.’s [117] and Secord’s [161] stippling methods. Both stippled results by Martín et al.’s and Secord’s methods are generated after preprocessing the original image to improve structural quality. Martín et al. used a software to manually darken and lighten image content in order to strengthen image contrast. After manual image enhancement, they employed an example-based method to generate stippled images. Figure 5.1 (c) was generated by applying Secord’s method to an image pre-processed by histogram equalization. Our SPS method used the original image without any preprocessing. Our stippling result shows the key details very clearly; for example, look at the zoomed-in windows for the clock hands and the arch, which Martín et al.’s and Secord’s methods cannot depict very well.

Our SPS method provides the density control of the stippling. We investigate variants of our SPS method for generating different effects. Figure 5.2 shows a variety of styles including scratchboard, high-level stylization, dot-based screening, and
pointillism, all of which are based on our stippling framework.

Figure 5.2: Stylized stipplings using SPS with dots. (a) SPS; (b) high-level stylization; (c) scratchboard; (d) screening; (e) patterns; (f) pointillism.

**Contributions.** Our SPS method is fast and automatic. SPS can create stippling with diverse new effects, which previous researchers did not investigate. The proposed structure-aware stippling mechanism can reduce the huge number of pixels used by contrast-aware halftoning to a relatively small number of stipples while preserving structure. This advantage of structure preservation over many stippling methods lends SPS to evolution into many artistic styles including heightening, pointillism, painterly, screening with dots, and scratchboard. The different effects and styles are built on the same single framework, which is not easy to achieve.
We propose to control the number of dots with a nonlinear function that shrinks or exaggerates errors, depending on the size of dots. We also propose new weight distribution schemes for different stippling styles by using irregular masks and line masks. Irregular masks are produced by an Eden-like growth scheme [29] and can create irregular stipple distributions. Line masks employ line-shaped masks and can present strange but interesting texture effects such as rough surface. A set of variations on colors are introduced to bring a series of artistic styles, all of which visually look appealing due to the high quality of structure preservation.

5.2 Stippling

To generate stippling, we have to consider the size, the shape, and the location of each stipple. One way to represent strong contrast in a stipple distribution is to enhance the difference in stipple density. Our proposed basic structure-preserving stippling method extends contrast-aware halftoning by adding the adjustment of the number of stipples. The adjustment depends on the size of dots, the parameters used in CAH generation, and the new nonlinear function for shrinking and exaggeration.

Existing computer-generated stippling methods seek a regular distribution, evenly placing dots in space. However, artists’ work has irregularity due to imprecise placement or deliberate preference in their stippled works. In this chapter, we not only seek structural preservation, but also focus on new possibilities to create a variety of stylistic capacities by presenting different non-traditional distributions of dots. Our stippling method can create various styles including heightening, scratchboard, and pointillism. The variations include modifying colors, masks, and priority configurations.

5.3 Structure-Preserving Stippling

In this section, we describe the details of the basic structure-preserving stippling method. The basic SPS method extends Prioritized CED by using a non-linear function to adjust the error, which provides control over the density of stipples. To make up for the loss of tone when the number of stipples is low, we propose stipple resizing to improve tone matching.
5.3.1 Basic Structure-Preserving Stippling

To adapt a stippling algorithm from an error diffusion algorithm, the system employs black dots rather than black and white pixels. Naively, it could simply replace every pixel with a black stipple, but we cannot afford the extremely high stipple count and the resulting image would have many overlapping stipples, which would not resemble a stippled image at all. Error diffusion algorithm has a step to decide if a pixel is black or white. The decision on the placement of a pixel guides us to place a stipple. We can process the pixels in a prioritized order, draw a stipple when the intensity value of this pixel is below the threshold, and then diffuse the error. The outcome of processing a pixel is a decision whether or not to place a dot. If the outcome at the location is to place a stipple, the difference between the original intensity and the black output is positive. Placing a stipple makes the location become darker than its actual value, so to compensate the darkening we need to lighten nearby pixels. Conversely, if the decision is not to place a stipple, the process incurs negative error – the location becomes lighter than its actual value, so nearby pixels are darkened. After positive or negative error is distributed to future pixels, the intensities of unprocessed pixels are changed and this change would affect the decision about whether to place or not to place a stipple. We can adjust the distribution of error to give control over the density of stipples, since the error affects the number of stipples to be created.

Deussen et al. [24] mentioned that the size of stipples in real stippled works rarely varies by more than a factor of two. We follow Deussen et al.’s suggestion and use the maximum size of stipples twice the size of the minimum, so \( r_{\text{min}} = 1 \) and \( r_{\text{max}} = 2 \) in Equation 5.1.

\[
r = r_{\text{min}} + \frac{(r_{\text{max}} - r_{\text{min}}) \times (255 - I_{\text{origin}})}{255}
\]  

(5.1)

Stipple size \( r \) is linearly proportional to the original intensity \( I_{\text{origin}} \); a minimum size stipple is placed at a site of intensity 255 (completely white), up to a maximum size stipple when the intensity drops to zero (completely black). Originally, the intensities are the same in uniform region and are gradually changed in areas for smooth surfaces. However, after our algorithm runs error diffusion for a few times, the intensities in the uniform regions will not be the same. The intensities in the areas for smooth surfaces will become steeply changed after diffusion, not showing smooth surfaces any more. If we use modified intensities to determine the stipple size, the
stipples in uniform regions will not look even and the stipples in smooth regions will not look gradually changed at all.

The stippling algorithm, as presented so far, still creates huge numbers of stipples. We propose to adjust the error carried forward in the diffusion process in such a way as to reduce stipple counts. Previously, we only draw stipples when the current intensity value of the pixel is below the threshold. Dark pixels, those with intensity less than 128, will initially be below the threshold. After error diffusion, dark pixels may be raised above the threshold because they may accumulate positive error from nearby pixels. Conversely, light pixels that will be initially above the threshold will be reduced below the threshold if sufficient negative error is accumulated, and a stipple will be placed. We propose a shrinking and exaggeration function to adjust the error. When the error is negative, the strategy is to reduce the magnitude of the assigned error (called shrinking), and when the error is positive, the strategy is to increase it (called exaggeration). Negative error occurs in light areas and brings darkening. Shrinking reduces negative error, which limits production of stipples in lighter portions of the image. Lightening happens when positive error occurs. Exaggeration increases positive error which exaggerates the impact of each stipple. The area near the stipple thus is lightened by a greater proportion than is actually warranted for faithful tone reproduction, which limits the production of stipples in darker portions of the image. Since we still use a priority-based scheme and error diffusion adheres to the policy of preferentially assigning more positive error to lighter pixels and more negative error to darker pixels, shrinking and exaggeration adjustment does not prevent the method from preserving structure in the stipple distributions.

We employ a nonlinear gamma correction for the shrinking and exaggeration functions. The use of gamma correction can raise the input value to the $G_-$ or $G_+$ power, providing a contrast-aware adjustment. Equation 5.2 calculates $s_{xy}$ at pixel $(x, y)$, a spatially-related adjustment factor for negative and positive errors that are independently controlled, using $G_-$ and $G_+$ respectively. The error from pixel $(x, y)$ is represented as $e_{xy}$.

$$s_{xy} = \begin{cases} 
(1/r)^{G_-} & \text{if } e_{xy} < 0 \\
(r)^{G_+} & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (5.2)$$

To have a large reduction of the stipple number, we can increase the powers $G_-$ and
$G_+$, which bring less negative error for nearby pixels (producing fewer stipples) and more positive error (also producing fewer stipples). The adjustment for parameters $G_-$ and $G_+$ (greater than 1.0) can control the degree of shrinking and exaggeration for light and dark regions respectively, which gives us flexibility in density control. The outcome of the reduction of stipples makes the resulting stippling lighter than the original image. However, the process retains structure and contrast.

The size of a pixel depends on image resolution. When a stipple is drawn to replace a pixel, we have to consider the size of the stipple. The error from placing a stipple is not simply the intensity from the pixel. A stipple with a large size takes more space. In Equation 5.3, the introduction of a correction term $e_0$ compensates for the case when a stipple is placed. The intensity updates become

$$I'(m,n) = I(m,n) + \hat{w}_{mn} \times (e_{xy} + e_0) \times s_{xy},$$

where $e_0$ is given by $e_0 = (A_{\text{stipple}} - A_{\text{pixel}}) \times k$. The updated intensity of the pixel at $(m,n)$ after error diffusion is $I'(m,n)$. The values $A_{\text{stipple}}$ and $A_{\text{pixel}}$ represent the area of a stipple and of a pixel respectively. Notice that the adjustment of shrinking and exaggeration cannot reduce the number of stipples in black areas because the error is zero and the new function cannot affect the error. We introduce $k$, a user-adjustable parameter, to have an influence in black areas. In addition to the adjustment of black areas, extreme exaggeration of error could cause updated intensity values to fall outside the usual range of $[0,255]$. In that case, the intensities are clamped. Clamping will lose intensity. To reduce the lost intensities from clamping, we suggest to use a larger mask because the increments per pixel are smaller. Since exaggeration reduces stipple counts, the use of a larger mask size allows the full effect of exaggeration to take place and yields fewer stipples.

Figure 5.3 shows how the parameter choices affect the results visually. The notation $P(9,2,0,7)$ indicates the parameters $G_- = 9$, $G_+ = 2$, $k = 0$, and a $7 \times 7$ mask. Figure 5.3 (b) is obtained by using larger $G_-$ and smaller $G_+$ and Figure 5.3 (c) employs smaller $G_-$ and larger $G_+$. Both figures draw the image with reduced stipple counts, but the former lightens the lighter areas while the latter lightens the darker areas. This example shows how to adjust contrast in distribution. We suggest using $G_+ = G_-$ or $G_+$ a little smaller than $G_-$. Sparser distributions of stipples can be obtained by using a larger mask size. The value for $k$ is usually very small.
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Figure 5.3: Parameter adjustment with reversing values of $G_-$ and $G_+$ to show different contrast. (a) A larger original image is in Figure 3.12; (b) enhanced contrast with 12,075 stipples; (c) weakened contrast with 6,132 stipples.

Figure 5.4 shows another result of error adjustment on an image. This example demonstrates that the stipple count can be dramatically reduced without a major impact on structure quality. We use the same value of $G_+$ in both Figure 5.4 (c) and Figure 5.4 (d). There are 37,029 stipples in Figure 5.4 (c) with little shrinking or exaggeration of errors (small $G_-$). Figure 5.4 (d) uses fewer stipples with further shrinking or exaggeration of errors (larger $G_-$). In Figure 5.4 (e), we double the mask size, which reduces the number of stipples to 16,980. The reduction of stipples still is able to show the face wrinkles quite well. We show that a further reduction is possible using very large values of $G_-$ and $G_+$ and with very large mask size in Figure 5.4 (f); at this point we still can discern the face even using only 3,085 dots. The use of $k$ reduces the number of stipples for the black shadow under the nose. Procedure 2 shows details of the basic structure-preserving stippling method.

5.3.2 Tone Matching with Stipple Resizing

Reducing stipple counts makes the stippling appearance lighter because fewer stipples contain less black, all else equal. Making more dramatic adjustments to stipple size can improve the loss of tone in Figure 5.4. We can calculate stipple sizes in the way similar to the calculation by Secord [161]. The calculation is done after stipple locations have been established. Secord integrated input darkness over the Voronoi region of a stipple and set the size of each stipple accordingly.
Figure 5.4: Basic structure-preserving stippling method: transition from CAH to stippling with stipple budget decreasing. (a) Original image; (b) CAH with 95,156 black pixels and 87,116 white pixels; (c) 37,029 stipples; (d) 24,370 stipples; (e) 16,980 stipples; (f) 3,085 stipples.

Figure 5.5 displays the result of our resizing process. Figure 5.5 (a) shows the stipple regions and Figure 5.5 (b) gives the corresponding result with tone improved. Figure 5.5 (c) shows another resized stippling: however, large dots are used on the
Procedure 2 Basic Structure-Aware Stippling Method

1: Input: $G_-, G_+, k, D, I_{origin}$ [$I_{origin}$, a given 8-bit image]
2: Output: stippleslist [A list of stipples with size information]
3: $I ← I_{origin}$
4: $M ← false$ [false means unprocessed pixels; true means processed pixels.]
5: $Heap ← BuildPriority(I_{origin})$ [Sort pixels from the highest priority to the lowest priority]
6: while Heap is not empty do
7:  the pixel $(x, y)$ with the highest priority $p_{hi} ← Heap.pop()$
8:  $p(x, y) ← CalculatePriority(I(x, y))$ [Equation 3.6]
9:  if $p_{hi} ≠ p(x, y)$ [Current priority and old priority not equal] then
10:  Heap.update($p(x, y)$) [Dynamically update priority]
11:  else
12:    if not $M(x, y)$ [M(x,y) is a boolean value at position (x, y).] then
13:      $r ← CalculateStipplesize(I_{origin}(x, y))$ [Equation 5.1]
14:      if $I(x, y) <= 128$ [Intensity below threshold] then
15:        $App ← 0$ [Black]
16:        stippleslist.add($x, y, r$) [Store the stipple position and the size]
17:      else
18:        $App ← 255$ [White]
19:      end if
20:    end if
21:    $e_{xy} ← I(x, y) − App$ [Calculate error]
22:    ErrorDiffusion($x, y, e_{xy}, r, G_-, G_+, k, D, M$) [Procedure 3]
23:    $M(x, y) ← true$ [Processed this location]
24:  end if
25: end while

face, which is unattractive. Large dots evoke the connotation of blemishes and freck-les. Although resizing stipples indeed improves the tone, there has been a detrimental impact on structure and visual appearance. This suggests that if very few stipples are used to depict an image content, large dots are not favored. Small stipples are better and hence tone loss is unavoidable under a very low budget when structure
Procedure 3 Errordiffusion\((x, y, e_{xy}, r, G_-, G_+, k, D, M)\) [\(x, y\) the position, \(e_{xy}\) the error, \(r\) the stipple size, \(D\) the mask size, \(G_-, G_+, k, D\) parameters for density control, \(M\) the occupation map]

1: \textbf{for all} pixels \(I(m, n)\) under the circular mask with the center \((x, y)\) and the radius \(D/2\) do
2: \textbf{if} not \(M(m, n)\) \textbf{then}
3: \(r_{mn} \leftarrow \) the distance from \((m, n)\) to \((x, y)\)
4: \(\hat{w}_{mn} \leftarrow \text{CalculateWeight}(I(m, n), r_{mn}, e_{xy})\) [Equation 3.4]
5: \(s_{xy} \leftarrow \text{Shrinkorexaggerate}(r, e_{xy}, G_-, G_+)\) [Equation 5.2]
6: \(e_0 \leftarrow (A_{\text{stipple}} - A_{\text{pixel}}) \times k\) [Correction]
7: \(I(m, n) \leftarrow I(m, n) + \hat{w}_{mn} \times (e_{xy} + e_0) \times s_{xy}\) [Update]
8: \(I(m, n) \leftarrow \max(0, \min(I(m, n), 255))\) [Clamping]
9: \textbf{end if}
10: \textbf{end for}

preservation is desired as well.

5.4 Variations on Masks, Priority Scheme, and Colors

We next explore variations including mask shapes, priority configuration, and colors to present diverse new styles for stippling such as irregular arrangements, stipple-based patterning, scratchboard, heightening, and painterly rendering. The same parameters for density control are available for all of those styles, which provides different levels of abstraction.

5.4.1 Variations on Masks

We propose a set of variations on masks: exclusion-based masks, line masks, and irregular masks. Exclusion-based masks, mentioned in Chapter 4, are combined with density control in order to provide sparse distribution for screening effects. Line masks provide texture effects such as texture on rough surface. Irregular masks are used to create irregular distributions.
Exclusion-based Masks

As we mentioned in Chapter 4, the goal of designing exclusion-based masks is to create interesting patterns. If a 45-exclusion mask is used, the error will not propagate into the pixels along the diagonal direction; thus, these pixels will retain their original intensities and priorities. In general, and especially in uniform regions, error diffusion reduces the priorities of affected pixels. Thus, the excluded diagonal pixels will tend to be processed earlier, with all error being pushed to the off-diagonal pixels; visible diagonal structures then appear in the output, as we can see in Figure 5.6 shows diagonal patterns. The excluded pixels in light regions are more likely not to be chosen as stipples. Sparse distributions can still display structure and patterns in the output image, shown in Figure 5.6 (right). We can create patterns based on the angles and the number of exclusion directions; see Figure 5.7. Even low stipple counts can indicate both patterns and content clearly.
Figure 5.6: Two different levels of abstraction for 45°-exclusion. Left: Original image; middle: dense stippling with $P(5, 3, 0, 7)$; right: sparse stippling with $P(6, 6, 0, 21)$.

Figure 5.7: Very low numbers of stiples. Three examples for exclusion-based masks: (a) Exclude one direction with 0°; (b) exclude one direction with 90°; (c) exclude two directions with 90° and 0°.

**Line Masks**

Previously, an exclusion-based mask excludes some pixels of a circular mask. Directional exclusions can generate interesting patterns. A line mask excludes all pixels except those along the line. An example of a line mask is shown in Figure 5.8.

When a pixel is to be processed, we preserve the pixels along the edge direction $\theta$ in the mask. The pixels not aligning along the edge direction will not be involved in the process of error diffusion. Figure 5.8 shows a line mask with a user-defined length $L$. The system determines the output for this pixel: black or white. Error is diffused to the pixels of the line mask. Figure 5.9 (c) and (d) display the results from line masks. Both present the bird with interesting texture, like the effect of drawing on a rough or bumpy surface. In Chapter 4, exclusion-based masks can promote patterns
that are defined by excluding pixels in certain directions. The pixels excluded in a mask are likely to be black in dark regions. All pixels in the line mask are excluded, including the pixels close to the current pixel. Using a line mask, our algorithm may choose a pixel near to the current pixel as the next candidate, which has been avoided in previous exclusion variations; however, it presents opportunities to create texture effects. Figure 5.9 (c) shows the bird in an acceptable way and the structure quality could be enhanced by multiple stages as well, shown in Figure 5.9 (d). This idea of line mask is an experiment on pixel management to create textures.

Irregular Masks

Stippling distributions created by artists are random and irregular. The Eden growth model [29] can generate irregular regions by using random accumulation. We propose an Eden-like growth scheme for irregular mask generation to break the excessive regularity of stipple distribution. Instead of a circular mask, a fixed-size mask is generated by randomly adding 8-connected pixels until the target pixel count is reached. Figure 5.10 demonstrates how a 26-pixel irregular mask evolves with the Eden growth. The blue pixels in the figure are future pixels, which may be chosen for the next selection. The scheme randomly clusters pixels on the boundary. The outcome of
the growth is a random and irregular shape. Each pixel employs a different random shape of a mask to diffuse error. We show the difference between circular masks and irregular masks in Figure 5.11. Notice that the face of the clock on the right side has a less ordered stipple distribution compared to the image on the left side which uses circular masks. In regions of uniform color, the irregularity in spatial distribution of error produces an uneven distribution of stipples. Importantly, the irregularity does not reduce the ability to preserve structure because irregular masks still distribute errors in a contrast-aware way. It takes around 50 seconds for our system to process the clock. Though the generation of an irregular mask for each pixel is time-consuming, the idea of varying shapes for masks might inspire another approach for hand-drawn stippling and also might give an initial clue to introduce stipple shapes into an error
5.4.2 Variations on Priority Scheme

In Chapter 4, we described a multiple-stage process for the priority scheme for screening. Stippling also can be processed in multiple stages. In each stage, we can apply density control independently to give varied levels of emphasis. Unimportant regions of the image can be processed with more aggressive stipple reduction, while a larger number of stipplers can be dedicated to important areas. The system has parameters $G_1-$ and $G_1+$ to control dot density in the first phase; in general, we write $P_j(G_{j,-}, G_{j,+}, k_j, D_j)$ for the $j$th stage. Using separate parameters for different stages provides flexible density control over each stage. Users can promote interesting regions with low parameter values and deemphasize uninteresting stages with higher values. In the following, we present three specific ways of exploiting multiple priority levels.

**Promotion of ETF Edges** This is a two-stage process to promote ETF edges, called ETF-enhanced stippling. In the first stage, the priority set is drawn from pixels on the edges, which are obtained by using the flow-based difference of Gaussians on the edge tangent field (ETF) [71]. We show two two-stage results in Figure 5.12 to demonstrate two different stipple distributions with ETF edges promoted. Both results express the ETF edges clearly.

**Promotion of Geometric Curves:** Figure 5.13 shows individual results of each stage in a three-stage process. We show each priority set in Figure 5.13 (a). The first priority set $S_1$, in red, is a geometric arrangement of lines; the second set $S_2$, in blue,
Figure 5.11: Comparing stippling from both circular and irregular irregular masks; both use $P(5,3,0,7)$. Left: the stippling result from circular masks. Right: the stippling result from irregular masks.
is the collection of ETF edges; and the third set $S_3$, in white, is the remaining pixels. Figure 5.13 (b) shows an intermediate result after processing the first set. Although the number of stipples in the output after the first stage is very low, the tone and structure of the woman is discernible. Figure 5.13 (c) shows the second-stage result. Figure 5.13 (d) shows the final result that displays both horizontal lines and ETF edges. The bottom of Figure 5.13 shows the procedure for another example with a priority map using crossed lines.

**Promotion of Textural Edges:** To introduce a variety of patterns from texture images into stippling results, one approach is to take the priority map from an input image. Different examples with different textures are shown in Figure 5.14 by using three stages to process textural edges, ETF edges, and the remaining pixels in order.

### 5.4.3 Variations on Colors

The structure-preserving scheme for stippling provides good quality in abstracting content from an image. We here adapt our stippling algorithm to different artistic styles: *heightening*, *pointillism*, and *scratchboard*, by using color variations.
Heightening

Heightening is a style with a striking high-contrast effect: dark shades occupy most of the image on a neutral background, and light shades are used sparsely. We propose to create a heightening effect by using the basic stippling method twice. First, we obtain black dots based on the original image. The first process builds the majority of stipples in black, providing tonal and structural components. Next, the stippling process is done on an inverted image of the original image without using shrinking and exaggeration. The second stippling process creates the stipples for the highlights. Stipples are created in priority order; we take the 4The white stipples provide highlights for bright areas. We set the background color with gray level 128, an intermediate color value. Figure 5.15 demonstrates the heightened effects, which give
some details a shinier appearance. To our knowledge, our work is the first to treat heightening in the context of computer-generated stippling.

Pointillism

We color the dots instead of only using black or white, yielding a pointillism effect. A result is shown in Figure 5.16, which is created by first computing a stippled image and then coloring each stipple with the original image color. The overlapping dots
Figure 5.16: Pointillism effects by colored dots of a basic stippling.
with different colors generate the effect. The effects by color variations are similar to styles created by Jang and Hong [65] and Yang and Yang [196].

Figure 5.17: A scratchboard effect with dots from edge-exclusion masks.

**Scratchboard**

Scratchboard is a technique used by artists to generate highly detailed and textured artwork, made by scratching a thin black layer to uncover white clay beneath. Our edge-exclusion method is very good at conveying structural content. Highly detailed structures and textures are common in the artistic medium of scratchboard. We proceed by negating the input image and then use white stipple dots on a black background to represent it. In Figure 5.17, the highly-detailed hair textures for the old man are clearly preserved.
5.5 Results and Discussion

We compare and analyze our basic stippling method as well as its variations in this section. The goal of this section is to help evaluate our stippling approach. Our stippling results are generated by using our basic stippling method with parameter $P(5,3,0,7)$ unless otherwise stated.

We show the analysis of tone quality in Figure 5.18. The intensity response diagram is generated by producing a stippled result for each greylevel and calculating the percentage of blackness for each stippling image. The intensity response curve shows, for every input tone level, the resulting tone level after SPS. The curve shows continuous contrast enhancement: light input tones have even lighter output, while darker ones are darkened even further. This is a necessary property given our structure-based objectives. Visually, the effect is quite good in Figure 5.18 (c).

Structure preservation is our main concern, not tone matching. The tower images in Figure 5.1 show that our stippling method preserves structure better than previous stippling methods. Figure 5.19 compares against the results from Mould [123], who
shares our goal of structural preservation in stippling. The comparisons indicate that our stippling method is able to achieve significantly better qualities of tone reproduction and structure preservation than Mould’s method, both with high and
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very low budget of stipples, for an overall much better effect.

We apply the mean structural similarity index measure (MSSIM) [181] to quantify the structural difference between the stippling result and the original grayscale image. Table 5.1 gives the measurement scores for structure similarity; Table 5.2 shows tone similarity by peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). For both MSSIM and PSNR, higher values indicate higher similarity. To make a fair comparison, all test images are from Kim et al.’s paper [84] and all results are first produced as vector graphics and then converted into raster images (using Inkscape) at the original image resolution. Since Secord’s method can control the exact number of stipples used, Secord’s results have the same number of stipples as ours. Thanks to the structural preservation, both our basic stippling method with $P(5, 3, 0, 7)$ and ETF stippling method with $P_1(0, 0, 0, 7)$ and $P_2(5, 3, 0, 7)$ have higher MSSIM values than other previous stippling methods, thus higher structure similarity. Apart from Secord’s method which was carefully honed to match tone exactly, we have better tone matching than others. We also found an interesting comparison between SPS results and contrast-aware halftoning (CAH) results. Although the number of pixels in CAH halftoning is much larger than the number of stipples in SPS, Table 5.1 shows that higher structure similarity is achieved by our stippling method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>baby</th>
<th>balloon</th>
<th>clock</th>
<th>kid</th>
<th>man</th>
<th>w1</th>
<th>w2</th>
<th>w3</th>
<th>w4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our basic stippling</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETF-enhanced</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td><strong>0.55</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.55</strong></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td><strong>0.44</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.36</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.63</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.56</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stipple resizing</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al.’s</td>
<td><strong>0.33</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.55</strong></td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secord’s</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martín et al.’s</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAH</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Structural similarity measured by MSSIM; the maximum values in each column are shown in bold. w is short for woman.

The proposed SPS method is an evolved error diffusion scheme. The computational cost depends on the image size and the mask size, not image content. Error diffusion processes each pixel once, which ensures an upper bound on computational complexity. Our SPS method is based on error diffusion hence has high efficiency and fast speed. This stippling scheme adapts the contrast-aware halftoning method
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>baby</th>
<th>balloon</th>
<th>clock</th>
<th>kid</th>
<th>man</th>
<th>w1</th>
<th>w2</th>
<th>w3</th>
<th>w4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our basic stippling</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETF-enhanced</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stipple resizing</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim et al.’s</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secord’s</td>
<td><strong>27.4</strong></td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td><strong>29.5</strong></td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al.’s</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAH</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td><strong>24.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>28.4</strong></td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td><strong>32.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>31.7</strong></td>
<td><strong>31.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>30.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>28.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Tone similarity measured by PSNR; the maximum values in each column are shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>image size</th>
<th>stipple count</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.1 (d)</td>
<td>395 by 456</td>
<td>30,209</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.3 (b)</td>
<td>287 by 286</td>
<td>12,705</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.3 (c)</td>
<td>287 by 286</td>
<td>6,133</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.4 (c)</td>
<td>356 by 512</td>
<td>37,029</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.4 (f)</td>
<td>356 by 512</td>
<td>3,085</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.19 (b)</td>
<td>512 by 512</td>
<td>3,271</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 5.19 (d)</td>
<td>512 by 512</td>
<td>10,550</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Timing results for some of the stippling processes.

by introducing a shrinking and exaggeration function to adjust the amount of error diffused. Our stippling method runs in the same priority-based scheme as the CAH method. The difference is in the extra calculation of the shrinking and exaggeration function. Given an image with N pixels, the CAH method runs $N\log N$ steps. Our stippling method runs $N\log N + cN\log N$ steps, where $N\log N$ is the same steps as the CAH method and $cN\log N$ are the additional steps for calculating the new nonlinear function. The symbol $c$ represents constant steps used in the new calculation for each pixel. Thus, SPS shares the same complexity with CAH, $O(N\log N)$. Most of our results are produced in only a few seconds to tens of seconds based on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2350M CPU @2.3GHz with 8GB RAM. See Table 5.3 for the timing details. The use of irregular masks took longer time than other variants; this variant takes nearly a minute to obtain an irregular stipple distribution. The fast speed as well as good structural quality is a distinct advantage over previous stippling methods, which usually cannot achieve both. We cannot provide the details
of time comparison with other stippling methods because we do not have the exact implementations of previous stippling methods and their timing reports are based on specific machines, which we cannot obtain. We only give a rough report to provide a basic impression of time comparison. Secord [161] requires 20 minutes to draw up to 40,000 stipples. The timing from Secord’s method is based on much older hardware, which we cannot obtain for comparison. Kim et al. [84] reported that placing 8,000 to 12,000 stipples takes several minutes. Mould’s and Martín et al.’s methods [117, 123] runs in seconds and are a little faster than our stippling method, but cannot achieve the same quality of structure and tone similarity in stippling. One limitation of our stippling method is that density control through adjusting nonlinear parameters is indirect. We cannot have control over the exact number of stipples. In summary, our new stippling method provides very good structure and also suggests the original image tone, while attaining high processing speed.

Notice that most of the effects such as screening with dots, heightening, and scratchboard are new for stippling. Thanks to the structure awareness, the priority-based scheme, and flexibility in style transition, stippled results with diverse effects still present the content details nicely. The styles we covered in this chapter look better than other automatic stippling methods in terms of structural preservation. The variations includes control over masks, the priority-based scheme, and colors. We introduce exclusion-based masks, irregular masks, and line masks for mask variations and design a multiple-stage process for the priority-based scheme. We show various artistic effects with good structure preservation. The multi-stage process can use texture images for promoting patterns in stippling, which mean our stippling can show numerous different patterns. Color variation provides varied effects for heightening, scratchboard, and pointillism.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we extended Prioritized CED to structure-preserving stippling by non-linear shrinking and exaggeration function to control the number of dots. This nonlinear error adjustment function can reduce stipple counts to a very low number but still present structure well. Thanks to the high quality of structure preservation and flexible priority-based scheme, our diverse evolved styles presented abstracted
content clearly.

This work applied for stippling has been published as follows:


So far, based on Prioritized CED, halftoning, screening, and stippling work well for enhancing important features. The next chapter is going to demonstrate how this framework can be adapted for generating line art.
Chapter 6

Line Art

6.1 Introduction

The previous three chapters introduced and demonstrated Prioritized CED. This chapter explores Prioritized CED for lines. The task becomes to make use of line length and direction to help convey important information.

The major interest for this whole thesis is to preserve structural details in abstracted images. A single dot cannot represent orientation. We have to align a set of dots along a direction to display the orientation. We are interested in creating simplified line drawings, which have long and few lines, providing a clean appearance. The long lines depict object silhouettes, creases, and textures. The necessary tone is emphasized with some small lines. The task for the simplified line drawing is to determine the major structure for an image and to add extra lines for shading. However, the large-scale structure is not easy to obtain.

We use SPS to create drawings with short or long lines. Drawings with short lines are directly created by replacing each stipple with a short line, in which the direction of the line is obtained from the edge tangent field. To generate drawings with long lines, we introduce pixel clustering and employ skeletonization. Pixel clustering can cluster sets of pixels to form lines and skeletonization provides a simplified representation of the major structure of the image content. In Prioritized CED, we process an image pixel by pixel based on priority order. For line art, we propose pixel clustering that processes a set of pixels all at once; this set of pixels will align along the edge direction to form a line. The skeletonization technique finds Voronoi-based medial axis from ETF edges to obtain a clean simplified structure of an image. We demonstrate three applications using pixel clustering and skeletonization: simplified line drawing, emphasized line drawing, and a combination of stipple and lines. Simplified line drawings are drawings with very few long lines to display image content. Long lines are first drawn on the necessary content. We also add few short lines to
emphasize the important shading. Our automatic method for creating simplified line drawing clusters a set of pixels to form lines and finds the medial axis of objects for a simplified representation, which extends structure-preserving stippling. We first show a transition from stippling to line art and then propose a method for simplified line drawings. Emphasized line drawings, which thicken the edges, use more lines than simplified drawings. The combination of stippling and line art is a style using lines to display image structure and stipples to show shading. Both emphasized drawings and the combination of stippling and lines are created by applying error diffusion to a trail of pixels and producing a thin version of the image content. The drawings we create inherited good structure quality from structure-preserving stippling.

Contributions. In image space, it is difficult for automatic methods to generate line drawing with long lines and with good structure preservation. Our contribution is in proposing the techniques of pixel clustering and skeletonization, which can preserve the large-structure of an image with a few long lines.

6.2 Drawing with Short Lines

Stippling can be converted into line drawing by directly changing each dot to a line. There are two kinds of stipples: some stipples represent the key structures such as silhouettes, discontinuous edges, and textural edges; others are used to describe tone or shading. For stipples on edges, we draw a straight line following the edge tangent field, which roughly outlines the objects and important features in the image. The remaining stipples can be drawn in one of two ways. One way is to draw lines along the field direction; the other way is to draw as cross-hatching. The cross-hatching uses one direction following the field and an extra direction perpendicular to the field.

Figure 6.1 presents drawings with short lines applied to a screenshot of a 3D model. The line drawings for the bunny image use the direction of the field to align lines. Both our drawings in the middle and on the right of the figure with many short lines nicely show the object silhouettes and display shading using directional lines. Figure 6.2 shows another example similar to hatching with colored lines. The hatching in Figure 6.2 (a) forms the cheek, eyes, nose, and lips accurately, while underlying patterns with parallel lines nicely construct the face surface; a small disturbance on
Figure 6.1: Line drawing with many short lines.

Figure 6.2: Variations on line drawings with many short lines.

the extra direction in Figure 6.2 (b) provides cross-hatching effects similar to hand-drawn effects that have imperfect and irregular appearance.

Line-based Scratchboard: Although dot-based scratchboard in stippling application, shown in Chapter 5, is very impressive, real scratchboard pictures are expressed with beautiful flow of lines or curves. To draw line-based scratchboard, we first invert the original image. After generating stippling for the inverted image, the algorithm draws a straight white line replacing each dot on a black background. Line directions follow the edge tangent field. Figure 6.3 (b) shows a line-based lion, showing the impression of hair flow more gracefully than the dot-based lion shown in Figure 6.3 (a). Another scratchboard example appears in Figure 6.4. The seal hair in Figure 6.4 is nicely preserved by greyscale lines, in which the color of a line is the pixel color.
6.3 Drawing Extended Lines

The previous section extends stippling to line drawing by first creating a stipple distribution and then replacing stipples with short lines. However, the resulting images contain a high number of short lines. In order to obtain long lines and reduce the number of lines used, we cluster a set of pixels aligning along the edge direction to form a long element. Error diffusion is then applied to the set of pixels after clustering. We use skeletonization on an edge image. The skeletons can indicate the most important feature of an image. The long lines from pixel clustering provide shading with lines. Both skeletons and the clustered lines give a simplified appearance for line drawings.

6.3.1 Techniques of Pixel Clustering and Skeletonization

The basic idea of pixel clustering is to cluster a set of pixels in a coherent way in order to produce lines or curves. We still use the framework of Prioritized CED. Contrast-aware error diffusion takes care of tone indication while preserving structure.
Figure 6.4: Scratchboard with lines in greyscale.

Instead of processing one pixel in each step, our method for line drawings processes a set of pixels along the edge direction centered around the pixel. This set of pixels may be extended further by tracing along the field, which forms a long line. The skeletonization method concentrates on creating very long lines by finding the medial axis from the ETF edges. Short lines could distract viewers and hence we remove isolated short lines. The long lines keep the content structure neat, which makes image contents clearer to viewers than the short lines. We next describe the technique of pixel clustering and skeletonization for generating simplified line drawing, emphasized line drawing, and combined art of stipples and line.

Pixel Clustering

I: Directional Coherence from Edge Tangent Field: The proposed pixel clustering still processes the entire image in priority order in the same way as SPS. However,
instead of processing a single pixel at each step, we decide the final color for multiple pixels simultaneously. For each pixel, we grow a trail tracing along the edge tangent field in two directions: one following the direction and another following the opposite direction. Each direction proceeds for a distance \( l \). The set of the pixels in the trail are \( S \). The output color is based on the the average intensity \( \hat{E}_b \) of the pixels in \( S \): 

\[
\hat{E}_b = \frac{\sum_{(m,n) \in S} |I(m,n)| |S|}{|S|} \quad (6.1)
\]

Note that we used the notation \(|S|\) to indicate the number of pixels in \( S \). If \( \hat{E}_b > 128 \), white is chosen; otherwise, black. In practice we use \( l = 10 \); a short line avoids excessive deviation from the original direction of the edge tangent field. At the same time, using a straight line allows sharp corners to be portrayed, which have been smoothed away in the edge tangent field itself.

**II: Trail Extension:** After we have a set of pixels for error diffusion, we can do trail extension to grow a long line. In line drawings, it is common to see a long line used to represent edges. To obtain a longer line or curve, the process extends the trail by continuing new line segments from black paths. White paths are not extended. The extended lines use the direction found from the edge tangent field in the original image. As shown in Figure 6.5, each endpoint of the spawned set attempts to extend a new line on both sides along the direction from the edge tangent field. In the figure, \( A_0 \) has two new candidates \( A'_1 \) and \( A''_1 \), forming corresponding angles: \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). The endpoint with the larger angle will be chosen to further extend the trail. In Figure 6.5, \( A'_1 \) is chosen as the new endpoint \( A_1 \). If \( \alpha \) is equal to \( \beta \) both with 90 degrees, we can pick either \( A'_1 \) or \( A''_1 \).

In the same way, the other endpoint \( B_0 \) could extend a new endpoint \( B_1 \). When finishing the new extension, the system uses the average intensity of the pixels from the new extension and old extensions to determine the path color. If the average intensity is greater than 128, white is chosen for the path color; otherwise, black. When the new extension is a black path, it will be added to the previous path; otherwise it will not be added and the extension in that direction stops. The process terminates when there is no path which needs further extension or when the extension intersects with previous paths or with the image boundary.

After extending the path, the system calculates the error individually for each pixel.
Figure 6.5: This figure shows trail extension in pixel clustering starting with a pixel $Z$, in which $A_1'$ and $A_1''$ are two candidates to extend $A_0$; and $A_1'$ is chosen because $\alpha$ is greater than $\beta$.

on the extended path and distributes the error. For each pixel on the extended path, error is diffused to the neighboring pixels under a circular mask using Procedure 3 in Chapter 5. The pixels on the path will not be adjusted during error diffusion. The extended paths form a long line. The SPS method can adjust the density of stipple and the preservation of structure for the image content using the parameters in the nonlinear function. Since we build our line drawing method on SPS, those parameters are available to our drawing method as well.

Figure 6.6: Two line drawings with $l = 10$. Left: a smoother field; Right: a less smooth field.

Figure 6.6 shows two sample outcomes from pixel clustering. Both demonstrate line art; the right with a smoother underlying vector field looks more conventionally
appealing than the left with a less smooth vector field. However, the left result is more random and irregular, which may be considered more natural.

Figure 6.7 shows results from varying line length; the left image uses a very short length, only \( l = 1 \), while the right image uses \( l = 20 \). Note that Figure 6.6 used a length of 10. With length 1, all lines follow the smoothed field too closely. Smoothing the field is necessary to remove noise but it also deforms sharp corners to round ones. Closely following the smoothed field produces many round corners that are supposed to be sharp. But with length 20, lines are too long to accurately express the figure. For other results in this chapter, we use the intermediate value 10 for line length.

**Skeletonization**

Pixel clustering provides a way to form a long primitive by grouping pixels, resulting in line drawing. However, the long lines are still broken and some features deserve further emphasis. To obtain a clean and large structure of objects, we apply Voronoi-based skeletonization algorithm \([36, 130, 162]\) that finds the medial axis of ETF edges. Medial axis-based methods are highly sensitive to noise, but since we will apply skeletonization only to edges, which contain few pixels and are already narrow and long, the sensitivity to noise is minimized.

We use Voronoi-based skeletonization to obtain skeletons with one-pixel thickness. This skeletonization provides robust results with less sensitivity to boundary noise than skeletonization methods based on distance transform and thinning \([166]\). The
skeletonization approach works as follows. We obtain an ETF edge image. Each edge is considered a cluster of pixels. Before skeletonization, the system checks the number of pixels in each cluster. We eliminate small edges and isolated pixels. If the number of pixels in a cluster is smaller than a threshold (say 50), this cluster is removed. The value of 50 we used is to avoid short lines. Thresholding the edge image with a large value removes more edges than thresholding with a small value. The remaining edges after thresholding the edge image with a large value would include long lines; but thresholding edges with a small value will retain many small lines. After this removal, Voronoi-based skeletonization proceeds to find the Voronoi medial axis based on the Voronoi diagram of boundary points.

Figure 6.8 (a) shows how to find the skeleton for a rectangle. Each grid cell is a pixel of the rectangular region and the black dots are the boundary points. Figure 6.8 (b) shows the skeleton found by the Voronoi-based skeletonization. The skeleton, marked in blue, is a subgraph of the Voronoi diagram, marked in green.

Figure 6.9 provides an example of skeletonization of simple clusters of pixels. Noisy boundaries do not affect the skeletons. The final skeletons are single-pixel edges and describe the large-scale structure of the image. Two skeleton examples are shown in the second row of Figure 6.10. As you can see, the skeletons show the outlines and the shapes of the bird and the cat, indicating a large-scale structure, but cannot express good tone. The eyes of both the cat and the bird, which are supposed to be black, look very strange and empty because of the loss of tone.

(a) A rectangle and boundary points  (b) Skeleton, marked as blue lines

Figure 6.8: Voronoi-based skeletonization of a rectangle.
6.3.2 Simplified Line Drawing

The ETF skeletons, shown in Figure 6.10, preserve very long lines well, but fail to emphasize strong features and do not indicate tone. To bridge the gap, we suggest adding extra lines to provide structural emphasis and tone.

The strategy arises from observation of artists’ work, for example in Figure 2.4. Artists sketched major silhouettes of a subject and also added emphasis or tone along or near existing lines. Shading is then refined over wider areas. To obtain a simplified drawing, our algorithm starts by creating skeletons and then adds lines for tone emphasis. Not all pixels in an image will receive error. First, we apply pixel clustering to the pixels on the skeletons. Error from the set of clustered pixels is diffused to the neighboring pixels, which exclude the pixels on skeletons. After applying error diffusion to the pixels on the skeletons, we then process the pixels within a range of 50 using pixel clustering. Two factors, the magnitude of the vector field and the average intensity of those close pixels, determine whether we draw a
Figure 6.10: Different results using pixel clustering and skeletonization. Skeletonization uses a threshold of 3 to trim edges and uses a factorization value of 1 to obtain fast calculation. From top to bottom: pixel clustering; skeletonization; emphasized line drawing; simplified line drawing.
trail or not. If the magnitude of the vector field is smaller than a threshold (say 0.1) and the average intensity is larger than a threshold (say 5), indicating that this is a uniform region and not very dark, lines should not be placed. A very dark area close to skeletons or an area with high magnitude of the vector field is going to be drawn. In order to increase the number of lines used for compensating tone, we suggest a large range of influence distance, a low intensity threshold value, and a large magnitude threshold. To reduce the number of lines, we can employ a small distance range, a high intensity threshold, and a low magnitude threshold. Since simplified line drawings employ very few lines, the overall image becomes very light. We can add lines to very dark areas to recover some tone.

The last row of Figure 6.10 shows simplified line drawings for a bird and a cat. There are few lines apart from the skeleton, but the drawings accurately express the eyes with more lines and give a rich impression of the tone. We compare our results with an abstracted line drawing by Son et al. [164] in Figure 6.11. Particularly notice the box under the plant pot and the soil around the plant. The simplified method supplies tone indication, which in Son et al.'s result is completely missing.

6.3.3 Varied Effects by Pixel Clustering and Skeletonization

I: Emphasized Line Drawing. Artists sometimes emphasize silhouettes or edges. We modify simplified drawing method to create emphasized line drawing. Unlike the simplified drawing method that processes a portion of the pixels, the method for emphasized drawing deals with all pixels. The lines are formed by pixel clustering. The trail extension process halts not only when a trail increment is white, but also when an increment reaches part of the skeletons. The pixels on the skeletons will not receive error; other pixels will receive error and change their intensities. Thus, the pixels on the skeletons will maintain their initial tendencies to be black or white. For the skeletons in a dark region, a pixel maintaining initial tendencies is likely to be black. In this way, there will be more black pixels clustered to form lines on the skeletons, which makes the lines seem thickened and emphasized. The third row of Figure 6.10 shows line drawings with thickened edges.

Skeletons are a thinned version of the thresholded ETF edges; the thresholding removes isolated and small edges and cleans the structure of objects. Thickening the
skeletons that represent the major structure can enhance the features visually. The emphasis of eyes and hair makes the bird and the cat attractive, particularly because the strong textural features are represented by the lines very well.
II: Combination of Stipples and Skeletonization. Line drawing and stippling often coexist, both in pen-and-ink illustration and in media such as scratchboard. Hedcut stippling, presented by Son et al. [164], is a related example. With the earlier contrast-aware and priority-based scheme for stippling, we can adjust parameters to control the contrast by presenting a distribution with high difference in dot densities, which emphasizes important features such as edges. However, for linear features, lines are a clearer representation than dots. Therefore, we suggest using both lines (obtained from ETF skeletonization) and stipples in the same process. The algorithm begins by dealing with the pixels on the skeleton, processing them one by one and applying error diffusion; the error diffusion does not change the intensities of skeleton pixels. The remaining pixels are then processed using the SPS approach, with the resulting dots mainly responsible for tone indication. Figure 6.12 shows a result having a combination from stippling and lines. The house architecture in the output image is nicely shown by lines while the tone has been taken care of by the stipples. Compared with the basic stippling result on the left, this combination displays the large-scale structure more clearly. Particularly note the outlines of the windows, which are only approximately shown in the stippled result.

6.4 Results and Discussion

In this chapter, we briefly described the conversion from stippling to line drawing with short lines. The focus then turned to creating simplified line drawings. The simplified
(a) Kang et al. [71]  
(b) Son et al. [164]

(c) Emphasized line art  
(d) Simplified line drawing

Figure 6.13: Comparison with previous line art.

line style employs pixel clustering to obtain long lines. Skeletonization produces a large-scale structure to promote line art nicely. The techniques of pixel clustering and skeletonization can also generate emphasized line drawings and the combination of stipples and lines. An emphasized line drawing enhances the important edges as well as indicating tone. In the combination of stipples and lines, important features are expressed by skeletons and stipples take care of tone.

Here, we present comparisons with other automatic image-space line drawing methods. Figure 6.13 shows a comparison with previous line art rendered by Kang
et al. [71] and Son et al. [164]. The simplified result displays Lena’s eyes and hair more neatly than Kang et al.’s and Son et al.’s result because of the use of long lines. Furthermore, the simplified result uses additional lines to add tone; particularly note the hair area and the frame of the mirror. Tone is not displayed in Kang et al.’s and Son et al.’s results at all. Our emphasized result uses heavy lines as Kang et al. and Son et al. did. The short lines for Lena’s eyes and hair can indicate tone, which is totally lost in their results. Subjectively, we prefer simplified line drawings to emphasized line drawings because simplified line drawings look clearer. The emphasized result looks very dark around the strong edges since the emphasized method did not reduce the number of lines.

Figure 6.14 shows another comparison with previous line art. The result by Winнемöller et al. [188] uses pencil texture and hatching to add shading on the face to represent a hatching style. Our simplified line drawing not only expresses the man’s hat with clean and long lines, but also emphasizes his eyes and hair with more tone indication, which is not shown in their result. The emphasized line drawing in this example does not look good due to many small lines, darkening the regions and then missing the details. The eyes and mouth are not nicely displayed either.

The first image in Figure 6.15 shows a real drawing by Belzen. Belzen only sketched the silhouettes of the woman’s face, her nose, her lips, and her hair outline. Except for the emphasis on the eyes by darkening, we can barely find tone change and there is no texture information about her face and her clothing. Our simplified drawings are faithful to this clean line style. The long lines represent the hairy sheep, the complicated building, and the delicate woman’s face gracefully; the dark areas such as the chest of the sheep, the building roof, and the eyes of the sheep and the woman have been darkened with numerous small lines. However, this is far from the work by an artist. Although the line drawings we obtained are quite good, the lines are isolated without clues about which objects they depict. Further exploration should focus on connecting line properties such as thickness to the semantics, which can be done manually.

The lines displayed in this chapter are groups of dots, which are located in a grid and are continuous spatially. The continuity in the grid forms lines. To improve the representation of lines and reduce the number of primitives used, one improvement is
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Figure 6.14: Comparison with previous line art. (a) original image; (b) Winnemöller et al. [188]; (c) emphasized line art; (d) simplified line drawing.

to generate a curve for each group of dots by interpolation or curve fitting methods.

This chapter visually compares line art with results by other researchers. We
Figure 6.15: First: a drawing by René van Belzen. Others: our simplified line drawings.
also apply our methods of line drawing on many images. All drawings with short strokes from our line art method can preserve details in highly-textured regions. An explanation is that stipplings from SPS place stipples along edges and the lines following the vector field enhance the edges further. Simplified line drawings are good too, but there are some unattractive results from our method for emphasized line drawings, such as Figure 6.10 and 6.14. The emphasized line drawings fill in all the space based on the background vector field and the important edges are enhanced by thickening the lines. However, some regions have very low magnitudes in the field. For example, the background area in Figure 6.10 is almost uniform, barely showing directional features. Pixel clustering and trail extension handle those smooth regions poorly and long strokes are not easy to obtain in those regions. One possible improvement is to design a fake direction field for those regions. This shows our limitation for effects using only black or white. Drawing lines with only black or white, would make images very dark or very light, which would wash out the image (e.g., eyes in both Figure 6.13 (c) and 6.14 (c)). Introduction of more colors such as greyscale could improve the visual quality.

Table 6.1 provides the processing time for our results. Figure 6.10 (e) and (f) are emphasized line drawings and Figure 6.10 (g) and (h) are simplified line drawings. It took a longer time for our method to produce Figure 6.10 (e) and (f) than to produce Figure 6.10 (g) and (h). The reason is because the method for an emphasized line drawing applies error diffusion to all pixels and in generating a simplified drawing, error is only diffused to the pixels on and around the skeletons. The emphasized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emphasized line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.10 (e)</td>
<td>828 × 621</td>
<td>42.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasized line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.10 (f)</td>
<td>828 × 621</td>
<td>56.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.10 (g)</td>
<td>828 × 621</td>
<td>37.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.10 (h)</td>
<td>828 × 621</td>
<td>36.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasized line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.11 (c)</td>
<td>480 × 480</td>
<td>17.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.11 (d)</td>
<td>480 × 480</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasized line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.14 (c)</td>
<td>459 × 530</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplified line drawing</td>
<td>Figure 6.14 (d)</td>
<td>459 × 530</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Processing time on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2350M CPU @2.3GHz with 8GB RAM.
line drawing needs more time because error diffusion acts on more pixels. Times for computing simplified line drawings vary depending on the number of pixels in the skeleton.

6.5 Summary

This chapter extends SPS to line drawings. We focus on creating long lines, which are generated by pixel clustering and skeletonization. The key is to group a set of pixels when using error diffusion and meanwhile to include large-scale skeletons from ETF edges in this simplified style. Simplified drawings display clean and elegant results. At the same time, the techniques used for simplified drawings also can create emphasized line drawings and a style with stippling and skeletonization.
Chapter 7

Artistic Tessellation

Figure 7.1: Artistic tessellations by growing curves. (a) Mosaics; (b) natural patterns; (c) mosaics; (d) Macaroni art.
7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we describe a method to artistically tessellate a region by growing curves. The idea of artistic tessellation (AT) by placing curves was inspired, by accident, when we did experiments on tessellation by drawing curves on a paper manually. We found the placement of curves can have the ability to demonstrate abstract and natural patterns such as bricks, or cracks. For example, if we randomly cut a region into small pieces in vertical and horizontal directions, the final partition is made with a set of small rectangles. The small rectangular tiles remind us of bricks. For another example, if we tessellate the region in a random way, such as in a random direction or using irregular cutting lines, the final small irregular tiles can remind us of cracks. Furthermore, when we place the curves, there is a choice of location, direction, length, and the duration of growth. We can terminate a curve when it meets a previously placed curve. It looks as if the later curve is occluded by the earlier curve, suggesting that the earlier curve is closer to us than the later one. The occlusion can suggest the spatial relationships between objects and produce an illusion of 3D. All of those observations inspired us to investigate tessellation by placing curves.

We implement the tessellation method using a particle system, which flexibly provides good control over the final results by variations of the initial placement, the placement order, the starting direction, and the dynamics. We also propose an automatic image-based mosaic method using a smoothed vector field to guide particle movement. The final irregular tessellation simulates stained-glass mosaics where elongated curved tiles suggest the content of highly textured areas. Additionally, based on the basic idea of artistic tessellation, we introduce splitting and stacking techniques. Splitting is a technique to partition a region step by step using curves; stacking is a technique to align a set of curves along a given growth path. We show some applications employing splitting and stacking techniques to create illusions of 3D shapes, abstract patterns, and natural patterns, such as cracking and scales.

Contributions. We investigate the placement of curves in generating tessellations. The partition from the growth of curves can create irregular and natural patterns. We create stained-glass mosaics using the placement of curves, which are
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guided by images. The proposed splitting and stacking techniques can generate natural and abstract patterns including cracks, scales, and rivers. Figure 7.1 demonstrates applications of our artistic tessellation technique. In NPR research, there is a clear division between region-based methods and stroke-based methods. The idea of using a set of curves to obtain a partition brings a way to convert curve primitives into a region primitive. The illusion of 3D shapes from 2D curve distribution is a new topic in NPR.

7.2 Tessellation by Growing Curves

We strive to create tessellations with good visual appearance. Wong et al. [191] stated that repetition, balance, and conformance to geometric constraints are three elements of artistic design. Tarbell [173] generated patterned effects by placing curves on the plane in order to present city-like structures. Our tessellation algorithm is also based on placement of curves for pattern generation. We propose to present similarity in partition by providing similar control over curve generation and maintaining spatial constraints to fill the space. A tessellation could be constructed by placing curves in a region. The curves form the tile boundaries of the partition. Our method for artistic tessellation is described as follows. Given a blank region and a direction field, our tessellation begins with a starting distribution. Curves grow from points sequentially or in parallel. For each curve, its growth stops by reaching either another curve or the image boundary. Very short curves will be removed to prevent narrow spacing. If a curve passes too close to previous curves, the curve is removed as well. Variations on the initial starting distribution, the order of the growth, the orientation of the growth, and the properties of the curves (such as curvature, length, and thickness) control the final appearance of the partition. One of our intentions is to create natural patterns, which appear irregular and random in the partition. We propose some rules to build artistic tessellation, described as follows.

- When we generate curves, similar properties should be used along the growth of curves, such as curvature and the change of curvature; the growth should start with similar orientations also. The enforcement of the similarities in curve generation can produce regions with similar shapes that provide a sense of unity.
We do not allow short curves, and narrow spacing between two curves is also forbidden.

We do not allow two starting points to be placed too close together.

The introduction of irregularities makes each partition appear natural. Irregularities are obtained by varying parameters of the curve properties and the curve starting orientation; further obvious randomness derives from the unexpected intersection locations of curves. The process of curve growth can be either sequential or parallel. In the sequential case (S-Method), the system starts growing at one point and processes curves one by one: a new curve has to wait until the previous one is completed. In the parallel case (P-Method), the system begins with a set of points, initializes multiple curves simultaneously, and then grows them incrementally in parallel.

Examples from both the sequential method and the parallel method appear in Figure 7.2. Notice that the tiles in those tessellations are irregular curved and elongated shapes. Similarities occur in the whole tessellation because the boundaries of tiles present similar curvature and similar starting angles show repeatedly. The similarity comes from the same curve generation process. However, S-Method and P-Method create different appearance because of the order of operations. The parallel method preserves the large-scale structure, showing in the initial distribution, better than the sequential method. In general, by using P-Method, curves are shorter and hence have little time to vary much from their initial direction. There is not much room to have spatial control. Conversely, the sequential method grows curves one by one. S-Method can adjust the placement for each curve individually and apply the spatial control for each one, which is flexible, taking into account all previous curves. Doing the placement sequentially often makes the order of growth apparent, which may be undesirable, although for some patterns, such as cracking, S-Method is useful.

Figure 7.3 illustrates the process for the S-Method. The system begins at a random point and grows the first curve in two opposite directions. Next, a distance map stores the distance of all locations to the nearest point on either a curve or the region boundary. The second curve grows at the point of maximum distance, avoiding narrow spacing due to close placement. The process updates the distance map and iterates the growth of the next curves repeatedly. The growth of the partition stops when the maximum distance value is below a threshold.
We show the process for P-Method in Figure 7.4. P-Method starts with a distribution of points. For example, Figure 7.4 begins with a $5 \times 9$ grid of points. At the beginning, all curves are grown simultaneously in fixed timesteps. Some curves will stop their growth when they intersect with other curves or the region boundary. Other curves will keep growing if there are no intersections with the existing curves and the boundary. The process ends when all curves have stopped.

In principle, any curve generator fits for this strategy. We propose to use a particle system [145] with forward Euler integration. For each time step ($\Delta t = 0.01$), each particle moves to a new position $x$ based on previous velocity $v_0$ and previous position $x_0$ calculated from the dynamics. The time step $\Delta t$ is a small value to allow a small movement each time. A curve is created from the sequence of positions of a particle. The key computations for dynamics are as follows: $a = F/m$ for a force $F$, $v =$
Figure 7.3: Progression of S-Method (D2 vector field).

Figure 7.4: Progression of P-Method (D2 vector field).

\[ v_0 + a \times \Delta t, \quad x = x_0 + v \times \Delta t, \] and unit mass \( m = 1 \). We intend to use the particle system to create patterns and mosaics. We use different force configurations for different purposes. For mosaic generation, the system reads \( \vec{F} \) from a vector field, guided by image content; for other patterns, we use the Lorentz force in a magnetic field, previously used to generate magnetic curves [194]. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 were generated using magnetic curves; the following sections will present details. Given the same initial configurations for starting locations, direction field, and starting directions, Figure 7.5 shows curve variations for creating another group of tessellations. The partitions not only globally maintain the same directional impressions as Figure 7.2, but also contain further small-scale details of curve properties.

### 7.3 Texture Indication for Mosaics

A vector field calculated from an image can indicate the image content. A tessellation can be created guided by an image including color and edge. We can simply use the existing tessellations from the previous section and assign the average color, calculated from image color, to each tile. Some results are shown in Figure 7.6. In these cases, the tessellations are unrelated to image edges. The curves do not depict any objects. The average color for each tile helps indicate color information from the original lotus
image, shown in Figure 7.7, but the lotus itself cannot be seen.

Figure 7.6: Abstraction from Figure 7.2. (a) S-Method with D1; (b) P-Method with D1; (c) S-Method with D2; (d) P-Method with D2.

We would like to present representational mosaics, and especially to indicate texture using flow. Our particle system uses the edge tangent field of an image to create the force field. The force enforces a particle to trace the vector field. If a new particle becomes too close to a previous curve, this particle will be removed. We use $s_{\text{min}}$ to represent the minimum distance.

If the starting position is not at the region boundary, the particle system seeds
two particles at each location. Both two particles read the force from the vector field. The force direction of particles is opposite to each other. One particle uses $\vec{F}$ and the other particle uses $-\vec{F}$. Both particles initialize their velocity to zero and start tracing along the vector field under the forces. We use the edge tangent flow (ETF) [71] to calculate the vector field, in which the vectors are perpendicular to the image gradient. Possible initial point locations come from a set of points created by the structure-based stippling method by Mould [123]. Particles update their position and velocity with forward Euler interpolation and proceed in discrete timesteps. The current velocity of each particle is an integrated value after running several timesteps. Initially, a particle under a constant force traces the field in a straight direction. The trail of the particle is a straight line. After a few timesteps, the velocity direction is the same as the initial force. However, since the vector field represents the content over the space, the current force read from the vector field may have a different direction. To have a meaningful tessellation faithful to the image, each particle should closely trace the vector field, which means the force used in tracing has to be changed regularly. We use $A$ to determine when the force should be updated and read from the vector field. If $A$ is 4, it means that the particle moves 400 timesteps and our system then reads a new force. We suggest to use $A > 2$ to make sure that a particle moves at least 200 timesteps. If $A$ is a small value, the timesteps are small. The force is updated quickly, which creates a short increment and produces a velocity direction too close to the field. Tracing the field too closely does not produce a good result. The field is affected by many factors such as lighting condition and object surfaces. In addition, how and when the image was taken affect the field. Basically, the field is noisy. The noise in the field would change the direction
of the force at a pixel, which diverts from the image content, sometimes becoming completely unrelated to the image. If we did not address the problem of too close tracing, the curves would faithfully follow the noise in the field and would describe the image content hardly. We introduce $A$ to avoid too close tracing. A particle moves under an old force for a number of timesteps, creating a straight line. The force is only updated when the timer runs out. However, a large $A$ value (e.g., greater than 8) causes the curve to be a very long straight line, unable to display much image content. A discrete map storing the discrete locations of particles’ trails is used to detect collisions between particles and curves. A particle stops tracing when its trail collides with an old curve or the region boundary. Tracing is also stopped when one of the eight neighbors of the particle’s position has been previously traced by another particle.

The direction of a field can be the direction of the force or the opposite direction of the force. We inspect the dot product of the current and previous force vectors to determine the direction of the force used in Euler integration. $\vec{F}_1$ means the current force and $\vec{F}_0$ means the previous force. The system checks the value of $\vec{F}_0 \cdot \vec{F}_1$. If $\vec{F}_0 \cdot \vec{F}_1 < 0$, the direction of $\vec{F}_1$ is flipped. The flipping prevents the curves from doubling back on themselves suddenly. We smooth the field in order to remove noise. The vector field for a textured region contains unexpected directions due to noise. Smoothing removes noise by averaging the neighboring directions. The averaging can strengthen the main trend in textured areas. We employ Kang et al.’s bilateral approach [71] to smooth the field. We smooth using a $9 \times 9$ window. Particles moving on a smoothed field produces smoother curves. Visually, smoothed curves lack doubling or jaggedness. Figure 7.8 shows how smoothing affects the final tessellations. Figure 7.8 (a) was generated without any smoothing so the curves change direction and curvature quickly and look very noisy. Progressively smoother curves appear from (a) to (c); we consider the smoother curves, and corresponding tessellations, to be more aesthetic. Smoothing the field over 10 times causes very smoothed curves, which lose many sharp features. The sharp features display the major details of an image. Since we would like our abstracted style to preserve information originally shown in the image as much as possible, we suggest to use values between 2 to 10 to have a good tradeoff between the preservation of content and the smoothness of the
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![Figure 7.8](image1.png) (a) Unsmoothed  (b) Smoothed twice  (c) Smoothed 5 times

Figure 7.8: Difference in smoothing ($A = 4$).

![Figure 7.9](image2.png) (a)  (b)

Figure 7.9: (a) Our line art with $A = 8$ and smoothing 5 times; (b) Son et al.’s line drawing.

The variable $A$ is a parameter to indicate when to update the force in forward Euler integration to the current force read from the field. The adjustment to $A$ can control the degree of faithfulness to the image content. The larger the $A$, the more the particle diverts from the original field. Figure 7.9 (a) uses straight lines to draw a flower, showing this diverted result. Compared with Figure 7.8 (c), the trails are not faithful to the field but the underlying texture is still implied. Figure 7.8 (c) and Figure 7.9 (a) can be considered drawings with smooth curves and straight lines; Son et al. [164] created their line drawing by using a similar vector field, shown in Figure 7.9 (b). The drawings we created fill the entire space and indicate texture. The flower can be seen clearly, although we did not add colors.
The initial distributions influence final results. Under the same stipple count, in Figure 7.10, we compare the result starting from a random distribution of stipples with the result from a better distribution created by structure-aware stippling by Mould [123]. Figure 7.11 (b) and (c) look better than the one in (a) without consideration of structure in initial distribution; Figure 7.11 (c) is further improved with intensity indication by using Equation 7.1 that adjusts the minimum spatial distance,

\[ s_{\text{min}} = \text{dist}_{\text{min}} + \text{DIST} \times (I/255) \]  

where \( I \) is the intensity value of a point. Both \( \text{dist}_{\text{min}} \) and \( \text{DIST} \) in the equation are constant values, indicating the minimum spacing and the offset respectively. If we choose larger values than \( \text{dist}_{\text{min}} = 2 \) and \( \text{DIST} = 5 \) in the equation, \( s_{\text{min}} \) will be larger. The minimal spacing to place curves gets bigger. The tessellation will be sparse and use fewer curves. Conversely, if we choose smaller values than \( \text{dist}_{\text{min}} = 2 \) and \( \text{DIST} = 5 \) in the equation, the partition will be denser.

Figure 7.12 displays curves and colors each tile with the average color from the original image. Both results nicely show the feather texture for the eagle and the furry texture for the lion. The elongated curved tiles resemble Tiffany glass. Tiles used in stained-glass mosaics are much smaller than those in Tiffany glass. Big tiles can be further subdivided by adding new particles. If the arc length of a curve exceeds a threshold, the system emits new particles along the curve. We use 50 as the length threshold. A larger threshold will produce larger tiles. The order of generation is
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Figure 7.11: The difference in distribution with the same stipple count. \( A = 8 \) with smoothing 5 times. (a) Uniform random distribution; (b) structure-aware stippling without intensity indication; (c) structure-aware stippling with intensity indication.

from the start of the curve onward, which maintains the spatial characteristics; the child particles use force directions perpendicular to their parent force directions. The parent particles use the directions read from edge tangent field as force directions. The new particles rotate the tracing by 90 degrees and alternate the sign of their initial directions. The new trails are grown on both sides of the parent curve, thus subdividing long tiles into small tiles. Figure 7.13 shows how our partitions represent two highly-textured examples. This figure reminds us of the rectangular brush strokes and the tessellations shown by Haeberli [47]. Haeberli explicitly assigned the stroke directions according to the original image. Each position is an isolated case without looking at neighboring positions. Our method traces the vector field and smoothes noise. The movement of a particle is affected by the vector field and the existing curves. The termination and the starting placement of a particle are determined by the surroundings too. Our curves nicely show the texture.

We also apply artistic tessellation to create macaroni art, an art style typically seen in children’s work. Different objects (say, dry pasta) are pasted onto a canvas to form an image. Figure 7.14 shows macaroni examples by aligning 3D cylinders along the curves. We choose POV-Ray to render the cylinders. The resulting images display their constituent curves very prominently.
Figure 7.12: Flow-preserving mosaics based on the S-Method with elongated tiles. $A = 4$, with two smoothing passes.

7.4 Applications to Abstract Patterns and Natural Patterns

Our basic tessellation method can directly create patterns that do not have concrete meaning for objects. Next, we do a further exploration to generate natural patterns, resembling structures found in nature such as cracks, scales, and rivers. We also investigate a tessellation method to generate an arrangement of curves which can display apparent occlusions to produce an illusion of an ambiguous 3D scene. All the images in this section are created by the sequential method. The force is calculated in a magnetic field and particle trails create magnetic curves whose curvature can be adjusted by the charge parameters. The ability to control the curvature gives us many variations in curves. Each particle moves with a charge $q$ in a magnetic field $\vec{B}$, experiencing the Lorentz force. A magnetic curve is the trail of such a particle.
Figure 7.13: Stained-glass mosaics. $A = 4$. Smoothing 5 times.

Figure 7.14: Four examples of macaroni art.
A constant $\vec{B} = \{0, 0, -1\}$ is used. The velocity $\vec{v}$ is restricted to the $xy$ plane, as is the curve.

$$\vec{F} = q \vec{v} \times \vec{B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

Equation 7.2 shows that if $\vec{B}$ is constant, the magnitude of the charge $q$ affects how a particle moves, implicitly controlling the curvature of the curve. If the sign of a charge is flipped, the curvature is also reversed. The direction of the initial velocity determines where the curve grows. We use $q = s \times f(t)$ to adjust the charge and to control the overall curve shape; $s$ is a parameter to control the curvature magnitude and $f(t)$ is a function to control curvature change. In the following, if we do not specify $s$ explicitly, it means $s = 1$. Figure 7.15 shows some curve examples. Curves in Figure 7.2, which we call curly curves, use $f(t) = (500 - t)^{0.8}$, where $t$ is less than 500 in our case. Figures 7.15 (a), (b), and (c) also use curly curves. The output of function $f(t)$ for curly curves reduces with time ($t$) increasing, where the constant values (500 and 0.8) used in the function $f(t)$ affect how the output values grow. In Equation 7.2, $q$ is reduced with time and as a result the curvature of the curly curve increases. The figures (a), (b), and (c) show how the curves look as the curvature increases. A user can define their own function $f(t)$ to have control over the curvature change with time. The basic tessellation idea works for any curve generation and the results will differ depending based on the curve definition. The random irregular curves shown in Figure 7.15 (d), (e), and (f) are generated by randomly assigning a new value to $f(t)$ in each timestep. The new value has a random sign for the charge and the magnitude of $f(t)$ is in the interval $[0.00001, 0.1]$. The values from this interval range are small so that the curves are generated with small curvature, which reduces the chances of self intersections. If a user chooses large values for the range, the curvature will be very large. If the range has a large span, the curvature will change dramatically and curves will look more irregular. We do not allow the curves to become too varied, because unpredictable growth of a curve is unhelpful to control the partition. If curves are too variable, the curve shapes will control the final effects of the tessellation. The varying curves make the assignment for the path and the particle orientation become trivial. Figure 7.5 (c) and (d) show Jigsaw-like puzzle examples, which employ s-shaped curves with function $f(t) = sgn(P(t)) \ast (f(t_0) + \text{Random}(0.0001, 0.01))$, where $f(t_0)$ is a constant value that determines the amount of curvature initially; $sgn(P(t))$
Figure 7.15: Some examples of different curves. (a) (b) (c): curly curves; (d) (e) (f): irregular curves; (g) (h) (i): closed curly curves; (j) (k) (l): s-shaped curves.
returns 1 if $P(t)$ is true and -1 otherwise; and $P(t)$ is a function of time which keeps checking the amount of angle change of the curve between the initial angle and the current angle. If the angle change is greater than the current angle from the field, $P(t)$ is false; otherwise, $P(t)$ is true. Random(0.0001, 0.01) returns a random floating point between 0.0001 and 0.01, which provides an unexpected value for the function $f(t)$. This s-shaped function $f(t)$ provides increasing values with random intervals and when the angle change of a particle attains a value (say 45 degrees), the $f(t)$ function has decreasing values randomly. During decreasing, if the angle change attains a value, the decreasing stops and the function $f(t)$ begins to increase again. In summary, this function provides a set of positive random values and then a set of negative random values. In this way, the curvature alternates from a negative value to a positive value, which forms an S shape. In Figure 7.5 (c) and (d), notice that it is difficult for us to detect any influence from the direction assignment (D1 and D2); instead, the small-scale properties of the s-shaped curves dominate the visual appearance.

7.4.1 Splitting Technique

We propose a splitting technique to produce cracks, a type of natural patterns. The cracking is similar in spirit to the work by Federl [38] and by Neff and Fiume [127], but not based on physics. Our process randomly places an irregular trail using irregular curve type (as shown in Figure 7.15 (d), (e), and (f)) in the region first. These irregular curves are shown in Figure 7.5 (a), (b), (e) and (f) as well. We suggest controlling the splitting under length control and stage control. For length control, we suggest if the arc length of a curve exceeds a length threshold, the system seeds new particles evenly at $\Delta l$ separation (see Figure 7.16). New particles are emitted along the parent curve, alternating sides. Their directions maintain a certain angle to the tangent direction of the parent curve. Initially, each particle is allowed to travel for several timesteps and stops when it intersects with other curves or the region boundary. The trail is kept if the distance the particle travelled exceeds the length threshold $\Delta l$. For stage control, we suggest after we have the first curve, the process repeats for a known number of stages and stops no matter what the partition is. In each timestep, a curve emits a fixed number ($n$) of particles along the current curve.
Figure 7.16: The process for splitting under length control. (a) A particle starts at the left top corner of the region. (b) It runs irregularly and randomly over the region and stops when it meets with the region boundary. The trail of the particle is the first curve placed. (c) If the curve length is greater than the threshold, along the curve, the system generates a few new particles. The new particles run randomly until new trails collide with other curves and the region boundary. (d) and (e) If the new curves are still greater than the threshold, the system generates a few new particles and grow new curves again. (f) The system stops because no curves are longer than the threshold. The tessellations complete.

and only stops when the number of stages reaches the maximum, specified by users.

Figure 7.17 shows a few cracking examples by the splitting method under length control. Sparse versions using larger $\Delta l$ are shown on the top, while dense tessellations employing smaller $\Delta l$ are shown in the bottom row. Figure 7.18 provides splitting results under stage control ($n = 7$). This process introduces irregularities and randomness into the final results because of the use of irregular curves and the unexpected intersections. The randomness in the splitting process makes it difficult
Figure 7.17: Splitting from length and angle control using irregular curves. Top: $\Delta l = 100$; bottom: $\Delta l = 50$.

Figure 7.18: Splitting from stage control.
to control the spatial appearance. Even spatial distribution may be lost (e.g., Figure 7.17 (e)) and sometimes big empty areas appear in the partition. However, each child curve is grown with the same starting angles along its parent curve, and the same angle shows frequently all over the region. Humans have the abilities to easily detect the similarities and group all similar curves into a texture. The suggestion for length control provides spatial adjustment by removing the curves that can create narrow spacing. The results from length control look better than those from stage control. Stage control may be suitable for representing branching phenomena.

The splitting technique can be used to create shapes reminiscent of cracks or leaves. Federl [38] mentioned that cracks in dried mud commonly split at 90 degrees. Figure 7.17 (a), (d), and Figure 7.18 (a) split child curves along 90 degrees to their parent curves and resemble this cracking phenomenon. Figures 7.17 (f) and 7.18 (c) look more like leaves. Figure 7.1 (b) displays a simple result by overlaying the cracks on top of a painting generated by the image parsing method proposed by Zeng et al. [202]. This splitting result simulates the craquelure often seen in old oil paintings.

We compare our particle-based cracks with the results by a physical system that was proposed by Neff and Fiume [127] in Figure 7.19. The cracks in Figure 7.19 (b) are created by randomizing parameters on base patterns in Figure 7.19 (a). The base patterns are constructed with blast curves that depict the force-loading profile of an explosive material. Our cracks are generated by applying similarity in starting angles during curve growth. Figure 7.19 (c), (d), and (e) show our different cracks using length control. Our cracks grow from centers towards the region boundary and look more varied than Neff and Fiume’s cracks. In addition, our method easily lends itself to many applications, not only for creating cracks, but also for the generation of other natural patterns, such as leaves and scales (mentioned later).

7.4.2 Stacking Technique

Scales

The tile shapes from the splitting technique are sometimes too random and irregular. We plan to use the tessellation method for generating more regular and organized patterns. We propose a technique called stacking, also based on the basic sequential idea. The stacking technique can create patterns resembling scales on snakes or fish.
Figure 7.19: Comparison of our particle-based cracks with a physical system by Neff and Fiume [127]. (a) The base crack patterns by Neff and Fiume; (b) cracks from random variations by Neff and Fiume; (c) our cracks from length control; (d) and (e) our cracks using the same scheme in (c) but with different random variations.

Given a region and a growth path, we create a priority map for all pixels. The priority is the distance to the starting point. A pixel with a high priority is processed earlier than a pixel with a low priority. At each step, the system finds the location with the highest priority and grows a curve from that location. The curve is called a scale. We only keep curves with arc length in a proper range; otherwise, the system removes the curve and starts a new curve at the next location. We use an identification map that
stores the curve ids for each position. The identification map helps us quickly find the next candidate position. After a valid curve is found, the new scale is drawn. The points inside the scale and on the curve become invalid, shown in Figure 7.20 as grey and red regions respectively. The dark regions indicate the points that are too close to previous scales, where new curves are not allowed to begin. The points marked in blue have high priority. Each scale is grown step by step along the stacking order and direction. Figure 7.20 illustrates the generation process for the scales, following the curved path shown in Figure 7.21 (d) and starting from the right corner and growing from top to bottom. The growth of curves in Figure 7.21 (b) and (c) follows a vertical path from the top to the bottom with circular and wavy curves respectively. Figure 7.21 (e) and (f) show two stacking results with the same curved path but with different sizes of scales.

![Figure 7.20: The growth for scales.](image)

**Rivers**

Numerous elongated textures are also commonly seen in nature, such as rivers, hair or feathers. Previous region-based mosaic methods [50, 103, 104, 163] pack regular tiles into regions, which cannot show the flow of the texture. We propose to use the stacking technique for the creation of rivers. For both wavy and curly rivers, stacking starts with a random distribution of points. Each point grows a horizontal wavy or curly curve until the curve meets with previous curves or the region boundary. Stacking goes incrementally from bottom to top. If a particle is too close to the previous curves, it dies. We remove short curves. Each curve represents a small portion of the water surface. The top row of Figure 7.22 shows two illustrations of a wavy river. We create the bottom row in the same way as the top row. Instead of
placing one curve at each location, we place a group of curves. Each group includes three to six curves with similar properties, including similar starting directions and curvature, in which a random variation is added. The stacking goes group by group and the system stacks a group of curves from bottom to top. Some curly waves are shown at the bottom of Figure 7.22.

3D Indication

Next, we propose to indicate 3D illusions by growing curves in 2D. The idea behind the basic tessellation is to form regions with curves so that the regions form a smooth surface. A region in 2D can be thought of as a projected area from an object’s surface in 3D. Stacking a group of curves can imply the shape of a surface in 3D. When a 3D
surface is sliced with a plane along a chosen axis repeatedly, the collection of slices is a group of curves. If we project the collection of curves to 2D, the curves suggest the shape of surface. Specifically, we can define a stacking path and order and place curves along the stacking path one by one. Figure 7.23 (a) shows a stacking path (the red curve) and an order, shown by the arrows. A simple construction is to stack a group of circular curves along this configuration line sequentially, which generates the illusion of a 3D cylinder, shown in (b). Figure 7.23 (c) uses a large radius, displaying a group of larger circular curves that convey the impression of a larger cylinder. We also show an illusion of a small flat cylinder in (d), which is obtained by a slightly flatter curve. The flatter curve is generated by $f(t) = 0.001 \times (t - (\text{int}(t/500)) \times 500)$, called closed curly curves. At the beginning, the curve increases its curvature and decreases its curvature at the end. The constant value 500 used in the function $f(t)$ is to control when to reduce the curvature. Stacking contours can be complicated by a careful layout of curves; also, we can have varying curvature, e.g., as shown in Figure 7.24. The results convey 3D illusions for a sense of even more complicated surfaces. The concept of 3D suggestion is a way to obtain interesting visual appearance.
Figure 7.23: 3D indication from stacking. (a) A stacking path; (b) circular curves (curly curve type, $s = 4$); (c) circular curves (curly curve type, $s = 1$); (d) flattened circular curves (closed curly type, $s = 4$).

Figure 7.24: 3D indication. (a), (c), (e), and (g) are stacking configurations. (b) Curly curves (scale = 0.2); (d) the same curve as (b); (f) and (h) more complicated curves.

7.5 Results and Discussion

This chapter first explored artistic tessellation, applied it to produce mosaics with texture indication, and synthesized abstract and natural patterns automatically. Texture
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indication in mosaics was not attempted by previous methods. We use a particle system and a smoothed vector field to create partitions, providing texture indication for mosaics. Figure 7.25 compares our result with commercial software (Adobe Photoshop and GIMP), and previous region-based methods such as traditional mosaics [50] and artificial mosaics [27]. Notice that no previous mosaic results can preserve highly textured areas, for example, Lena’s hair or feathers. Our result in Figure 7.25 (e) depicts the hair texture nicely, showing hairs intersected with each other, despite using a smaller number of bigger tiles. The tiles are less attractive in smooth areas, such as Lena’s face. The vector field in the face region lacks strong directions and the directions change quickly in that area. When particles trace that area, the trails will change quickly and smoothing cannot relieve the quick change. That is why we can find strange tiles on the face region. Human perception is sensitive to the face region because we are very familiar with the face and know exactly how it should look. Our current method still needs to improve the tile shapes in such regions by introducing an artificial strong direction to remove the strange tiles.

We show several applications including natural and abstract patterns, mosaics, and 3D suggestions, which demonstrate tremendous flexibility to achieve different purposes. Most applications we shown are based on the sequential method because the S-Method can determine each location of growth as well as when to stop creating new particles. The parallel method is based on an existing distribution and can produce regularity in the tessellation, which can be used for the mosaic goal as well. Figures 7.26, 7.11 (b), and (c) use the same distribution to place curves. The final
quality of P-Method highly depends on the initial distribution. In summary, the P-
Method can provide a partition with better expression of the direction field and the
S-Method is better able to produce long curved tiles.

Figure 7.26: Mould’s stippling with P-Method. Left: tessellations; right: tiles are
assigned the average color of each region.

Beyond abstract and natural patterns, the idea of artistic tessellation may work
for creating textures such as hair, feathered wings, flowers, and other botanical ele-
ments. In the future, users and researchers can adapt our method to those additional
applications.

We use the stacking technique to create some examples of illusory three-dimensional
structures that indicate 3D. Occlusion occurs when one object is hidden by another
object partially or completely. From occlusion, we can infer how two objects are
located. The object occluded is farther than the one unoccluded. The curve termi-
nation rules in our tessellation imitate occlusion. Many existing non-photorealistic
rendering techniques start by finding silhouettes from 3D models or image edges and
then draw inner content of objects. In contrast, the stacking technique starts with
drawing interiors of an object by placing a group of curves and then forms the illusion
of the surface of the object. The stacking technique constructs apparent objects with
a procedural organization of curves. We did not explore the management of intersections in this thesis much. We think that the intersection adjustment between curves is a very intriguing future direction.

In Figure 7.27 (a), some groups of wavy curves are drawn randomly in a region. Each group forms a long leaf. A simple intersection organization could be to always place a leaf on top of other leaves; a new leaf occludes other leaves, providing a striking depth illusion. Figure 7.27 (b) shows how near leaves obstruct far leaves, giving us a very strong feeling of depth. Figure 7.27 (c) employs many leaves occupying the entire region. Future exploration can provide a strategy to control the intersections when two curves collide each other.

In our implementation, a discrete map is stored to help the intersection checkup. The strategy always lets each particle run a few initial steps (say 5). Otherwise, intersections with the parent curve will occur too frequently. The more initial steps are allowed, the more likely it is that there will be an intersection. An area with too many particles may disobey the principles of artistic tessellation since small and narrow regions will show. Figure 7.11 (c) has very dark areas on the bottom of the left corner, where curves intersect with other curves without stopping the growth. If the number of particles is very high, the particles in that area will create short curves. Since particles run at least five timesteps, particles may collide with each other during the initial steps. To improve the partition quality in very dark regions, we suggest lightening the whole image. Our current system controls the starting orientation of
each particle, but does not predict the stop condition. How curves should meet with other curves is unpredictable. A new strategy for curve generation should consider where and how to terminate the growth. There is no need to make a change in the underlying method. Since we employ a discrete map to allow the system to terminate the growth of curves in a shorter time and thus avoid narrow spacing between two curves, the ending points do not really intersect with previous curves. We checked a 8-connected neighborhood. As a consequence, we may notice some vector graphics are not closed. We suggest in the future we may let the system grow without stopping at intersections and improve the final partitions in post processing by removing narrow regions.

Using an Intel Core Duo CPU E8400@ 3.0GHz with 3GB RAM, we can produce abstract patterns or cracking results in around 0.1 – 0.5 seconds. If a distance map is used for spatial adjustment, processing takes longer, up to a minute. Table 7.1 shows the CPU processing time for mosaic generation.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Image & resolution & points & curves & tiles & time (s) \\
\hline
Figure 7.11 (b) & 400 × 468 & 9,803 & 3,164 & 3,579 & 5.5 \\
Figure 7.26 & 400 × 468 & 9,803 & 12,608 & 8,750 & 13.9 \\
Figure 7.12 (d) & 400 × 468 & 17,997 & 3,470 & 3,554 & 7.2 \\
Figure 7.14 (d) & 660 × 560 & 17,300 & 5,385 & 6,997 & 23.7 \\
Figure 7.13 (b) & 622 × 800 & 16,791 & 6,046 & 7,298 & 29.5 \\
Figure 7.13 (a) & 800 × 935 & 19,571 & 13,228 & 15,613 & 54.8 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{CPU processing time for mosaics.}
\end{table}

7.6 Summary

This chapter presented the artistic tessellation technique to grow an irregular tessellation by placing curves in an organized way. The placement of curves presents similarity with spatial control. We implement the idea through a particle system. The key novelty is to determine a partition by placing curves. The generation of the partition is fast. In addition, the particle tracing strategy provides control over the final result. We have used this idea to produce natural and abstract patterns including cracks, leaves, waves, scales, and 3D illusions. We also introduced a texture-indication
mosaic method. This kind of tessellation should be very useful for irregular partitions.

This work on artistic tessellation has been published as follows:

Chapter 8

Conclusion

This thesis investigates a variety of styles, including halftoning, screening, stippling, line drawing, and artistic partition, by using two techniques: first, a contrast-aware and second, prioritized error diffusion algorithm and an artistic tessellation approach. The prioritized error diffusion method processes pixels in an order based on priorities and diffuses error to neighbouring pixels in a contrast-aware weight distribution. The use of priorities and the contrast-aware error diffusion helps preserve structural content from an image. The tessellation method produces artistic partitions by growing curves. We grow curves with similar starting direction and curvatures and prevent narrow spacing as well. We apply both algorithms to create several effects, including halftoning, screening, stippling, line drawing, and mosaics. The stylization applications used in this thesis demonstrate that consideration of contrast awareness and similarity in our NPR algorithms can provide high quality structure preservation.

8.1 Summary of Results

This thesis provides an automatic image abstraction system using Prioritized CED (introduced in Chapter 3) and its variations. This priority scheme can flexibly adapt to the framework of different primitives, including pixels, dots, and lines, all of which maintain contrast awareness in structure preservation. The applications for effects and styles included halftoning, screening, stippling, and line art. Our methods produced high quality stylized images from input images with a computation time comparable to earlier abstraction systems. The successful stylized effects for halftoning, screening, stippling, and line art demonstrated that the idea of contrast consideration can improve the abstraction quality. The variations of these different styles, shown in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, modify mask properties, organize the priority configuration, and adjust the weight distribution related to the element size. Each chapter evaluated our algorithms through side-by-side comparisons and through comparing
computation speed and objective measurements. Our evaluations demonstrated that our proposed automatic abstraction system can effectively accomplish the goal of high quality image abstraction with respect to tone matching and structure preservation.

The approach of Prioritized CED, introduced in Chapter 3, provides control over contrast by using a priority-based framework for error diffusion. We can produce stylized results efficiently. The application in Chapter 3 to halftoning generation results in high matching between rendered images and the original images in terms of tone, structure, contrast, and visual appearance. We provide a comprehensive comparison with previous halftoning methods using side by side visual views as well as objective measurements. The visual comparison shows that our contrast-aware halftoning can preserve weak edges, which are normally missed by previous algorithms. The testings from the objective measurements show that our methods have better scores as measured by CPSNR and MSSIM in general.

Chapter 4 adapts Prioritized CED to create screened results. Our screening method can preserve structural details well and provide multiple controls over patterns. We can create exclusion patterns or textural patterns according to two variations: modifying the circular masks to exclude some pixels in the error diffusion process and configuring multiple stages for different feature edges. Our screening results have better structural preservation than the dithering method [13, 87]. The flexible choices on pattern generation provide screenings with non-uniform appearance.

Chapter 5 proposes a stippling method with good structure matching to the original image, which adapts Prioritized CED by introducing additional control over the number of primitives used. The adapted approach for stippling can reduce the number of dots to a degree but still maintain the good preservation of content in image input. Additional applications based on variations on mask shapes, priority configuration, and colors can produce a family of styles, such as heightening and scratchboard. As compared with previous stippling methods [117, 161], our stippling method can preserve structure better. In addition, our method can produce a variety of effects.

Chapter 6 proposes an approach for creating line drawing. We adapted Prioritized CED by adding techniques of pixel clustering and skeletonization to produce a line drawing with simplified large-scale structure from an input image. Variants include
simplified, emphasized, or combined line art.

Chapter 7 presented an automatic system to create different artistic tessellations, which simulated natural patterns and varied artistic designs in 2D space. The system can be easily adapted to generate stained-glass mosaics when guided by an image. Different tessellations were constructed by growing curves procedurally and in parallel. The curves are the trails of particles in a particle system. The particle system presented similarity in the starting angle and movement types of the particles by locally controlling particle properties. The tessellations created by our curve growth can simulate natural and abstract patterns, including cracks, scales, rivers, and 3D illusions. Among these applications, cracks and scales contain irregularities and randomness, which effectively model natural patterns.

In the chapters about CAH, SPS, line drawing, CSS, and AT, we compared our stylized results with previous results created by other researchers. We used the same original images as they did in their papers in order to have fair side-by-side comparisons with their results. This thesis shows a small number of our results. Beyond this thesis, we have produced around 200 rendered images for each of our proposed methods. Test images included different subjects such as cats, cars, buildings, flowers, persons, mugs, and birds. Based on the resulting images, our CAH, SPS, line drawing, and AT methods are very robust. The images created by CSS look good too, but CSS results have assignment errors because we cannot recognize two different regions belonging to the same object from segmentation. This is an unavoidable issue which happens to other researchers too.

Throughout this thesis, we suggested and justified the parameter values. Our testings showed that the parameter values used are not sensitive to the image contents.

8.2 Future Work

Even though the work presented in this thesis is quite comprehensive, the research undoubtedly reveals numerous possibilities for extending the work that has been done. The remainder of this section describes some new potential research directions.

Contrast-aware error diffusion may be applied to another style such as black and white stylization, which is an extreme contrast. Black and white style separates foreground from background. Prioritized CED offers a step to threshold intensities,
which may produce numerous isolated pixels, much like the halftoning. We should find a way to cluster black pixels and to resolve the issue concerning scattered pixels. Similar to the black and white style, black and white engraving is another possible style that would extend this work through strokes. As for the priority scheme, we think that is a general idea which will have other applications in graphics beyond NPR.

Introducing semantic information into our artistic tessellation method can be useful for creating partitions with meanings such as landscape or portrait. We may think about how to accurately describe semantic content when growing curves. Another possible extension could be the investigation on occlusion using curves that may create interesting 3D illusions in the future.

In Chapter 3, the contrast-aware halftoning method processed faster than previous structure-aware halftoning methods. However, our contrast-aware halftoning method might produce a group of black pixels close together. In the future, an additional post process can help to remove clumping and improve the visual appearance. The influence of the shape of the mask on the effects should be researched further and will likely produce interesting findings. Other image features such as local histogram, texture features, entropy, and statistical factors may be very useful to adjust the local contrast. We created color halftoning by simply extending one color channel to the RGB color channels. Other possible areas of expansion that emerge in Chapter 3 would be the introduction of color halftoning and other artistic styles generated through pixel management provide further research topics. The speed can be further improved by a parallel system.

In Chapter 4, the content-sensitive screening method worked well for a variety of images; however, CSS did not address the matching issue and thus incorrect assignments happened. In the future, the assignments of patterns to regions should be explored further as not every pattern offers an aesthetic look.

In Chapter 5, the structure-preserving stippling method calculated the priority values based on the distance to two extreme intensities. In the future, the exploration of other types of priorities for the SPS method would be interesting. For example, we can prioritize based on values from local histogram, steepness, or slope of edges. Mask variations on shapes and growth order provide many possibilities of a variety
8.2.1 Example-Based Methods

Our Prioritized CED is effective for preserving structure in image abstraction; however, there are many traditional styles that have unique visual appearances resembling a hand-drawn look. When stippling, artists may create dots or small strokes that vary in shape and size. Our SPS generates perfect circles, which is distinct from the aesthetics of hand-drawn work. The drawings that we presented ignored the visual look of strokes. However, the real drawings use a medium, such as pencil. Each stroke of the pencil is an interaction between the pencil and the canvas. The force applied on each stroke can affect the appearance too.

Example-based methods [4, 58, 59, 66, 86, 117] have been effectively applied to simulate the realistic look of media in NPR. Kim et al. [86] and Martín et al. [117] also adapted example-based methods to create stipplings with a hand-drawn appearance. A future improvement would employ example-based methods in our algorithms. For hand-drawn stippling generation, we can use Prioritized CED to obtain the dot distribution. Based on the distribution, we can place a stylized dot resembling the hand-drawn look after analyzing the statistics of artists’ works. Since the structure is well preserved, the realistic appearance of the styles will certainly enhance the quality of stylization in terms of artistic aesthetics. However, when the examples are applied, they may affect the structural quality.
CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION

8.2.2 Interactive Tools

Another useful extension of this work would be to transform our automatic systems into interactive tools. Computers have become a popular means of creating art; our tools could provide artists with an interactive system for convenient editing and management.

We believe that our automatic systems can be directly transformed into interactive tools for users by providing interactive operations for selecting important objects and supporting convenient parameter configurations manually. The ability to select the most important structure for stylization can further enhance the structural preservation. Especially, the system for tessellation can provide different procedural configuration for users. Users can specify specific growth of curves for each region and different objects can have different tessellation configurations, both of which would result in interesting patterns.

8.2.3 Long-Term Future Work

In the long term, future work should consider the relationship between art, perception, and algorithms. Color perception is an obvious possible addition to improve stylization quality. The contrast between colors is complex. How can we maintain harmony in colors and in color contrast? Nevertheless, this new direction is an interesting trend in NPR research. This thesis explored a few perceptual rules including contrast and similarity. There are many principles of perceptual organization, such as grouping and simplification, which are very useful for algorithm designs and provide control over placement of primitives. Appendix A offers a brief introduction to the principle of grouping.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Perception and Art

A.1 Perceptual Assistance

Visual perception is defined by Wertheimer [183] as “a primary mental ability to organize human sensations”. The concept of perceptual assistance refers to employing perceptual characteristics in algorithmic design to help the brain in performing its visual task during the perceptual experience. The human perceptual system under the right conditions can be interrupted by saliencies, such as the sudden onset of a stimulus, motion, and sharp contrasts, which can capture visual attention [146]. For example, we are more attracted by the strong contrast between density for edges in Figure A.1 (b) than in (a). This illustration shows how a contrast-enhanced distribution for expressing an edge with dots gains more attention than a distribution with less contrast. In Figure A.1 (a), it is difficult for a viewer to detect the edge while the one in Figure A.1 (b) is easily recognized. The contrast between distribution in Figure A.1 (b) can clearly display edges. The key idea from perceptual assistance is to make placement cater to perceptual rules. More specifically, it means, distributing primitives through space in a way to show certain perceptual effects, such as contrast, similarity, and geometrical balance, can help our perception attain the sensation of visual experience. Next we discuss three important perceptual features: constancy, contrast effects, and grouping.
A.1.1 Perceptual Constancy

Perceptual constancy is the ability to recognise the same object from varying sensory inputs. For example, when an object is positioned in a different view, humans can easily discern that it is the same object. There are various types of constancy, including brightness constancy, size constancy, and shape constancy. Humans have the ability of perceptual constancy using which the human perception system can extract invariant properties from extrinsic properties. Constancy has an important impact on art. A typical example in art is Realism, in which the goal is to create images that look like real pictures taken by camera. A familiar scene depicted in realistic art in viewer's mind is because of perceptual constancy. Hence, in order to convey information meaningfully, NPR algorithms should find a way to present constancy in the results. Correctly extracting intrinsic properties of objects, such as size, color, and shape, can help depict the main information efficiently. As a consequence, extracting important properties of objects has been an essential task in NPR research for a while.

A.1.2 Contrast Effect

The contrast effect is a fundamental principle of perception, related to the enhancement or diminishment of perception. Contrast effect is defined as “the phenomenon where people perceive greater or lesser differences than are actually present as a result of prior or simultaneous exposure to something with similar base characteristics, but different key qualities” [189]. As an object has different attributes, there are various types of contrast, for example, focused and blurred, random and ordered. Figure A.2 shows a collection of examples for four types of contrast. A black dot with a hollow is easily detected when it is surrounded by dark solid dots, which is because of color difference; a horizontal line is obviously seen circled by vertical lines, which is because of direction difference; a concave is not difficult to find in a set of convex because of the shape difference; a focused letter is clearly read from blurring words because of the blurriness difference. The placement of primitives relies on the contrast between neighboring contexts to expressively transmit information. The illustration in Figure A.2 also informs us visual effects from dots, lines, shapes are quite different as each primitive can be varied visually from its attributes. There are different types
of contrast according to the difference between primitive attributes. Artists express contrast effects a lot in their artistic work such as black and white, scratchboard, heightening. Strong visual contrasts capture people’s attention. Contrast effects have been researched in many areas such as image processing for image enhancement. However, a fairly small number of researchers [15, 23, 150] addressed NPR issues related to perceptual contrast in placement. DeCarlo and Rusinkiewicz [23] used contrast to highlight suggestive contours to convey shape cues. The small indication of very bright regions enhancing contrast conveyed the final effect vividly.

A.1.3 Gestalt Laws of Grouping

The principles of grouping are a set of principles in psychology, following the observation that humans naturally perceive objects as organized patterns and objects. More specifically, the perceptual grouping is also called Gestalt laws of grouping, where Gestalt roughly means “whole”, “form”, or “pattern” in translation. The bits of sensory information that we receive from individual visual elements are not continuous, but disconnected. The brain can organize those bits of information into a meaningful whole. Six common principles are the following: proximity, similarity, closure, good continuation, symmetry, and simplicity, as illustrated in Figure A.3. Basically, a viewer tends to order his experience in a manner that is regular, orderly, symmetric, and simple. Symmetry, for example, is a commonly-known aesthetic feature applied by designers and artists in architectural design and artwork such as Islamic patterns and Chinese paper-cuts. In the field of NPR, Wong et al. [191] successfully
composed symmetric placement for computer-generated floral ornament. Kaplan and Salesin [79, 80, 81] presented an extensive series of work for tilings and patterns, used for Escherization and Islamic patterns. One strategy Kaplan and Salesin employed is to present symmetry and similarity in design.

### A.2 Good Composition

The quality of abstraction and composition of abstract patterns to some degree relies on how the primitives are placed. Composition in visual art is the placement or arrangement of primitives. In order to have good design, cooperation between creative thoughts and perceptual organization is indispensable. So a picture created by an artist is not a random slice of marks, but is designed [148]. Goldstein wrote that a “good” composition maintains three perceptual effects [30]: (a) it helps achieve perceptual clarity; (b) it creates a feeling of harmony or balance; and (c) it leads the viewer’s attention to various areas of the picture.

We first would like to achieve perceptual clarity in visual appearance. For abstracting objects in an image, a placement of primitives should depict the properties of objects, such as size, shape, and structure, in order to help viewers in perceptual constancy. Good composition avoids pictorial “mistakes” or confusions. For example, Figure A.4 shows a house drawing that has a false attachment of the edges due to prolonging the strokes (circled in blue) accidently. This false stroke is unwanted.
An incorrect placement of primitives makes a picture ineffective in passing information to a viewer, whereupon he loses interest. Showing the content correctly is an important goal to achieve perceptual clarity. Each visual primitive such as a dot, a stroke, a line, and a curve by itself cannot be meaningful. The visual effects stem from the context or the mutual interaction between individual primitives and their neighboring primitives. Increasing perceptual contrast can enlarge the difference between the properties and then ensures the strength of the figure-ground segregation, which makes pictures easier to read. Based on this, beyond perceptual correctness, to have perceptual clarity is to maintain contrast effects and hence to enhance the content.

Secondly, we would like to create aesthetic effects and balance in composition. Since the context in a distribution of visual primitives is important, creating aesthetic effects needs presenting the harmony and the balance among primitives — a commonly-known goal in composition [105]. The textbook “Fundamentals of Art” [32] defined balance as “a sense of equilibrium achieved through implied weight, attention, or attraction, by manipulating the visual primitives within an artwork and as the optimal equilibrium among all parts of the work”. Therefore, balance is a psychological state created by the arrangement of pictorial primitives. Weights are spatially determined both by qualities of the objects and by their location in the picture.
The third perceptual effect is to direct attention. Perhaps more difficult, a good placement of primitives in art creation could direct attention to draw the viewer into the picture, which means good composition can influence where a viewer looks, and the order in which the objects are viewed.

### A.3 Contrast between Properties of 2D Primitives

Differences between attributes of primitives cause different types of contrast. Figure A.5 shows different properties of those chosen primitives.

![Properties of primitives](image)

(a) A pixel  (b) A dot  (c) A line  (d) A curve  (e) A region

Figure A.5: Properties of primitives. (a) A pixel: position and color; (b) a dot: position, size, and color; (c) a line: thickness, position, color, length, and direction; (d) a curve: position, color, length, direction, and curvature; (e) a region closed by a set of curves.

#### A.3.1 Primitives

Primitives can be pixels, dots, lines, curves, and regions. A pixel is a resolution-dependent concept used in image space. Pixels in an image have position and color information. In binary images, each pixel is either black or white and the spacing between black pixels indicates the density of distribution directly. Large spacing indicates sparse distribution while small spacing suggests dense distribution. The contrast of a placement of pixels results from the spacing between black pixels. If a dot primitive has size information besides position and color information, the contrast can be the difference between the size values. A line primitive is straight and starts at a position with length along a direction. Thickness, direction, and length are three extra attributes to manipulate contrast for lines. A curve is formed by a set of lines and its curvature can be changed in creation; and thus the contrast can be shown in
controlling the curvature. A region is a bounded area. A region boundary is formed by a series of connected curves. As a result, a region has more attributes than a pixel, a dot, a line, or a curve and provides more ways to display the difference between attributes. For example, the way of connecting the curves is a property of a region, which can be used to manage the contrast.

Previously, we proposed Prioritized CED and AT to create different styles using different primitives. Figure A.6 shows five different styles using different primitives, which are generated by the algorithms from this thesis. Figure (a), (b), (c), and (d), are produced by a contrast-aware framework to enhance the structure details. Figure (e) is created by a method employing similarity in placement of curves.

A.3.2 Depict Objects using Placement of Primitives

Usually significant shape information in a picture is provided by the object contours. Object surfaces under different lighting conditions provide gradual changes of tone. Shadows indicate depth and spatial relationships between objects. To express a picture, artists place strokes to capture the object contours, shading effects, or shadows. A common technique used by artists to create realistic drawing is shown in Figure A.7 (a), which demonstrates a five-element procedure for drawing an object. The five elements are shadow edge, halftone, full light, cast shadow, and reflected light. A real object like the pearl necklace in Figure A.7 (b) is composed of a few similar objects drawn individually. In the NPR literature, Hertzmann and Zorin [60]
(a) Steps for a pearl  
(b) A pearl necklace

Figure A.7: Realistic drawing techniques by five steps. Images are adapted from *Lifelike Drawing with Lee Hammond* [49].

presented computer-generated smooth hatching with artistic rules, which include to draw silhouettes, halftone, full light, and reflected light. The elements Hertzmann and Zorin used are similar, including halftone, full light, and reflected light, but not exact as the five elements Figure A.7 uses.

To express an edge using primitives, there are two ways: placing primitives on the featured edges and manipulating the attributes of primitives to show the contrast from both sides of the edges. Figure A.8 shows some ways of manipulation based on the difference in attributes for different primitives. In Figure A.8, we see examples of both strategies: placing pixels, lines, or curves on the edge; while taking advantage of contrast between some attribute to perceptually carve the edges. Intuitively, differences in more than one attribute produce stronger contrast, as shown in Figure A.8 (h). However, humans cannot pay attention to more than a few items simultaneously, so they are faced with the challenge of continuously integrating and prioritizing different influences [67], which are not fully explained by researchers in perception. Although, we can manipulate the visual appearance to communicate shading by adjusting attributes to present the change of tone, the arrangement of tone levels is subtle and continuous. We need to structure our placement of primitives for tone more carefully than for edges.
Figure A.8: To depict an edge, we show different ways of contrast between primitive attributes. (a) Pixels placed on the edge; (b) the difference between the distribution of pixels; (c) the difference between the distribution of dots; (d) lines placed on the edge; (e) the difference in line directions; (f) a curve placed on the edge; (g) the difference in curve curvatures; (h) the differences in line directions and a curve placed on the edge.